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PREFACE 

•A' 

s* 

The Sir Edward Beaicy Memorial Lectures were created, and 
endowed, by Dr. H, A. Beatty and Miss Mary Beatty as a 
memorial to their brother, who had served as Chancellor of 

McGill Uoivenity from 1920 untU his death in the spring of 
1943. Those were difficult yean, involving the extremes of 
economic prosperity and depression in Canada, as well as the 

onset of the Se^nd World Wax. Four Vice*ChancdIors, in succes¬ 
sion, served under the leadership of Sir Edward Beatty, and 

during two lengthy periods of interregnum he was called upon 
to assume direct administrative responsibility, so that the develop¬ 
ment of McGill University dxiring that critical quarter of a 

century is due in preponderant measure to the vision and deter¬ 
mination of the great Canadian whose name is perpetuated in 

the tide of these lectures. 
In order that Dr. Radhakrishnan might be in a position to 

accept the appointment as the tvst Beatty Memorial Lecturer, 
the inauguration of the series was postponed for twelve months. 

The best measure of the Interest in his lectures, which are repro* 
duced in this volume, is the simple statement that more than three 
thousand people, student and citizens of Montreal, came night 

after night to hear them. Since this number was far in excess of 
the capacity of Redpath Hall, it might be added as further 

evidence of interest that this au^ence sat throughout the lectures 
on hard folding chairs in the Sir Arthur Currie Gymnasium* 
Armoury, which is by no means acoustically perfect, and at the 

conclusion of the series rose ic its feet in a spontaneous ovation 

of sustained applause. 

T. CYRIL ]AHBB 

Principal end Vict’Chaneglior 

MffOill Unioarsity 
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FOREWORD 

McGUl Univ«r&iry did cdc a great honour by asking me to 
inaugurate the series of Beatty Leetures. This book represents the 
substance of three lectures which I gave last October at McGill. 

The first lecture deals with the splht of Indian culture, the second 
on Western culture is divided into two parts, the first dealing with 

Greece, Macedon, Rome, Egypt and the beginnings of Chris* 
tianicy, and the second with the Christian doctrine, Islaru, the 
Crusades, Scholasticism, Renaissance, Reformation, rise of natural 

sciences and modern philosophy. The third deals with the prob* 
Jems which both East and West are today facing and the need 

for a creative religion, 
In three lectures it is impossible to deal adequately with long 

periods of history. One can only take up a few salient features; 
even their selection will reflect individual choice and their treat¬ 
ment will be necessarily perfunctory. The only plea that I can 

make is that I have dealt with the subject in my own way taking 
into account limitations of time, space and knowledge. I do not 
expect every one to agree with what I say, but if these reflections 

stimulate thought 1 shall be amply rewarded. 
1 had an unforgettable experience at McGill last October and 

1 owe it mainly to Prindpal Cyril James and Mn. Irene James 

who looked after me with great kindness and attention bordering 

on devotion. 

S. ttAOStAKASaHWAK 

New Delhi 

90 May, 19SS 
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LECTURE ONE 

EAST 

r UIND AND BPiaiT 

Edward Wentworth Beatty in whose name these lectures are 

founded played a noubJe pan in the malting of modem Canada. 

The impress of his work is found in the varied fields of industry and 

education, law and civic life. His leadership in education is of 

special importance to us. He was the Chancellor of this University 

for over twenty years, from 1921 to 1943. 

This lectureship was esublished to commemorate hU services to 

the University and probably in pursuance of his desire that McGill 

should develop a Utiivenity Extension Movement. In his maiden 

speech as the Chancellor of the University, presiding over the Arts 

Reunion Luncheor) held during McGill’s Centennial celebrations, 

he said : *McGill.., must be prepared to teach not only within the 

College buildings, bur ro come off the hill into the streets, into the 

suburbs and country towns\* 

The words which he uttered in his Baccalaureate address to the 

graduating class of this University on May 26, 1935^ are of signlfi* 

cance even today: ‘The world of which you are the heirs is or>e of 

bitter strife and turm<^, We—your elders have dealt unfairly with 

you.,. . The wild boom of past*war days came from man’s failure 

to learn the lesson of the war. We should have emerged from that 

appalling misery chastened in spirit. We did not'.* He attributed 

the causes of the first world war to a malady of the soul. *We gave 

too little thought to those spiritual values by which all human 

progress must be weighed. The war which eroded the greatest period 

of human progres came from our failure to contr<d our worship of 

the material by loftier standards. Do not tell me that it was no 

more than the outcome of German greed of conquest; of British 

imperialism; of Fiendi militarism; or of capitalistic lust of profits. 

* D. H. MUIe^B9l»tow; of the C.P.R. (cssr) P- >4^ 
< Ibid. pp. 4-5. 

tt 



12 EAST AND WEST 

Britain gave the world order and material civilisati<»), Gennany and 

France adorned the world with an and music, enriched it with 

science and with letten. The war profits of capitalists were an 

incident—not the cause of the war. We must look deeper. The mad¬ 

ness that plunged the world into the bloodshed and horror of the 

great war was a defect of the soul—not of the inmd\^ We have had 

another war after these words were uttered. We live today in fear 
of the future. 

When Beatty males out that we suffer today from ‘a defect of 

the soul, not of the mind', he su^ests that the happiness of men 

and nations consists in the maintenance of a natural hannony of 

body, mind and spirit and today we suffer because of our emphasis 

on the achievements of mind and neglect of the values of spirit, The 

resources of spirit are on the decline while the achievements of mind 

have reached alarming proportions, We seem to control the earth 

and the heavens, to understand the atoms and the scars. Yet we arc 

scared. Something has escaped us. The contemporary world sicua- 

tiori brings to my mind a significant short story. Christ came from 

a white plain to a purple city and u he passed through the first 

street, he heard voices overhead, and saw a young man lying drunk 

in the gutter. ‘Why do you waste your time in drunkenness?' He 

said, ‘I was a leper and you healed me, whit else can I do ?* A little 

farther through the town he saw a young man following a harlot 

and said, 'Why do you dissolve your soul in debauchery?* And the 

young man answered, ‘Lord, I was blind and you gave me sight, 

what else can I do ?' At last in the middle of the city he saw an old 

man weciring, crouching on the ground, and when he asked why he 

wept, the old man answered : 'Lord, I was dead and you raised me 
unto life, what else can 1 do but weep ?' 

Our scientific achievements help us to increase health, wealth, 

leisure and life itself but what do we do with them? Dissolve our 

soul in drink and sex or embrace nihilism which holds that con¬ 

sciousness is a calamity and suggests that it is better to be dead 
than alive? 

We sometimes say that the hydrogen bomb may prove a veritable 

vkxapon of peace since its devastating character is a great deterrent 

to war. The hydrogen bomb is a challenge to man, a call to develop 

a new ethos, a new spiritual outiook, Beatty advised the youth of 

hi? time to be slow to anger, to be slow to condenm, to be ready to 

* Ibid. pp. 154-155. 



EAST 

believe the best of others, to develop qualities of underetandiiyr and 
compassion. 

II. EAST AND WEST 

When we take a long view of history we will find that there is not an 

Eastern view which is different from the Western view of Ufe. There 

IS not much truth in the pseudoscience of national or continental 

psychology which affirms that all Easterns are this and all Westerns 

arc that- The history of any people is slightly more compUcaied 

than these sweeping statements would suggest. As a matter of fact, 

Eastern and Western peoples had common beginnings and devel¬ 

oped from them relatively independent views and acquired certain 

features which marked them from each other. Today both of them 

are taci^g the same problem, the reconciliation of the values of 

mind with those of spirit. The tension between the two constitutes 

the meaning and puipose of history. Whether in the East or in the 

West, we have unresolved contradictions and attempts to solve 

them, to learn from each other and adapt the inheritance of the 

past to new and ever-changing conditions and reshape it into a new 

and living pattern. It is in the striving to overcome the tension 

between the values of spirit suid the achievements of mind that we 

find the incomparable soaring of the human spiKt and the opening 

of new horisons. Even today the unconquerable spirit of man is not 

looking back but is looking forward, looking up, reaching out to the 

stars, no matter what the cost or the consequence may be. It is ours 

to strive, it does not matter if we fail for even out failures make for 
success. 

It is not possible in the course of three lectures to give a com¬ 

prehensive or systematic account of the relations of East and West. 

That demands a range of scholarship and skill of selection larger 

than I can lay any claim to possess. My aim is the very modest one 

of making a few observations on this vast problem. 

Bast and West are tenns difficult to define precisely. The North 

American Indians are authentic Americans as they owned the place 

but anthropologists relau them to Eastern races, America today is 

a projection and offshoot of Europe, inheriting its traditions and 

adopting its principles, its religious faith, its code of morals and 

manners, its systems of law and structures of government, its arts 

and sciences. The two Americas, the Anglo-Saxon North and the 

Latin Centre and South belong to Europe as well as to themselves. 
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Even U we leave a^de the Americaa^ we cannot say precisely where 

Europe begins and Asia ends. Europe U the name given by the 

Greeks to the Svide prospect’ on which they lo^ed, the long hori¬ 

zontal peninsula which is physically an annexe of the vast land mass 

of Aua. It is deeply indented with a long coast line and spills over 

into West and North Africa from the southern side and from 

the northern, it shades off into the mass of Asia. 

If we look at the problem from the pcont of view of history and 

culm It, we are told *cbat a single family of related languages^—the 

Indo-European, runs almost uninterrupted, and without a deflniie 

break from Western Ireland and the highlands of Scotland to the 

Ganges and beyond’.* Neither East nor West has had any monopoly 

of the values of civilisation. 

According to Thucydides, nothing of importance happened before 

500 s.a., or at any rate before his time (400 b.o.).* This is factually 

Incorrect. Long before Plato, ideas on the need of perfection in man 

and his institutions were set forth in different parrs of Asia, China, 

Persia, and India. The moral code of Zarathustra aiming at the 

triumph of virtue, not only over the material world but over the 

spirit, helped to fertilise Greek thought. The emphasis which 

Confucius laid on individual value and social ethics is well-known.' 

The major changes In the history of man occurred when man 

arrived as a biological species, when dvilUadon began, of which we 

know little, and In what Professor Karl Jaspers calls the Axial period, 

ranging roughly from Boo to aoo b.c. when philosophies and 

religions were promulgated in three separate areas of the world, the 

Mediterranean, China and India. These systems of thought repudi¬ 

ated tribal religion, aHirmed the autonomy of the individual and his 

direct relationship with the Univenal. In each area intellectual 

progress was stimulated by rimilar conditions, the existence of many 

small states. Attempts were made to establish political unity and the 

paraDelism of spiritual development is an expiession of the funda¬ 

mental unity of mankind. For neariy 1500 years these cultures 

developed on parallel lines and the differences became emphasised, 

*TK« Bvrop«in tnhtril^st, edited by Sir Erne»t Earlier end others {1954) 
Vol. Ill, p. 

<1, a-iQ. 

• It hu been said thAt Cosfudiis and Jeffnsep agree b, (heir coneera for 
the ordinary maa, peuant or wttker, in (heir diidain for myslicino, their oppoci* 
tion to authoriiariuiure, their iiulsience on educatioa a; e proper function of 
aovemcneat, their belief in (he full development of the individual’s pouibilides 
and (heir unceasing jearch for private aad public virtue. 
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when Western countries expeiienced a majOT transfonnaticin 
through the achievements of science and technology. 

Astronomers teU us chat (he beghmii^ of the physical univezse 
may be dated somewhere about four or five billion years ago. 
Before then we had neither stars nor atoms. The earth was formed 
about three billion years ago. Then came in succession, the verte* 
brates, the mammals. Man emerged on this planet somewhere about 
500,000 years ago, as an unique sort of animal, distinguished frem 
the rest, even from his nearest relatives, the anthiopdd ape, by his 
abandonment of the arboreal life and the adoption c^ bipedal 
locomotion. When man started walking on his hind legs, his fore¬ 
legs and fore-feet were released from the necessity of supporting the 
weight of his body and became hands capable of delicate manipula- 
tion, The erect posture and the control of breathing, whi<^ he attains 
through it, accounts for the development of speech. The decinve 
distinction between man and other animals, however, lay in the 
azt and quality of bis brain. The human being came, as it were, 
out of the darkness of unreasoning life, differing from all who had 
gone before, raising the question, why? This is the birth of the 
rational consdousnes. He is no more the victim of blind phyacal 
forces but takes a hand in shaping his future. Though animals learn 
by rnal and error and imitation, the capacity to learn by experience 
reaches its highest development In man. 

The first manifestation of chinking is the making of tools. We find 
steme implements, shaped by purposive action in Europe, Asia and 
Africa, from early Pleistocene tima. 

Thought is accompanied by feeling and imaginatim. In the 
lower Paleolithic period, improvements in the fonri and finish of 
stone tools were made so as to render them noc only useful but also 
pleasant to handle. Indications of artistic capacity survive from 
upper Paleolithic times, perforated shells, carved bra^ets and ivory 
nose-plugs. Pictures painted or engraved in cave walk show the 
ability to reproduce In two dimensions what is perceived in three 
dimendoru. Evidently the people of the period had knowledge of 
the rules of perspective and the relevant optical laws. Thanking and 
imagination were both active. When Sophocles says; ^Wcodera are 
many, but none there be so strange, so fell, as the child of man^’ 
he refers not only to thinking, learning and remembering but also to 
imaginmg, creating new ideas and preserving and communicating 

I Gilbert Murray's &.T. (Aniigent, George Alleo & Uowin Ltd). 
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knowledge over distances of time and space. Works of Imagination 

are as old as the practical and matenal tools. 
The cramitjon from food^achering (o food production marks the 

Neolithic revolution. The cultivation of cereals and the breeding of 
animals characterised this change which led to a rapid increase in 
population. These led to a new economy. Tilling the soil with a 
digging stick or a hoe, then using the plou^ drawn by oxen or other 
draught animals, irrigating the soil by arddcial channels from rivers, 
all these led to a fresh technology. The Neolithic revolution meant 
a new and more aggre^^ attitude to nature. Its members, instead 
of passively accepting what is given, adapted it to suit their needs. 
They manufactured artilidal substances which do not occur in 
nature, pottery, bricks, textiles. They produced wheels, domesticated 
animals, built houses and made clothes of woven linen or wool or 
sewn hides to protect themselves from climatic changes. By imposing 
discipline on themselves they laid the foundation of durable societies. 
Food production is the essential condition of civilisadon and available 

evidence shows that it began In Egypt and the Middle East nearly 
2000 years earlier than anywhere in Europe.^ 

Human life is an associative life, of co-existence and co-operation. 
This group life is not a static process but a dynamic one of action 
and interaction. The social or co-operative life U not effected by 
instinct, as in the beehive and the ant-hill, but through meaning 
and purpose. It is this mental reality that transforms the herd into 
a human society. It expresses itself through speech and symbols, 
through religious and political institutions. 

Recorded history extending back for six thousand years as but a 
short span compared with the hundreds of thousands of yean of 
inaccessible prehistory, when the decisive steps in the making of man 
were uken. In those long ages men existed in various forms and in 
different parts of the world, knowing Utcle of one another. 

The distinctions of East and West are made with Europe as the 
centre. Geographical areas are not cultural or anthropological 
entities.* Neither East nor West is a corporete single entity. Each is 
a blanket term used to cover a numb^ of separate peoples and 

* rrefeuor V. Gordon Childe observes that' it seems li>e]y that the neolithio 
ecvQomy was iolroduced into or dilTusod to Europe from the near Bast' thouah 
he iwSrrats that this view is incapable of rigorous proof. Zvtoptan lahtri- 
tance, Vol, I (1954) p. 41 

t From her ^eofraphicai relation to Europe, the East It divided Into the near 
East, the Islaffiie world, the Middle Cast, India, ladone&ia and the Archipelago 

and the Far Bast, China, Japan and Indo-Chioa. 
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regions in differem stages of development. Each had its own 
individualised cuitiires. There is little in cotnmon bccween an Afghan 
Muslim and a Filippino Catholic, between a Chinese Taoist and a 
Ceylonese Buddhist. China, India and Japan have had their own 
cultural developments, even as France a^ Gennany, Spain and 
Scandinavia have had. We cannot therefore speak of a Western or 
an Eastern culture, for they have had different sub-varieties—not¬ 
withstanding coiTun«i beginnings. Yet the sum of the afRnidtt which 
link the sub-cultures of the West is larger than the sum of the 
affinities which link them to non-Westem cultures. 

If we take a long view of history, we shall find that all human 
beings and their social fonns have certain fundunenial character¬ 
istics which are more primary than the difTcrences which seem to 
dominate our minds. Yet the differences are distinctive and thoe 
give form and flavour to a culture which gives to its members a 
poise and an assurance derived from a delicate balance of forces 
striving in contrary directions. Indian culture, for example, is along 
and varied tradition, a great uninterrupted endeavour in philosophy 
and religion, in art and literature, in science and humanities. 

When we speak of a historic culture wc refer to the norms and 
beliefs which sustain it, the spiritual forces which determine its social 
framewoik. A culture is not the superstructure of the material means 
of production as the Marxists believe. The very names Hindu India, 
Buddhist Asia, Western Christendom or Islamic society suggest that 
spiritual traditioQj, philosophies of life underlie ea>ch sociecy. The 
social institutions, economic arrangements and sdendfle beliefs are 
all bound together by certain ide^, by which men overcome the 
dualism of their nature, the animal and the human, instinct and 
intellect, individual and society. As long as a society lives by its 
ideals, its tools and forms have meaning. If the faith fails, the 
society loses its guide and direction. The withering away of vital 
beliefs is the symptcen of cultural decline. Culture, to use Spengleris 
words, hardens into dvilisation, into what has become and no 
longer has the capacity to become, to grow. All cultures have their 
roots, old and new. They receive influences from olhen. The Chinese 
and the Hindu cultures were long ago in touch with those of the 
West and vice versa. There has been far more croas-fertilisation of 
ideas than we are inclined to acknowledge. 

B 
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III. THE INDUS OlVILIBATION 

Bishop Wcstcott told the late Mr. C. F. Andrews : ‘India and Greece 
were the two great thinking nations who had made the history of the 
world. As Greece had been the leader of Europe, India would always 
be the leader of Asia’.* While India repudiates any claim to the 
leadership of Asia, and acknowledges the antiquity and importance 
of the Chinese culture, this statement points to the important 
influence of India on Asian affairs from early times. 

Indian culture, with its mysticism and postivism, with its meta¬ 
physical leanings and rationalist spirit, has been a potent influence 
in the world for over four thousand years. Indonesia and Indo- 
China, Malaya and Thailand, Burma and Ceylon, China and Japan, 
to some degTM, are witnesses to the spirit of India, Brahmanical and 
Buddhist. We cannot look at the magnificent grandeur of Angkor 
or the adll beauty of fiorobudur, without a feeling of wonder at the 
marvellous inspiration and skill in execution of those great builden. 

No wonder, Kalidiisa, one of our great poets, who knew about 
India’s influence abroad, described the Himliayas, as If it were the 
mesisuring rod of the earth, the standard for dvilisationi.' The 
Himalayas are known as the place where the gods reside.' 

If we wish to know the spirit of a culture which has had a long 
and continuous evolution, we cannot get at it by taking a cross 
secdon of it, at any one stage. It is not to be found either in its 
earlier phases or in its later dcvelcpments. Any hutorical process 
can be understood only by surveying the whole growth and grasping 
chat inner meaning, which is struggling for expression at every stage, 
though never expressed perfectly at any stage. This is the spirit 
which binds together the different stages of Its history, which ia 
present in the earliest as well as in the latest. What is this meaning, 
this spiritual core of the Indian culture ? 

Undl the other day, we thought that India had a high civilisation 
neaiiy three thousand years ago which exerted great influence on 
the West through the Greeks and the Arabs. The archseological dis¬ 
coveries of Harappa and Mohenjodaro have made it clear that there 
was a highly developed civilisation about 3000 b.c. in the Indus 

> Charlis Frftr Andr0ws by BeiinrsidM Charurve£ aod MArjorJe Sykes 
(1949) p. t6. (G. Allen ft Unwin.) 

* aety vttaruyatn diii devatliml 
him&ieyo oins nuSdhirijeh 
pQrvipirau (oytnidhl vaflbyn 
nhiteh prthivyi iva inSnedap^sh. KitmitMmkkcve. t, t. 

* ddva-bhumUvem iSeyat*. 



Valley. Fr«n the brief inscriptions on the seals and the amulets, we 
may infer that this civilisation exerted a i^eat influence on the later 
religious life of India.* Sir John Marehall tells us that there is 
enough evidence to show the presence in India of a highly developed 
culture that ^ust have had a long antecedent history on the soil of 
India, taking us back to an age that can only be dimly surmised’.* 
Professor Childe writes: *India confronts Egypt and Babylonia by 
the third millennium b.g. with a thoroughly mthvidual and mdepeo' 

dent civilisation of her own, technically ^c peer of the rest. And 
plainly it is deeply rooted in the Indian soU’. He coodnucs: 'it has 
endured; it is already specifically Indian, and foms the basis of 
modem Indian culture'.* This culture had affinities with the culture 
of the Western nations.* 

^FslKer Herw >vn(es: *Indis hu net chsnstd much in (hs coune ef sect. 
Invstiens have taken place, wan have been wafed in Ker vast plains, new 
nAUenft and races have eenpuexed the laud and rued ever it, loretfn civilua* 
liQni have brouiht new nodena and new ideals: but ever^ody and eve^hirtf 
has been remodelled and reehaped and recast by the inauence oi the Indian 
r>ttien and iis ancient ei\dli«auen. The aneieat oviliiadens el Sr^t, Baby* 
Ionia and Asiyrtt have been blotted out from the map ef the world, out thet of 
India, the firit Dahta of which have been discovered in modern times alenf the 
banhi of the Indus, is still stive . . Stujtts ft Pfctf/ndp-Mttlili'fMfen 

Culiun fiC5s) p. XI. 
* M»k4n»-d4ro and lAe Indiu Cioilit4lion (iS9l} Vol. I, p. io6. 
*N4hi Oikt on lh4 Mon Aneioat Sm (i^eT p< sso. Profeeaor Prenkfort 

writes: 'It has been established beyond a possibuity of doubt that India played 
a pert Jo that early complex culture which shaped the civilised world before 
the advent of the Greeks. Tho Indut CivUutlion ond lAr Ntor KoiL Annual 
Biblicfraphy of Indian Archieolofy. Vol. VIl, p. la. Dr. Hall states: ‘There 
is little deubt that India must have been one ot the earliest centres of human 
civiLsatioA and it leemi natural to suppose,that the strange un*Semide, un* 
Aryan people who came from the East to civilise the West were ef Indian origin, 
especially when we see with our eyes hew very Indian the Sumeriaaa were la 
type’. 

4 Alfred SVeber places Ibe ancient civilisation of Egypt and Babylonia along* 
ode the cultures ot China and India aa exampiee of primary culture that remains 
unhiscorical and bound to magic. He eontruts thme with the secondary cul* 
turea which have arisen only in the West, based on the Ormc^Tevrish founda* 
dons. Karl Jaspers contests this view and observes: ’The In^la snd Chins 
that we know were bom from the Asdal period, not primary but secondary: 
spiritually they peneitaced to the same depth as the West, which happeoea 

neither In Egyrt and Babylonia nor in the aboririnal cultures of India and 
China*. Karl J^en; TAs Onrin and Goal of Nistorf £.T, (ipdS) P' 
Alfred Weber Is not unaware of this fact. He writes: 'Trom the moth to the 
dxih century ».o., the three culturiJ spheres of the world, which had fomied 
irs the meantiffle^he Hither Asiauc-Greek, the Indian and the CbuMse—came 
with remarkable slmuhtneily and apparently indepmdendy of one asother, to 
a rehgious and philos^hic enquiry and deciaon directed toward unlver* 
sab. rrom this stardn|*posnt Ib a s^ehronisde world epoch dadng from 
Zoroaster, the Jewish prophets, the Greek philosophers^ fioni Buddha, from 
Lao*Tse, they evolved those rebglous and philosophic interpretations of the 

world tod those attitudes of mind which, develo^d and recast, merged, robors, 
or transformed and refortned urtder mutual sj^tual influence, consDCute mas* 
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Mohenjodaro was at its best botween 3500-3350 b.c. It was laid 
out with straii^it roads running cast and west, north and south, 
thirry-threc feet wide, with aide streets of half that width. The 
buildings were made of burnt brick set in mud mortar. Some of 
them were several storeys high, They had baths with drainage 
systems and in addition there were public bath-houses. The drain 
pipes were of pottery joined together. Their love of beauty is evident 
from the amulets made of day or steadtc rock, beautifully glazed 
or carved to represent a buU, a tiger or an elephant or a crocodile. 
Their delineation of animals is true to life. They knew how to use 
metals, gold and silver, lead and copper, They knew how to make 
alloys made of bronze. There is the figure of a delightful dancing 
girl case in bronze. We find bangles and bracelets, nose discs. There 
are scales which shew that they knew weights and measures. Marbles 
are found and some kind of game played with a marked board with 
pieces to match. They knew the use of cotton.* 

Among the relics of a religious character found at Mohenjo-daro 
are not only fi^rines of the mother goddess, but also figures of a 
male god, who is the prototype of the historic 3iva, Obviously many 
of the features of modem Hinduism are derived from very early 
^rcea. Sir John Marehall tells us that the god, who is three-faced, 
is seated on a low Indian throne, in a typical attitude of meditation 
or yoga, with legs bent double beneath him, heel to heel, with toes 
turned downwa^ and hands extended above the knees. He has a 
deer throne and has the elephant, the tiger, tixe rhinocerca and the 
buffalo grouped round him. This figure of diva, the great Yogi, has 
been there for five or six millenia dominating the spiritual landscape 
of India indicating chat perfection can be achieved only through 
self-conquest, through courage and austerity, through unity and 
brotherhood in life. This ideal is.to be met with in the seer of the 
Upanisads rapt in communion with the Eternal, in the calm and 
compassion of the Buddha victorious over ignorance and ill-will, in 
the ecstasy of the saint who, through his heart's surrender, bec<wncs 
one with Univeraai love and the servant of God, who, lifted above 
selfish desire, carries out on earth the will of the Transcendent 

Uad’s crilerift of faith tn the world reUfions aad lu criteria of philosophic 
mcerpretat^, to the relifious aide of which nothing furdamenially new haa 
eeeo added sace the end of thU period, i.e. since the uxteenih cencurv*. Ibid 
p. »7p. 

* Centuries later, Herodotus referred to ^a plant which, instead of fruit 

princes wool of « finer and better quality than that of sheep of which the 
Indians stake eJeth. 
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Supreme. Crcatiw life is poasible only for chose who are capable of 
concenuatien and integrity, who have the courage lo be lonely in 
their minds. It is in momenta of solitariness that we glimpse visions 
of truth and beauty, bring them down to earth, clothe them with 
cmotiCTO, carve them into words, cast them in movement or frame 
them into philosophies. If our minds are to become vehicles of 
spirii, solitude and mcditaiion are essential. All growth is from 
within outwards. Spirit is freedom. True wealth is in being, not in 
having. A free mind is not a herd mind. 

Early in IndhVa history a definite direction has been given to 
man’s mind. To be, to hold the soul in its serenity is the end of man. 
There is in us the principle of subjectivity which is free from the 
pressure of external infiuences. Onlinarily we are automata; our 
words and deeds, our moods and emotions, our thoughts and ideas 
are produced by external forces. But man must leam to act from a 
different basis. He must become a different being. He must not be 
satisfied with what he is. He must be bom again or renewed in his 
consdousneas. He whose life is cumbered with distractions and 
luxuries is not necessarily on a higher level than he who pumiet 

the inward way, grows from within, develop* new qualities and 
powers that he does not possess now. Man cannot be satisfied with 
earthly possessions, not even with knowledge which instructs, infoims 
and even entertains. He has another destiny, the realisation of the 
spirit in him. 

IV. VEDIC CULTURE 

The Vcdic period, on a most cautious estimate, covets the period 
-between 1500 to 600 s.c. The fig Veda is older than Homer or the 
Old Testament. The concluding parts of the Veda, the Upanisads, 
which are the sourcra of the Vedanta, antedate the Orphic and the 
BIcusinian mysteries, Pythagoras and Plato. The Vedas represent a 
fusion of Aryan and pre-Aryan thought, 

The metaphysical ageoy, which alone makes man great, bursts 
forth in the famous words of the fig Veda: ‘There was neithCT being 
nor non-being. There was neither the air nor the sky above. What 
is it that moves? In what directiem? Under whose guidance? Who 
knows, who can tell us, where the creation occurred, whence it 
cometh and whether the gods were only bom thereafter? Who knows 
whence it hath come? Whence creation did come, whether it is 
created or not created ? He alone knoweth, whose eye watcheth over 
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it from th« height of heaven, and yet, doth he know ?’* These words 
of spiritual yeamiog, metaphysical unease and intellectual scepticism 
set the lone of India’s cultural growth- The seers of the Vida 

believe in a truth, a law which gos'ems our existence, which sustains 
the different levels of our being, an infinite reality, tkain stit, of 
which all the dilTcrcnt deities are but forms. The divinides of the 

Vidti are the powers of the Immortal, guardians of the truth, 
whose help we can gain through prayer, worship and gifts. Their 

grace enables us to grow into the law of truth, rlasya panlhS.* 

The truths suggested in tlic Vedas are developed in the Upanisads. 
We find in the seen of the Upani^ads, an utter fidelity to every layer 
and shade of truth as they saw it. This fact dated some of their 
detailed Judgments but their method of approach, their utter 
integrity of mind and spirit, their central intuitions into the nature 

of spirit remain of permanent value. 
'^ey afiirm that there is a central reality, the one without a 

second, who is ail that is and beyond all that is. The Spirit abides 
beyond the seeming victories of matter, beyond the immeasurable 
vastncBs of stellar space, beyond the mutations of the heavenly bodies. 
All this is spun and woven in the Spirit and it is the Spirit that 
gives meaning to the world, 

The Real, which Is the inmost of all things, is the essence of one’s 
soul. 'Smaller than the smallest, greater than the greatest, this essence 
of being lies hidden in the heart of the creature’. The one doctrine 
by which the Upanisads are best known to the outside world is that 
of lat tvam asi; the Eternal is in oneself. The Divine dwells in the 
secret places of the heart. The andent being, imperceptible to the 
senses, the Being deep in the unknown wrapped in shadows, dwelling 
in the abyss, lives In one’s heart’. By the rcfiection of the divine 
presence, the human Individual becomes sacred. 

To discover and enter into unity with the Real is the aim of the 

' X, !«$, 
* In Mitiani (Aii& Miner), we have euaeiform in«cnption» {fourceenth ceniuiy 

a.c.) meniionin^ the Vedie deities, Indre, Mitre, Varuoa end Alvini. Xerxes is 

reported to have dssiroyed a .temple at ^edia where people adored gods with 
Vedic names ilke lodra and Sarva. The luaship of the Vedic and the Avostan 
belief 11 weJhknown ajid the Iramaiu and the Indians had lived together or in 

elMe proximity from remote nnDquiW. The Vedic Mitra, auoclated with the 
light of the sun is in andent Iran Mithras whose ouit spread in the Western 

world and competed with Cbriidanity in ib claim to be the unique revelation 
of the divine truth and purpcoe for mankind. A Roman leoiple to Mithras has 
been recently discovered in the heart of the dty of London, near Si. Paul’s 

Cathedral. 
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human being. This union is not to be interpreted in txlrinsic terras, 
li is not contemplating or loving or serving God as an object 
external to ouraelvea. It is an activity which can be described only 
as possessing God and being possessed by Him. Human intellect is 
quite incapable of making reliable statements of a sphere which is 
beyond its scope. But the human heart is quite capable of lespooding 
CO Che Spirit. 

The highest state is said to be one of jnana, wisdom. This word 
indicates the intrinsic intelligibility of the Supreme, which exceed 
the finite powers of understanding, The highest state is above reason, 
noc without reason. Intuitive insight is a total awareness atcained 
through the dedication of all our powers. It is not a question of 
merely entercaming ideas. Ic is a transforming knowledge, a reshap* 
ing of personality, a renewal of being. It is a vision, an awareness, 
a release into boundless freedom. Here, to know snd to be, to poses 
and to enjoy are one. He, who has this awareness, can no more 
question the truth than he can doubt the shining of the sun when he 
Stands in its glare. This awareness » what is called vidyS: ica 
opposite is a-vidyS, confinement within the narrow bounds set by 
the mind and the senses. 

This union a not achieved by reason alone but by the whole 
personality. This requires self*discipline, a conquest of sclf^eeking 
desire with its fears, hatreds and anxieties. *The sage whose passions 
are at rest sees within himself the majesty of the inward self.^ Only 
by a life of complete self-renunciation, an emptying of self can we 
attain higher knowledge. Without it, reason itself is distorted by 
unstable emotions. 

In the schools of philosophy in Western uruveraitiea, the most 
popular system today is what is known as Logical Positivism. It 
divide all statements into empirical and non-empirical and affirmi 
that the non-empirical statements are tautological and tJie empirical 
ones are contingent and verifiable in sense-perceptioi. Propositions 
that are neither tautological nor verifiable, are just simple nonsense. 
Metaphysics, ethics, religion are emotive, non>factual, cannot claim 
to be knowledge. This view assumes that experience is limited to 
sensible dau and intellectual ccmstructions. On the other hand, the 
Upani^ads affirm that the human self is not to be limited to waking 
experiences where its tools are observed data and inferences from 
them. There art experiences which art ineffable, incommunicable 

^ Kaihe II. so. 
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by words and concepts. The human being has potentUlities of which 
he is not normally aware. 

If awareness of God is (he end of religion, we must have leisure 
to cultivate chat awareness. Man is most human when he is most 
alone. A solitary, who Is not used to express what he sees and feels, 
may have incense experiences which are less articulate chan those 
of one whose nature is exhausted by his social acdvitles. It may well 
be that sights and Impressions which others brush aride with a 
glance, a light comment or a smile, engage his attention. They sink 
silently in; they cake on meaning; they become emotion, experience. 
Whether in sdenee or philosophy, in literature or art, contemplative 
insight gives Hrth to the unique, the original, the individual. In his 
highest thoughts, in his deepest moods, man is alone. 

As religion is experience of reality, there is less concern with 

religious doctrine than with religious feeling, religious life. When 
we speak of religious coniiicu, we mean conflicts about the theories 
of the universe, about doctrines of God. The essential religious 
experience is not a matter of belief in a set of propositions but is a 
movement of the whole self to the daily challenge of actual human 
relations. 'Hiose who have percepdon of the Eternal Spirit realise 
that religion does not depend on theories. They have a sense of the 
mystery of God and this realisation of mystery is the foe to all 
fanatidsm. It induces a sense of humility which is the one sure 
preventive of over-confidence In human reason. Wc are not deceived 

by the pride of knowledge. 
All predication rests upon the inefTable. Existence is not a predicate. 

It is not definable but given. What Is given in religion is too static 
and too complex to be expressed in logical propceitions. Being is not 
directly accessible to radonal analysis as are concepts formed by 
abstjacdon. It is essentially uncooceptualisable. It is unreachable by 

abstraction. 
Refusal to transgress the limits of the definable comes out promi¬ 

nently in the Upanisads. ‘We cannot reach Him, neither by speech, 
nor by understanding nor by sight We can see Him only by saying 
He is’. The Real is Infinite, There is nothing before or after it, 
nothing outside ic. AU things that exist, that have ever existed or chat 
could ever exist, are a partial and fragmentary showing forth of the 
pcedbilities which it Includes within itself. This Brahman is not one, 
nor simple unity, for the Ideas of oneness and unity are nodtms 
cORCeiv^ in our limited minds and Brahman is limitless. It is 
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described as nori'dual, a-dvt^Xa, secendless, c-dyMiyti» as unity and 
du^ty are equally meaningless in regard 10 it. li can only be 
described negatively: not this, not this, na iti, na iti. 

Truth is of the univenal order. It is supra>individual and is 
unaffected by individual influences or conditions of space and dme. 
These relate to the outward expressions and not to the inner reality. 
Beliefs, opinions, dogmas belong to the contingent order and are 
variable and changing while truth is eternal and changeless. This is 
the difference between imh* and rmrri. The former is direct inspira- 
don, pure intuidon and the latter is rejection of the same in the 
rational order. The prophet souls, by virtue of their discipline and 
detachment, win through to the naked vision but we see the truth 
reffecced through various radonal structures. The truth which u the 
kernel of every religion is one and the same; doctrines, however, 
differ considerably since they are the applications of the truth to 
the human atuation. Every age has its variadona and is determined 
by its own assumptions which seem to it aelf'evidcnt. Since the truth 
i^f is beyond any expresdon that can be found for. it, there can 
be no such thing as the perfect formuladon. All are neceaarily 
inadequate and if taken too literally, lead to error. Every fonnula, 
every attempt to enclose reality within words and concepts, which 
is true within limits and is adapted to the time and occasion, will 
serve as a support of contemplation, an aid towards the undciatand- 
ing of chat which can be endceed in no formula, symbol or doctrine. 
The doctrines are not irresponsible. We cannot think as we like. Nor 
are they unnecessary. The language in which the truth is expressed 
conaiats of many dialects adapted to the needs of the different 
peoples. They are different means to the single end. The differences 
are fascinating but suboidinate; the unity is the reality* 

There is a recognition of the diversity of ways which lead to this 
one goal of enlightenment. Each one sets cut on his journey from 
the place in which he finds himself. Hindu and Buddhist doctrines 
are potentially wide and universal. They answer to the spiritual 
needs and capacities of every type of human bek^. The modes of 
addres and the ways of approach are many. Those who adopt a 
particular way or method are tempted to regard it as final and 
exclusvc. But when they gam awareness of the intense reality, they 
realise that the paths leading to it are as wide as truth itself. Rites, 
ceremonies, systems and dt^mas lead beyond themselves to a regitxi 
of utter clarity and so have only relative truth. They are valid so 
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long as they arc assigned their proper place. They arc not to be 

mirtaken for absolute (ruth. They are used to communicate the 

shadow of what has been realised. They indicate but do not define. 

Every word, every concept is a pointer which points beyond itself. 

The should not be mistaken for the thing signified. The ngn- 

pcet is not the destination. 

The universe receives the stamp of holiness through die reflection 

of the divine presence. It is a temple of God ‘who, being in the 

earth, is different from the earth, whom the earth knows not, the 

inner light, the immortal onc\‘ The Divine presence sets the univeiw 

free from blind forces and strife. 

There is an emphasis on the spiritual as distinct from the radonal 

character of the human being. Man is the inheritor of the spark of 

the divine. He has in him the urge to creation, which is the mark of 

his freedom. He can raise himself above himself. He is esemlally 

subject, not object. If we try to possess him u flesh, or as mind to 

be molded, we will fail to recognise that man is essendally the 

unseizable, who bears the image and likeness of God and is not 

the product of natural necessity. He is not something thrown off, as 

it were, by the cosmic whirl. As a spiritual being, he is lifted above 

the levd oi the natural and the social world. When the natural life 

of man comes to itself, his spiritiul being becomes manifest. 

Nature is not opp^d to spirit. It is attachment to nature that 

is inconsistent with spiritual dignity. Asceticism is opposed not to 

enjoyment but to attachment. It is not necessary for us to throw off 

the limitations of nature. Our bodies are temples of the divine and 

means for the realisation of value, dharmasadkena. Spiritual free¬ 

dom is not inconsistent with physcal life. The great chain of being, 

the hierarchical structure of the universe, the interaction between all 

levels of life and existence are stressed by the andent thinkers. 

T^e total surrender of the soul to God, the ineffable communion 

of soul and God are translated by varied images: ‘Even as the 

sparks spring from the blaze and return to the blaze, even as the 

rivers come from the mists of the ocean and return to the ocean’. 

When human beings are most clearly aware, most awake, they 

feel, that in some sense which cannot be clearly articulated, they are 

instrumenB for the expression of Spirit, ‘veaeb* of the Spirit. When 

we realise this, we outgrow individualism and espouse the cause of 

our fellowmen because we and our fellowmen are the expresion 

^ Brked^ortiftyiBia Vpdni}ad HI. 7, 3. 
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of the iame Spirit. We become tlie iiWruments of the Transcendent 

Self and lead lives of harmony, nobility and charity. 

The Hindu religion enjoins active charity, meekness and human 

lendemess. Its humanity extends even to animals. In all conflict with 

evil, the method to be used is love and not force, When we use evil 

methods to defeat evil, it is evil that wins. 

While, theoretically, the unique value of ail individuals b admit¬ 

ted, its implications have not been worked out in the social stmeture. 

There is more real democracy in the West than in the East. The 

caste system was originally intended to encourage a wide range of 

individual differences, but it ha.< come to denote privilege and 

snobbery. That many men should by the accidents of birth and 

opportunity have a life of toil and pain, hardness and distress while 

others no more deserving have a life of ease, pleasure and privilege, 

arouses indignation in senridve minds. The petrified caste system by 

which large numbers have fallen into superstition, practising rituals 

which they do not understand, is utterly inconsbtent with the ideal 

of the latent divinity of all men, This principle does not support 

the attempt of some dictators to make us all alike and if possible to 

make us all into a single being. We cannot all merge into one 

another for we arc bom separately and die separately and so will 

always be running off the totnlitarian tracks, 

From the emphasb on the immanence of the Divine in man, it 

follows that them is not a single individual, however criminal he 

may be, who is beyond redemption. There is no place at whose gates 

it is written ‘Abandon all hope, ye who enter here’. There are no 

individuals who are utterly tvi\. Their characters have to be under- 

stood from within the context of their lives, Perhaps the criminab 

are diseased feUowmcn, whose love has lost its proper aim. All men 

arc the children of immortality, amrtasya pvtrdli. The spirit is in 

every one, as a part of oneself, a part of the substratum of one’s 

being. It may be buried in some like a hidden treasure, beneath a 

barren debris of brutality and violence, but it is there all the same, 

operative and alive, ready to come to the surface at the first suitable 

opportunity. 
Salvation b not automatic, It depends on our effort. To make 

out that salvation b not something we earn or deserve, it u said to be 

an entirely free and spontaneous gift of the Supreme and hcU eon- 

sbts in our wilful failure to appreciate it, The Indian view, however, 

emphaases that it b the function of morality to cam life eternal. 
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Grace is not an arbitrary dispensation of a distant deity. 

In the Upani^ads we find formuJated the distinction between 

Absolute Spirit personal God, between the ultimate truth of the 

eternal and the relative truth of mortal existence. They trace the 

lives of the inwand growth of man from the physical to the spiritual 

mode of existence. They give us techniques for spiritual realisation, 

which are flexible and continuous and discourage claims for the 

monopoly of truth. 

V. BUDDKtSH 

The sixth century s.o. was a period of great awakening, the world 

over; Confucius in China, Pythagorus in Greece and Mahavjra and 

the Buddha in India belong to it. The Buddha’s doctrine is a 

restatement of the truths of the Upanisads with a new emphasis. 

He calls religion dhamma, righteousness which is the way to perfec> 

tion. 

The Buddha's vision of the Spirit expressed itself in a life of 

wisdom, prajna and compassion, karvj^S. But he did not indulge in 

theories ^ reality. He remained utterly silent, inarticulate about his 

experiences. He shows the way by which we can, by our unfaltering 

effort, get to the place where he is and see what he sees. We should 

not demand proofs of his knowledge but seek to become ourselves 

aware of it by undertaking the necessary labour, Contemplation is 

the power of transforming the whole man and assiinilating him to 

the object. 

The ideal of nlrvlqa is a negative fonnulation of the positive 

freedom or moMa of the Upanisads. The Buddha’s eightfold ethical 

path is an austere sublimation of the Vedic dharma, of the Upanisad 

insutence on dayl, compassion, dama, self-control and diuia, charity. 

These who attain bodhi or enlightenment help those who are in a 

fallen condition to reaEse their divine potentialities. Whether we Hke 

it or not, whether we know it or not, ^e divine is in us, and the end 

of man consists in attaining the stature of the Buddha. 

Matrceia (first century a,d .) describes the Buddha in these words; 

‘Towaids an enemy intent on ill, you are a friend intent on good; 

even in a constant fault-seeker you are bent on searching for virtues'. 

’You ate even bad food, accepted hunger sometimes, trod rough 

paths, slept on mud trampled by cattle. Out of love for those to be 

trained you undertook service attended by Insult and changed your 
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dress and speech> master though you were’.* Asanga, the Buddhist 

meuphysidan of the fourth century speaks of Buddhist compassion: 

The bodhisattva has m the very marrow of his being a love for all 

creatures^ which is like the love one has for an only son. As a dove 

cherishes her young and patiently broods over them, so does the 

Compassionate One with the creatures who are His children’. He 

tells us to have ‘compassion for the wretched, compassion for the 

hot-tempered, compassion for the angry* compassion for the slave 

of pasuon, compassion for him who is obstinate tn error*, ^antideva 

advises us to ‘do good even to our worse enemies’. Konen, the 

Japanese teacher (n 33-1212), taught the worship of Amitabha, 

Infinite light, (Amida, Japanese); ‘There is no hamlet so forlorn that 

the rays of the silver moon fail to reach it. Nor is there any man 

who, by opening wide the windows of bis thought, cannot percuve 

divine truth and take it into his heart’. 

In both Hinduism and Buddhism, the distinction between the 

Kingdoms of light and of darknest, between heaven and hell 

becomes untenable. The coeznic power of the Eternal One, his 

universal love will not suffer defeat. Hindu and Buddhist systems 

aim at universal salvadon. According to Mahayina Buddhism, the 

Buddha deliberately refrained from coming to the final term of 

enlightenment in order to help others on the way. He has taken a 

vow that he will not enter into nirvioa until everything that exists, 

every particle of dust, has reached the goal. 

This docs not mean that the Hindu and die Buddhist religions 

cancel the distinction between virtue and vice, good and evil. It only 

means that even the evil have other chances. The law of karma 

provides the soul with a succession of spiritual opportunities. If there 

is only one chance given to human bdngs, they have, at the end of 

this one life, lo be redeemed if good or condemned to eternal fire, 

if evil. The whole doctrine is inconsistent, if God is infinite love and 

infinite compassion. 
The spread of Buddhism in the centuries before the Christian era 

in the East, in Tibet, Bunna, Nepal, Cambodia, Annam, China and 

^ kftdaiuiioy apl bhuitlni 

kvacit kfud tdhiviHtS 

panthino vinunlh ksurtnih 

tuptarh soka^Ukefv api 11$. 

pripiSh ktepSvrlSl) tev£ 

v«^hijljitaniSi krtam 

nScha vaineyavitttlySt 

prabhvnSpi tvay&. 06. Setapa^t4iafka. 
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Japan and in the West, Afghanistan, Pamir, Turkestan, Syria and 

PaJestine, without spieling a drop of blood, is well known. 

From the third century b.c., there were conquests of culture, 

dharma-vijaya, in the regions of Indo-China, Indonesia, in the 

Malay peninsula. Hindu culture esublishcd itself very early in Java 

where are preserved Borobudur temples and reliefs. In Cambodia, 

the great temple of Angkor-vat was begun round about a.d. 1090 

and completed fifty years later. Familiar Indian names like Champa, 

Kimbhoja, Amaravad, names which we find in the Buddhist texts, 

were given to the places in Indian colonies even as European names 

like Bostem, Cambridge and Syracuse arc taken over by settlers in 

the United States from their European homelands, Brabmanicnl 

and Buddhist faiths prevailed io this Farther India and came to 

terms with each CFther as in India- King Har§a, the last ruler of 

Northern India (a.d. 6o6-$47), dedicated temples to Siva and the 

Buddha.' 
The disappearance of Buddhism from India is due to the prac¬ 

tical coalescence of the two faiths, especially when both the 

Brahmanical and the Buddhist faiths got mixed up with gross super¬ 

stitions. The over-emphasis on an exclurive ethical pathway to salva¬ 

tion by some of the Buddhistic schools made it incompatible witli the 

flexible, many-sided, synthetic genius of the Indian religious con- 

scioumess. The Indian religion rejected the exclusiveneas and 

assimilated the valuable teachings of Buddhism and thus preserved 

the line of continuity- This period Is distinguished by the rise of 

great philosophical systems, epic literature, artistic advance, scientific 

development and immense p^itical activity. The teachers of South 

India, Samkara, Ramanuja, Madhva, effected a cultural union 

between the North and the South, between the Aryan and the 

Dravidian, and laid the foundations of Indian national unity. 

Vl. 20R0 A STRl AHI 9 ¥ 

The foUewcR of Zoroastrianism, when they were expelled from 

their country owing to Muhammadan persecution, took shelter in 

India. A Paiti historian writes : The Pertian or Pani fugitives, after 

undergoing numerous hardships and nearly incurring destruction 

succeeded in gaining the ahoras of India, where the rights of shelter 

i In Java, the BuddSa waj adored u the younfeti brother of Slvi. An East 

Javan Kin; about a.d. i$oo was called Siva Buddha. A bilinfueJ Rimbhojan 

liueription (c. a.d. leoo) salutes Atvaiiha, the Ring of treei, who hat Brahmi 

at root, iivi as crunk and Vi$cu sj branches. 
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and settlement vvere conceded by a Hindu ruler*.* The Pajsees are 

said to have landed in Sanjan about a.d. 716 and the first fire 

temple was built there through the generosity of the Hindu ruler. 

Zoroastrianism is not a proselytising creed. It encouraged the prac¬ 

tice of other religions. 

VII. JSLAU 

While the Parsecs came as fugitives, the Muslims and the Christians 

came as conquerors. The Hindu attitude to Islam was one of tolera¬ 

tion. From very ancient times, India had intimate relations with the 

Arabs, especially in trade and commerce and there were land and 

sea routes established between the two countries. The Muslims were 

welccsned in India by the Hindu rulers who permitted them to build 

mosques and spread their message. Indian genius did not believe in 

compelling people to choose their way of life. It encouraged each 

group that found its home in India to live by its own conception of 

the good life. Abdul lUzak, the Ambassador from the court of 

Persa about the middle of the fifteenth century wrote : The people 

(of Calicut) are infidels; consequently I consider myself in an 

enemy's country, as the Muhammadans consider every one who has 

not received the Quiin. Yet I admit that I meet with perfect tolera¬ 

tion, and even favour; we have two mosques and are allowed to 

pray in public’-* 

When Islam spread in the country, theistic developments became 

more prominent in the doctrines of Rlhninanda and Kabir, Rmdas 

and Dadu, Tukaram and Tulsidb, Nanak and Caltanya. Attempts 

at the reconciliation of the Hindu and the Muslim faiths were made 

not only by the spiritual leaden but by the emperor Akbar who 

coned down the dogmatism of Islam. Akbar who ccenbined an 

inquiring mind with a tender heart declaies chat Hhere are sensible 

men in all religions and abstemiotis thinkers and men endowed with 

miraculous powers among all nations’. He continues: ‘Each person 

according to his condition, gives the Supreme Being a name but, in 

reality, to name the unknowable is vain’.* Jahangir said of the 

Hindu anchorite Jadrup that ‘he had thoroughly mastered the 

science of the Vedanta, which is the science of Sufism’.* Data 

Shikoh, the eldest son Shah Jahan, is the author of a treatise 

• Ksr«ka: History of ikt {1884) Vol. I, P> jv- 
) Murray: DUcovfios aU TrovoU in As\a. Vol. 12. p. so. 
• 'Vincent Smith: Akbar. ihi Great Moghul (1917) PP- 
• Memoirt of yahan/ir, K.T. by Beveridge, VoT. I, p. 35$. 
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designed to prove that the diiferences between the Hindu and the 

Muslim faiths were only matters of language and expresson. 

The great contribution of Iranian genius to Islam was pervasive 

and subtle, quickening and humanising. The pre'Islamic faith of 

Zoroastrianism and the early cults of Manichzism and Mithraiam 

influenced the development of Islam in Iran. In the Sufl develop^ 

ment of Islam, of which 'Attar, Sadi, Jalal-ud-dln RumI and Ha^ 

are illustrious representatives, we have a close approximation to the 

philosophy of Advaita Vedinca. WhUe the transcendent remote¬ 

ness of Allah is the distinctive feature of Islam, His loving nearness 

to the human soul is stressed in Sdflsm. It believes in the non-dual 

Absolute, and looks upon the world as the reflection of God, who is 

conceived as light. It emphasises the soul’s exile from its maker and 

its inborn longing to return and lose itself in Him, in spite of other 

attractions. In ^-Ghaulfs work we have a synthesis of dogmatic 

theology and devotional mysticism. The Sufls abstain from animal 

food and believe in rebirth and incarnation. A celebrated Sufi of the 

seventeenth century Sabjani, it is said, 'abstained from flesh, 

venerated the mosques, performed in houses of idols according to 

the usage of the Hindus, religious rites in mosques, worship (puja) 

and prostration after the manner of the Mussulmans’.* In his way 

of life he anticipated Ramakrana, the Hindu mystic of the nine¬ 

teenth century. 

Rumi adopts the traditional examples of ancient Hindu thought 

when he advocates freedom of worship. He writes : 

The lamps are different, but the Light is the same: it comes 

from Beyond. 

If thou keep looking at the lamp, thou art lost; for thence arises 

the appearance of number and plurality. 

Fix the gaze upon the Light, and thou art delivered from the 

dualism inherent in the flnite body. 

O thou who art the kernel of Existence, the disagreement 

between Moslem, Zoroastrian and Jew depends on the stand¬ 

point. 

Some Hindus brought an elephant, which they exhibited In a 

darit shed. 

'Dabiitan : E.T. by Shea and Troyer, V«l. Ill, pp, 
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As seeing it with the eye was impossible, every one fdt it with 
the palm of his hand. 

The hand of one fell on its trunk: he said, ‘T^is animal is like 

a water-pipe”, 

Another touched its ear: to him the creature seemed like a 
fan. 

Another handled its leg and described the elephant as having 
the shape of a pillar. 

Another stroked its back. ‘Truly’*, said he, “this elephant 
resembles a throne”. 

Had each of them held a lighted candle, there would have been 

no contradiction in their words’.^ 

The Indian form of Islam is moulded by Hindu beliefs and prac¬ 

tices. The Shiaa arc much nearer Hinduism than the Sunnis. The 

Khojas whose tenets are a mixture of Vaisoava and Shia doctrines 

hold (hat Ali is the tenth incamaUon of Visnu. We hnd In India a 

number of communities of mixed descent. When later Muslim 

invaders from ouuide attacked India, Indian Muslims fought side 

by side with the Hindus and resisted them. When these invaders 

settled down in India, there were frequent feuds and instances arc 

not wanting of Hindus fighting under Muslim leadership and 

Muslims hghting under Hindu leadership. The Mmlinu of India 

spoke the Indian languages, belonged to the same racial stock, 

^opted the occupational groupings and, within each class, the 

Hindus and the Muslims were often indistinguishable as they are 

today, in dress and manners, in ways of thought and behaviour. 

With the advent of the Moghub, the imperial court became the 

meedng ground of Hindu and Muslim scholars who made them¬ 

selves familiar with each other’s cultures. In the eleventh century, 

the great Muslim sch^ar, AJberuni, mastered the Sanskrit language 

and left us an impressive siccount of the achievements of the I^dus 

in sciences and philosophy. India’s spirit of comprehension and for* 

bearance influenced the Moghuls and the cultural activities of India 

between the fourteenth and the nineteenth centuries illustrate 

HIndu-Muslim collaboration. In music and architecture, in paindng 

> E.T. by fi- A. NichoUon in Poet fsnd idfStic (19^0) p. 166. (G. AUm 
& Uowin.) 
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and dandng^ there was a notable synthesis of Hindu and Muslim 

ideas. The Hindus and the Muslims of India share a common past 

in literature, art, social forms and tradition of religious tolerance. 

VIXr. CHRISTIANITY 

Christianity has flourished in India from the beginning of the Chris* 

dan era. The Syrian ChHsdans of Malabar believe that their form of 

Christianity is apostolic, derived direcdy from the Apostle Thomas. 

They contend that their version of the Christian faith is distinctive 

and independent of the forms established by St, Peter and St. Paul 

in the West. A heretical work of the third century called Tht Ads 
of Thomas tells us that the Apostle was unwilling to go to India, 

and thereafter the Lord contrived to sell him as a slave to Abbanes, 

the representative of Gondophares, the ruler of India. The whole 

story was dismissed as incredible undl in 1834 a coin was found 

is the north*westem comer of India bearing the name Gondo¬ 

phares. From this we can gather, not that the Apostle went to India 

in the first century—though it is not improbable—but that there 

were close reladons between India and the Christians of Persia and 

Mesopotamia before the third century. What is obvious is that there 

have been Christians in the west cout of India from very early 

times. They were treated with great respect by the Hindus, whose 

princes built for them churches. The Right Reverend Stephen Neill, 

for some time the Bishop of Tinnevelly, writing in the Sptc/otor, 
observtt: ‘The Syrians are on an equality with the Naira, the great 

Hindu landowning community; they regard themselves as superior 

to the other Hindu castes, and inhmtely above the depressed classes*. 

The eariy GhriitUns looked upon themselves as an integral part of 

the general Hindu community and discouraged proselytism. 

Minonary propaganda for conversion to Christianity started with 

the establishment of European settlements in India. With a fervent 

faith in the divine character of his mission, Francis Xavier, one of 

the greatest of the Christian missionaries to the East, spread the 

Christian message in different parts of the East. He wrote to King 

Joao 11! To your servants you must declare as plainly as possible 

. ., that the only way of escaping your wrath and of obtaining your 

favour is to make as many Christians as possible in the countries 

over which they rule’, 

The efforts of Father de Nobile, to present Chrisoanity in terms 

of Hindu thought, did not receive encourag;cment and Christian 
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missionaries thereafter carefully avc^ded any appearance of com' 

promise with the Hindu faith. When the Tortufuese power gave 

way to the Dutch and the English, trade became the main interest 

and the Protestants had little sympathy with the activities of the 

Catholic Church. The East India Company did not encour^;e 

missionary propaganda in territories under its control When 

Protestant Churches in Europe were permeated by a s;^ of evan- 

gelisadon, missionary activities in India also increased. New societies 

were established and the campaign againsc Hinduism became sc 

virulent that Lord Minto was forced to ban all preaching against 

Hinduism. He wrote to the Chairman of the Board of Directors : 

Tray read the miserable stuff addressed specially to the Gentoos 

(Hindus), in which without me word to omviDce or satisfy the mind 

of the heathen reader, without presenting argument of any kind, 

the pages are filled with hellhre, and hcU fire and with still hotter fire, 

denounced against a whole race of men, for believing in the religion 

which they were taught by their fathers and mothers, and the truth 

of which it is simply impossible it should ever have entered into their 

minds to doubt. Is this the doctrine of our faith?’ Fresh impetus was 

given to nussionary activiry when the Company’s monopoly was 

abolished in 1S13. Christian educational institutions were established 

in the chief centra of India and the govemmenta became quite 

sympathetic to Christian evangelisation. 

Hindu revival, the growth of nationalism, and the loss of pratige 

for religion in the West led the Christian leaders to manifest interest 

in Indian culture and asrimilate it to the Christian teaching. When 

the Indian National Congress under the leadership of Gandhi made 

the aboUtiort of untouchabllity one of its main objectiva, the hopes 

of weaning away the DepresKd Olassa from the of Hinduism 

became slender. 

The attitude of the ordinary Hindu to the Christian religion is 

one of sympathetic understanding and appreciation. Christianity has 

been with us from the second century a.v. It has not merely the 

rights of a guest but the rights of a native. 

The younger sections of the converted Ghristiaos tend to regard 

themselva as the inheritors of the great Indian culture. Attempts 

to reconcile the Inherited spiritual tradition of India with the 

acquired Christian doccrioe on the lina of the reccocUistion effected 

by the great scholastic thinkers between the Aristotelian tradition and 

the Christian dogma are being made by the more enteiprisiDg of the 
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Indian Chrisnan leaders. Christianity which is already ‘debtor both 
to Greeks and Baiharians'' may gain considerably by the insights of 

the Eastern religions. 

IX. CHINA 

Between India and the Far East there are certain common features 
such as strong family relationships, and reverence for ancestors. 
There is a cemmunity of thought and feeling fostered by Taoist and 
Buddhist teachings. Buddhism has been the great civilising power 
in the Far East for nearly twenty-five centuries shaping the mind of 
Asia, creating great philosophical movements and literatures in 
different languages including those of Central Asia. It tamed savage 
tribes with its doctrine of universal compassion towards ad life and 
produced great art famous for its metaphyacal teaching, psycho¬ 
logical symbolism and ethical meaning. Kecent political cxpenences 

have created a common Asian background. 
Tao exists before all else. Tao is the way, the impartial rational 

law of things to which our conduct should conform if we desire to 
live in wisdom and peace. The secret of wisdom and peace is 
conformity to nature^s ways, 'All things in nature work silently. 
They come into being and possess nothing. They fulfil their function 
and nuke no claim. All things alike do their work, and then we see 
them subside. When they have reached their bloom each returns to 
its origin. Returning to their origin means rest or fulfilment of 
desdny. This reversion is an eternal law. To know that law is 
wisdom’. Lao Tk says j ‘If you do not quarrel, no one on earth will 
be able to quarrel with you. . .. Recompense injury with kindness. 
To those who are good, I am good, and to those who are not good 
I am also good; thus all get to be good. ... The softest thing in 
the woHd dashes against and overcomes the hardest. . . . There is 
nothing in the world softer or weaker than water, and yet for attack¬ 
ing things that are fiim and strong there is nothing that can take 
precedence of it’. ‘Tht female always overcomes the male by her 
stillness’.’ The superior man is expected to transfomi others. 'To Tao 
all under heaven will come as «reams and torrents flow into a great 
river or sea’.* The Chinese speak more of wisdom than of goodness, 
of the sage rather than the saint, the man of mature and quiet mind. 

* II j LXl, «. ' Saertd Boakt of th4 Best XXXIX p. 9:. 

a Ibid. p. $9. 
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Everyihing that comes into being docs so in accordance with the 
order of Tao. It is the supreme principle which is superior to the twin 
principles of Yin and Yang, Yin is the femaie principle representing 
humidity, shadow, edd and conOacdon, while Yang is the male 
principle representing heat, sun, activity, expansion. The procescs 
of nature and of man are explained by the activity of these two 
principles. They are, however, subordinate to the Tao in whom they 
find their unity and impulsion, Tao, by inciting the endless altema* 
don of the two principles, is the motive force of the cosmos. 

The Tao is descrit^d in negative terms as the Brahman of the 
Upani$ads. The Tao that can be expressed is not the eternal Tao; 
the name that can be defined is not the unchanging name’.^ To get 
to Tao is to rise above life and death, subject and object, lime and 
space. Before time and at all times was a Being existing of iuelf, 
ciemaJ, infinite, complete, omniprwent. To name it is impossible 
for human terms apply only to creatures perceptible to the senses. 
Now the Primordial Bring is essentially not perceptible, Outside the 
Being, before the origin, there was nothing. It U caKed nothingnea, 
mystery or Tao. Because it is described negatively or analogically, 
it is not to be confused with nullity. It is dynamism, upsurge, free¬ 
dom. It is ‘the spontaneity which moves the worlds'. Wisdom con¬ 
sists in renouncing all selfish desire and the sense of urgency and 
allowing oneself to be guided by it, 

China's primary attention is centred, not so much on mastering 
the exlcmri world or on release from the discord of man*3 divided 
self but on the problems of social life, on proper political, economic 
and iorial relationships. Man, for (he followers of Confucius, is 
neither a pure intellect nor is he simply a seeker of perfect adjust¬ 
ment with his inner nature. He is essentially a social being, seeking 
adjustment with fcUowmen. Confucianism is more an ethical system, 
a social code than a religion. It yet rests on a religious foundation. 
Confudan ethics is based on the religious concept of Tao. Con- 
fudus says: ‘Let a man die before sunset it doesn't matter, if only 
he has embraced the Tao in the morning’. ‘As to the Tao, we must 
not be separated from it for a single moment*.* 'Perfection* for Con¬ 
fucius ‘is the Tua of heaven. To seek perfection is the Tao of man’. 
Confucius feels that he is called by Heaven (ti«n) for his work and 
is dependent on it. The five relationships of (i) Ruler and minister 

* T49 T«h Chini; Chap. I. 
> Se« Reicheh: Chintu G4rmtni, E.T. p, 34. 
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(ii) father and son (iii) husband and wife (iv) elder and younger 
brothers and (v) friend and friend were ordained by heaven. On 
their proper o^rvance all personal and soda! happiness depends. 
They arc a part of Tao. 

Some of the sayings of the Chinese sages are disdJlaliom of 
wisdom useful for us living in an uneasy and shaken world. If we 
wish to order vrell the State, v/e must regulate our families: to regu¬ 
late our families, we must cultivate ourselves; to cultivate the self, 
we must refine the heart. It is our duty, according to Confucius, to 
refine the heart, to restore the family and redeem the state. For 
Confudus, the source of sovereignty is the people. Any government 
that does not retain thdr confidence falls.^ 

Confucius puts special emphasis on Jen or the practice of altruism. 
‘Do not unto others what you would not have them do unto you*. 
Jen, as preached by Confucius, implies respect for human p<r> 
son^ity, recognition of one’s own and others’ dignity, honesty, 

generosity and humane feeling. 
In his Analects, Confudus says that he wrould prefer to be elent 

about , (he Ultimate. 'I would prefer not speaking’. His student 
Tw-Kungasks, ‘If you, O Master, do not speak, what shall we, your 
disciples, have to record and follow ?’ The master replied, ‘Does the 
univerae speak ? the four seasons pursue their own course and all 
things arc produced in their order, but does the universe say any¬ 
thing?’ ’The d«ngs of the supreme heaven have neither sound nor 
smell’.* The Confudan sage is akin to the sthita-prafia of the 
Bkagavadfitl.* Confucius says: ‘I know how birds can fly, fishes 
swim and animals run. But the runner may be snared, the swimmer 
hooked, and the flyer shot by the arrow*. We must get detached from 
dependence on earthly possessions even as the dragon mounts 
through and over the clouds. The soldier did not occupy a recog¬ 
nised place in Chinese society. Thercis a well-known Chinese saying: 

> When tiked ftbeuc govemnent, Confueius uid, The r^uiiUes of govern* 

Rienc ire three; that there ibould be sufideoey of food, nfficieney of ipilitan 
equipment uid the confidence of the people in the ruler*. Tzu*Run; eild r 'If 
it cannot he help^, and one of thcie muat be diip^naed with, which of the 

three should be gt'^en up first?' The military equipment', lud the Master. 
Tzu*Kunf ashed a^n, "li it caanot be helped, and one of the remaininr two 

must be dispeniea %vith, which of them should be given up'. The Matter 
atuwered; *^ai:t with the food. From of old, death has been the lot of all men, 
but if the people have oo faith (in their rulers), there is no steoding (for the 

sute)'. An^elu XII, Vll. 
a i)ocfries o/ tks Afsae: Ch. XXXIII. 

MI. 
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Good iroo Un’c beaten into nails; 
A good man doesn’t become a soldier. 

The philcsopher Mo Tsu, who lived at the end of the fifth century 
B.C., believes in a personal God, omnisdent, omnipotent, moral, 
*The great motive for good conduct ought to be fear of the Lord on 
high, who sees all that happens in the woods, the valleya, and the 
dark places where no human eye can penetrate. It is Him we must 
try to please. He desiies good and hates evil. He loves justice and 
hates iniquity. All power on earth is subject to Him and must be 
exercised according to His views. He wishes the prince to be benevo¬ 
lent towards the people and all men to love cme another, because 
He loves all men. He haia conquerors who make women widows 
and children orphans’. Mo Tsu summed up his teaching t ‘Wisdom 
consists in adoring Heaven and loving men’. 

The Chinese arc not bound by a rigid creed which is proof 
against revision. Among the various religious systems of China there 
is a high degree of inter-relationship. Dr. Reichelt, a well-known 
Christian missionary and authority on Chinese Buddhism, writo : 
‘The Chinese are at the same time Confucianists, Taobts and 
Buddhists. This condition is given visible expression, not only in the 
circumstances that some of the diviniUed are to be found in all the 
religious systems, but also by the fact that in some of the smaller 
localides there arc common temples, where the respective god images 
of the three religions arc enthroned in full harmony. While the daily 
woithip u connected with the ancestral ublcia of the home, the 
average Chinese likes to visit some temple on special occasions, and 
whether they are Taobt or Buddhist makes no great difference. 
... If you press him, and question him more particularly about bis 
philosophy of life as a whole, you are apt to hear many cuii^ 
things—meat often a loosely articulated system of thought, in which 
the old Chinese outlook, shaped according to Confucian pattern, 
has been loosely combined with a Buddhist philosophy of existence’.’ 

Frtcdom from dogma follows from the Chinese view of life. ‘In 
life’, say the Taoists, 'man is soft and tender; in death he is hard and 
tough’. Therefore It is said : ‘the hard and tough arc parts of death; 
the soft and tender are parts of life’.* The distinctive quality of the 

> RtUfion in Chintu Catnunl (:950_P> >73' . . _ , 
* Tea TtK Ching : LXXVI. Ghumf Tw’i advic* a thii ; 'Do not seek pre- 

> «._ *_>k.« u,«v «nA rhaf ! vat ibiJ KDOW onlv wbert 

fhoughi inAnfitnt Chind (1939) p. 79 (<»• Allen ft Uowin.) 
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livu^ is openness, adaptability. We should not impose our ideas on 
othei? but let our ideas influence others and let our convicdons be 
modified by othera. 

When Chinese classics reached Europe through the translations 
by Catholic Fathen, philosophers like Leibniz and WolfT proclaimed 
their value and agnificance. 

X. CONFORMITY VERSUS PRESDOK IN RELIGION 

If conformity to doctrines is to be refarded as the final test, believers 
in diflerent creeds will be profoundly alien to one another; if modes 
of life are taken into account, religious men will be like one another. 
The view that our creed represents the truth and those who deny 
it are heretics who deserve to be liquidated, is a dangerous one. 

It is a matter for surprise that we should be ao confident about the 
nature of God and His relation to the world when our knowledge of 
things visible and tangible is lo tcnudve and imperfect. It seems 
somewhat presumptuous to argue that only our Scripture or our 
organisation is absolute, infallible and divine and it alone can inter¬ 
pret and dispense divine teaching and grace.^ 

From the time of the Vtda till today, India has been the home 
of different religions and the Indian genius adopted a policy of live 
and let live cowards them. It finds expression in the resolution of the 

Indian National Congr^ adopted on October 19, 1951 : *lt has 
been the aim and declared policy of the Congress since its incepticei 
to establish a secular democratic state which, while honouring every 
faith, does not discriminate against any religion or community and 
gives equal rights and freedom of opportunity to all communities 
and individuals who form the nation. The Constitution of the 
Republic of India is based on this fundamental prindple^* 

All religions help us to attain spiritual illumination. Because 
different paths seem to branch out before us, it does not follow that 
they all lead to different goals. After divergence of a few yards or a 
few miles, they may well reunite to form a single concrete highway 
to perfecdoo. 

Indian reli^ons never quite understood the idea of exclusive 

^TheolofUni de&ne ‘tht nwvre of Cod Almighty with ao accuracy from 
which moat oaturaUtta would ihrink in demribing the gentaii of a black o«etle\ 
Leilie Stephen ' An AfncHiff'i Apology end olhtr Suoys (iSm) p. 5, 

^ The Indian Conauiutlon affirms The State shall not discrimioaie against 
any dtiaen on frousds only of selifioD, race, eaiie, sex, place of birth or aay 
of dteni’. And afain ; *A1I persons are equally entitled io heedom of conscience 
and the right freely to proieas, practise and propagate religieo'. 
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worehip. They are inclined to feel that we fall into error by refusing 
CO comprehend simultaneously, apparently opposite truths, which 
are really complementary. Exclusion, fanatical denials arc the causes 
of heresy. The truth is one and imposes itself on all chose who know 
it provided they do know it with certainty. Here we arc ouuidc 
the particular points of view. Indian religious tradition admits all 
forms in which the single truth is reflected, Those who are centred 
in truth do not engage in polemics. Intolerance of diffettnccs, which 
is the hereditary enemy of the spliit, beeches impostible on this view. 
Proselytism is discouraged. When religion becomes organised, man 
ceases to be free. It is not God that is worshipped but the group or 
the authority that claims to speak in his name. Sm becomes dis¬ 
obedience to authority and not violadon of integrity. 

Those who are acquainted with the religious history of Europe 
do not understand the striking phenomenon of China and India, 
that sectarian difTerences do not have the same significance there sts 
they have in the West. If one is a devotee of Viflou, it would not 
occur to him to look upon his neighbour who worahips 3iva as a 
heretic, doomed to everlasting perdition. These divinides represent 
different aspects of the Supreme. Chinese travellers of the eady 
centuries of the Christian era give us accounts of crowds of Indian 
devotees of different sects meeting together and discussing ultimate 
problems or of universities run by ceachen of different religious 
persuasions. The spirit in man has one aim in all mankind ; different 
peoples approach it from different sides. The prcKnce of the 
minorities of the Jews, the Syrian ChristUns and the Parsees in 
India from early times is the proof of the persutence of this attitude 
of tolerance. 

This does not mean that development is not encouraged. Each 
traditional dociiine is an integrated structure and changes in it take 
place by development from within and not imposition from widiout. 
The different cults are the growth of centuries and are rooted in a 
s^ of racial character moulded by ethical ideals. Violent changes 
may lead to disastrous results. But the influence of other religious 
views acts as a ‘leaven* and brings about a spontaneous transforma- 
don. As the g&yatn prayer suggests, each individual has to maintain 
a persistent endeavour to get behind the foims to that which is 
indicated by them. Complacency with forms is the chief vice of 
religious life. Today when different religions are facing one another, 
the Eastern attitude will insist that it is not necessary for one religion 
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to replace another. If we do not cwifuse spiritual realities with 
historical traditions, we will admit that the ifFcrent reli^ons may 
work in harmony for nourishing the spiritual life of mankind. 

The attempts of the western powers to impose their culture on 
India through the Government and its educational institutions have 
jdired the huge inertia of the Indian people and ruffled the surface 
of Indian society, but deep down the immemorial tradition of India 
has not been gready disturbed- The tumults of the surface are not 
to be mistaken for tht break up of the central structure. 

All over India there has been a revival of univcnal religion based 
on the central teachings of the Vedas including the Vpant^ads, the 
Bhagfivad^ti, and the Brakma Sutra, which consdiute the triple 

canon for Hinduism^ the pTastkana4raya. Ram Mohan Roy (i774" 
1833) found in the Upanisads a source of inspiration for the correc¬ 
tion of the popular superstitious Hinduism. Da)^nanda Sarasvatt 
found in the hymns of the ftg Vsda evidence of an ideal Aryan 
sociccy free from the yoke of caste and uniouchability. The Thco- 
sophical Society under the leadership of Mn. Annie Beaant gave to 
Hinduisrn a progressive and universal character. The Rimaki^a 
movement which counts millions of lay adherents, stresses the 
mystical and social side of Hinduism. Rimaki?oa penetrated differ¬ 
ent religious forms and revealed their inner unity and spiritual 
equivalence. Bil Gan^dhar Tilak, Sri Aurobindo and Mahatma 
Gandhi have uMd the Bhagavad^ia for the establishment of a 

regenerated Indian society- 
During all these centuries, the people of India have evolved a 

culture and preserved it in an uninterrupted continuity. It is not a 
fixed concept but a living organism which has been growing in 
richness and content, adapting itself to changing conditions. 

Peoples of different races, languages and cultures have met on 
Che Indian soil and though we read of occasonal clashes, they have 
settled down as members of a common civilisation whose primary 
characteristics arc faith in an Unseen Reality of which all life is a 
manifestation, the primacy of spiritual experience, the relativity of 
rites and dogmas, a rigid adherence to intellectual norms and an 
anxiety for harmonising apparent opposites. Its ideals are reo^pused 
not so much as superrtitlons but as living truths capable of satisfying 
the spiritual needs of humanity. From the earliest times which stretch 
back to the age of Sumer, there has been scarcely a belief or a cult, 
a hope or a dream that has not found its home in India \ yet her 
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spirit Rmains the same, ^ndhi said in Xoung Irtdia^: *1 do not 
warn my house to be walled in oo all sides and my windows to be 
scuHed. I want the cultures of all lands to be blown about my house 
as freely as possible. But I refuse to be blown ofT my feet by any’. 
India has been affected but not overome by the influences of other 
cultures. 

If India’s solidarity has not been broken into parochial national 
movements^ creating many political fatherlands in the areas in which 
different languages are spoken, as it happened in Europe, it is 
because of the firm hold of an ancient culture and external pressure, 
Muslim since the tenth century of the Christian era and European 
after the eighteenth. 

India is the one country where we find temples, churches and 
mosques in peaceful co-existence. I have myself spoken in Hindu 
temples, Jewish synagogues, Buddhist monasteries^ Christian 
churches and Muslim mosques without any compromise of my intel¬ 
lectual conscience or injury to my spiritual convictions. The spirit of 
catholic comprehension belongs to the religious tradition of India. 

Indian culture has been built by the hands of numberless masten 
of compassion, raised by their suffering and built by thdr blood. As 
it traverses the centuries, it takes the colour of iu soil. It bears the 
scars and stains of its long growth. It is at once both alluring and 
repulsive, startling us by its paradoxes and arresting us by its 
indestructible vitality. India has lived to see her contemporaries paas 
away and give place to successors of a younger generation some of 
whom in their turn passed away, while she is still kept alive. Though 

the lamp of her spirit flickered, it never went out. 
Human thought is never a clear river; it generally carries a good 

deal of silt and in India today there is much silt that requires to be 
removed. Superstition is widespread. There are many who still 
believe in spirits and goblins. Even educated Indians are not always 
aware of the spirit of their culture, its achievements and its pos* 
sibilitio. Occupational differences have hardened into rigid castes. 
The practice of untouchability is an offence and a scandal to men 
of conscience. Many social forms are preserved, though the flow of 
life has been arrested. But these defects are not structural. They do 
not belong to its ideals. India can keep aUve only if she does not 
idolise her institutions which no longer embody her ideals. Many of 
them have become like Ahal>^, the petrified substance of a once 
living person. By the touch of spirit we can make the stones alive- 
India today must take the risk of her own character. 

^ June 1, i$at. 
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r. WE8TBRS CULTURE 

Western culture derives its values and Uistitutioos from Greece, 
Rome and Palestine. Greece gave critical spirit^ methods of observa¬ 
tion and polidcal concepts, Rome secular laws and principles of 
organisadtm and Palestine monotheism and the concept of man as a 
moral being subject to the ctmunandmenia of God. Thought, action 
and faith are the three component elements of the Western tradition. 
We cazuiot say that these three attained a harmony at any stage 
of European history. They are still found in an unstable equilibrium. 
Athens put Socrates to death and practised slavery. Roman law did 
not curb the exc^KS of the Gears and the p^ulace. The Christian 
Church struggled for earthly power. Today the threats of war and 
revolutions are the outward symptoms of the failure to impose 
organising principles on the anarchy of polidcal insdtutions, the 
failure to govern conduct by the ideal of a universal society governed 
by law. 

Greece, Palestine and Rome were greatly influenced by the East. 
Greece drew nourishment from the cultures of Asia Minor and 
Egypt. The spiritual ferment that brought forth the Judsan-Chris- 
tian conception of God and man owed a great deal to the religious 
insights of the East which permeated the Jewish world in the 
centuries before Jesus. Chrisrianiry wove into its pattern the threads 
of earlier beliefs, the cult of Mithra and the reforms of Mani. The 
political and military organisation of the Germanic and Mongol 
invaders Influenced the political structure of the West. Saracen 
Islam transmitted to Western culture, by way of Spain and Italy, 
part of the Hellenic heritage which the West had forgotten during 
the days of the Roman Empire. The Arabs contributed new scientific 
concepts which they devised by their own questing and observant 
attitude and thus prepared for the Renaissance and the Enlighten¬ 

ment. 
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II. GREECE AND THE EAST 

When we speak of East and West in the historical or cultural sense, 
we should not be bound down by gec^phical conceptions. For 
the Greeks of the fifth century b.Cm £a$t or Asia meant Pema and 
West or Europe meant the Hellenic world. 

We have different theories about the origin of language. The 
Jewish tradition makes Adam name the animals and ascribes the 
diversity of languages to the action of God who wished to stop the 
conscruedon of the Tower of Babel. The naturalists believe in a 
progressive formation of language, inarticulate sounds and gestures 
being gradually transformed into linguistic elements. Others hold 
that language arose through an imitation by man of the sounds he 
heard In nature. Whatever the origin of language may be, language 
indicates the power of abstraction which the animal lacks. Through 
language, communicaticn and co'operation are made possible. It 

is a social pattern characteristic of a human group. 
When a century and a half ago, European Orientalists like 

Sir William Jones introduced to Western schoUra Sanskrit, its kin¬ 
ship with Greek, Latin and other European languages became 
apparent. Sanskrit and Persian, Armenian, Albanian, the Slavonic 
languages, Greek, Latin, the Teutonic languages (None, Swedish, 
German and Anglo-Saxon) and the Celtic languages (Welsh, Erse 
and Gaelic) were all related in vocabulary, flexion and syntax even 
u French, Italian, Portuguese, Roumanian and Spanish were related 
to one another. Are all Iheae languages derived from a common 
parent speech spoken by an hblorical people, or are they different 
dialects which had more points of agreement than of divergence? 
Did the different languages split up by a proctas of fission fiwi one 
common speech or did they Aadc off into one another, representing 
'a continuum of diverging dialects*.* Whatever be the explanation, 
the similarities illustrate the degree of agreement reached by many 
distinct peoples in the matter of econwnic organisation, social struc¬ 
ture and religious development. Among these peoples a certain 

degree of spadal amtiguity may be presupposed.* 

iThe EuTcptan Inherilanct (195*) Vol. I, p. 
* Profewot V. Cordon CblWe wxitei: 'It would bt abwrd to fugfe^t thst »ny 

two triba living, lay, »n Greece end India and ipeaktM quite unconnected 
dialecM on reaiiiJif the lanw level of development ahould have hit upon luch 
fimilar word# for "father”, "fall”, and "five" and inflected them m luA eimJar 
way* u the Vedie Indiana aod the Horoeiic Greeki did in fact do. The pnni- 

live culture must be the lUge of development reached by the eeveral 
while living nifRciently dote together to coxmounicate Ibid. p. 8^ Hittiie, 
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When we firet meet them, the Vcdic Indians and the Homeric 
Greeks seem to h^ve reached an approximately similar stage of social 
development. Agriculture, himiing, fishing were known to thern 
both. Horses were socially Important. Wheeled vehicles were in use 
as the word ‘wheel’, ‘nave’, ‘axle’, ‘yoke’ indicate. Water transport 
through ‘boad and ‘paddle’ was known. Wool was spun and woven. 
Tools and weapons, hanunen, axes and arrows normally made of 
stone were in use. Copper was known. Clans were patrilineal; 
government was in the h^ds of chiefs and kings. Villages were some* 
times protected by a rampart, A Sky God (Jupiter, Zeus pater, 
Dyaus pita) was wonhipped with sacrifices. These names as well aj 
the cAd High German Ziu and Old Noise Tyr derive from the com¬ 
mon root ‘to shine*. Varuna is Ouranos, Ufas becomes Eos. The 
aSt/ins, hoiaemen, inseparable twins, bright lords of brilliance and 
lustre, are the Dioscuri whose functions were to protect gods and 

help men. Eros, Kama, was the first of the gods in Hesiod.' The 
worship of the heavenly bodies is common to the Veda and Homer, 
Earth and Heaven are treated by both as the parents of the gods. 
The Vedic m, the law of nature, is found in the Greek dikt. The 
Greeks sought the Divine inside the world. Their religion was one 
in which the most important powers and phenomena of nature were 
personified and treated as gods. 

These shruJaritics suggest that the two peoples, the ancient Greeks 
and the Vedic Indians, must have been in communication with each 
other though neither possessed any recollection of those times and 
they met as strangers within the Persian Empire. 

The Greeks were familiar with other dvilisadons, the Egyptian, 
the Assyrian, the Persian and the Hebrew, but counted them among 
barbarians for they thought they did not live according to Che prin¬ 
ciples of reason. The Egyptians took delight in preserving dead 
bodies. The Assyrians could not read or write and their gods were 
half animal. The Jews were ritualists and the Persians did not know 
the meaning of freedom. The Greeks felt like a few sane men living 
in a world of madmen and constantly endangered by the infccticn 
of madness. The pressure of barbarism was real to them, not only 
from around them but from within. 

which is (h« Gnt Buropeao lu^gu&ge to be expressed in wridnf and preserved, 

differs ia cyntuc, framiw and vocabulary from Sanakril. Greek or LithusoJan. 
Tills *may mean that their aceestors were separated iron) the rest by ^eo- 
fraphicaJ or political barrien before they had Mvaiteed to the assumed i(age\ 

p. 64. 
t for Empedocles, !ov< is the efficient cause of every union of cosaiie forces. 
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On Qccasiom, the Greeks called themselves the pupils of the old 
civilisations of Eg^pt and of Mesopotamia. While their debt to the 
noH'Oreeks is c<Hisiderable» it does not take away from the onginality 
of the Greek genius which took ideas from others and altered them 
in the process of adapting them to its own mentality. As we shall see, 
when they to<^ over Christian truths, they adapted them to their 
own idiom. Of the Creeks, Plato said: ‘We may take it (hat what¬ 
ever the Greeks inherit from the other races, in the end they Cum it 
into something better*.' 

Plato recoil in the rim«u; chat the Egyptians looked upon 
the Greeks as children. Plato idealised the stability of the Egyptian 
culture, as he was nearing the breakdown of the Hellenic sodety.* 
The Pyramids are a mighty architectural effort of the human nice, a 
grand achievement of planning and execution. The temples of Egypt 
stiU stand as a witness to the belief in God of the earliest inhabitants 
of the Nile Valley. The worship has condnued at Luxcf for over 
thirty-five centuries. Only the name has changed with the psusing 
of time, Amon, Jesus, Allah, The feeling that prompts the worship 
is still Aere and the place is as sacred now as it was fifteen hundred 
years before Christ The Egyptians of 5000 yean ago had exalted 
conceptions of ethical behaviour. At the point of death their average 
genclman wished It to be known by gods and fellowmen that he 
had been virtuous, i.e. compassionate. In their cceifessions, they 
claimed, again and again, that they had been generous and kind, 
good neighbours: T gave the widow as large a portion as the woman 
who had the husband. I did not prefer the great to the small*. In 
words as sublime as those of any religion, the Egyptian Book of lh4 

Diod describes the quality of virtue : 'I have never caused any one 
to weep. I have never spoken with a haughty voice. I have never 
made any one afraid. I have never been deaf to words of justice and 
truth’.* An exalted ideal of ethical behaviour guided those early 
men of conscience. 

The Greeks were indebted to Egypt for her philosophy and litera¬ 
ture. It is said that Thales, Solon, Pythagoras, Democritus of Abdera 
and Plato visited Egypt and leamt fiwi Egyptian priests though 

1 907 d. 

* jimadu/ ft lA-ajP. 

■ In the Pcologue to (b« Cod« of Kftmmurftbi. li 19 s^id: 'At that tue u« 

Kodi eftUed oie, H&mnurtbi, (be lervani who«e deedi are pkitinr who helped 
hie people Ia time of need, who (hovgbt about plenty ftxta abunoftnee, . . . (o i>r«vent the strong frott oppressing the weak, ... to enlighten the land and 

uttber the welfare of the people*. 
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there is not much historical evidence for this view. We may be cer¬ 
tain, however, that the Greeks were stimulated to their literary 
achievement by the thought and influence of Egypt and Babylonia. 
Greece was in^bted to Egypt for the technique of writing and her 
writing material.* 

What is distinctive of the Greeks was their faith in the power of 
human reason. They attempt to give radonal justiflcacion for their 
ethical and religious views. Their mind was of a dialectical order. 
Restricting the field of human thought, the Greeks substitute the 
rational for the real, the scientific for the metaphysical point of view. 

The difierence between the Greek and the barbarian is not one of 
cdour or race. It related to the quality of mind. While the Greek 
posKSsed boundless faith in the superiority of his culture, he was, 
reUdvety speaking, free from racial intolerance. If the barbarians 
acquired <^eek culture they were accepted as Greeks. St. Paul, for 
example, though bom and bred a Jew, gave up its rituals and 
exclusiveness and accepted Greek culmre. Members of subject races 
were admitted to citizenship and social equality, if they adopted the 
Greek language and the Greek way of life. 

The Greeks rated the improvement and enjoyment of the powers 
of the mind higher than die acquisition of wealth or power. They 
were the teachers of Europe. They were distinguished by their 
rationalist and pontivist attitude towards nature. For them philo¬ 
sophy and science were almost the same. Till the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, the term 'philosophy* included all that we now 
treat as science. While philosophy aims at building up a system of 
related ideas as such with slight references to factual observation, 
the element of factual observation is central in science. 

Thales (643-545 first recognised philosopher of Greece, 
was also the founder of the beginnings of geometry and astronomy. 
Many others of his age were philos<^hen and sdeotists, who inter¬ 
preted the world by tracing it to some ultimate principle like water, 
air or four indefinite elements. Pythagoras (582-500 b.c.) was a 
great sdcncbt. By the discovery of order and harmony in the world, 
be satisfied the emotional nature of man. He illustrated the presence 
of law in the universe by his right triangle theorem, the cord length, 

^ The vehicle by which Greek literehue wu preserved and tranimitted from 
the earliest limes until perhaps the second or third century after Christ was the 
papyrus roll. Alike in lespeci of form and of material, this was an impori from 

Efypl, where it had been in use from a very remote time*. Coftpanion to Grttk 
Slueitt ip. 6e6) quoted io TAs Legoty of Egypt (1947) p. 5^ 
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proportions of tones and the concept of the spherical earth. 
Pythagoras did not, like his predccessore, search (or a principle but 
stressed the specific rdadons or laws which govern the universe. He 
derived sadsfacdcoi from the hannony of the spheres which was lut 
to him a mere poedc image. Anaxagoras (506-426 b.g.) substituted 
mind for the tangible fim principles of his Ionian prcdccessos. He 
introduced a non-phenomenal hist cause to account for the 
phenomenal woiid. 

The famous warning of Plato (427-347 a.c.) at the gate of the 
Academy indicates his love of machematirs. l^e most influential 
sdendst among the Greeks was Aristotle (384-322 B.c.). He was 
primarily an empirical philosopher who assembled facts and organ¬ 
ised them in the whole field of science. He is often called the founder 
of modem science. He founded logic, zoology and botany, He wrote 
on phyrica and poetics, psychology and cosmology, astronomy, 
geography, ethics and politica. The Hippocratic sch^l of medidne 
arose about this time. The Greek mind is responsible for endowing 
Western culture with the spirit of science. It gave to the West disci¬ 
pline, intellectua] and moral. 

The Greek Logos reflected an awareness of proportion, harmony 
and measure. Greek an clung to this world in its desire to give expres¬ 
sion to its amhedc tastes. The Greeks lavished thdr skill in the 
representation of human, animal and plant kingdoms. Greek art is 
humanist as distinguished from say, Indian art, which aims to reach 
after something unattainable, something beyond and above oneself. 

Man's dignity as a rational being requires him to subject politicsl 
and religious institutions to reasoned criticism. In the political field 
the Greek sought for an intelligible order and revolted against 
despotism and opted for a society which is aware of itself as a 
community and free to make its laws. The dtizen who possesses 
reason is free and is subject to laws which he himself makes. 

The Greek was jealous of every institution that interfered with the 
free exercise of individual Initiative. His failure to create and woik 
effective poUtical InstimtioDS except in the sphere of local govern- 
ment is the outcome of his exaggerated individualism. The Greeks 
fought the Persians as free men aware of their freedom against the 
unlimited power of an absolute mooarcb. 

The development of Greece was the development of poUs, the 
city. Greece was a collection of cities, each a free, independent, 
sovereign state. These dties fought one another and within the cities 

D 
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thcit were class stiMggl® ^ much so that when, in the fourth 
century b.c., iEneas Tacitus wrote a manual for commandere of 
bcsieg^ cities, he warned that the enemy within the wall would be 

as dangerous as the enemy without. 
Unfortunately, the Greek mind did not cast off ibe shackles that 

boimd polilics and economics to the customs of primitive sodeiy. 
Free Greeks held large classes as slaves. 

The Greek dly states did not know how to impose an organising 
principle on their anarchy. They did not rise to the conception of 
a Greek nation; they did not unite in a state that could have tackled 
the problems that faced them. The aggressive nationalism which is 
still retarding the ambiguous history of human progress is an 

inheritance from Greece. 
Rationalism, humanism and dvic virtues characterised the Greeks. 

Homer, iEschylus, Aristophanes, Pericles, Thucydides, Plato and 
Aristotle, Pindar, ^monides arc the representatives of Greek human* 

ism. 
Jacob Burckhardt, coiduding one of hii lectures about Greek art 

with some reflections <m the sadneo expressed in the faces of the 
marble images of the Greek gods, made the Vatican Hermes say: 
Tou are astonished that I am so sad, I, one of the Olympians living 
in perpetual bliss and immortal joy? Indeed, we possessed every* 
thing: glory, heavenly beauty, eternal youth, everlasting pleasure, 
and yet we were not happy. ... We lived only for ourselves and 
inflicted suffering on all others_We wc« not good and hence we 
had to perish*. The problems of history are very simple and yet very 
elusive. Any Intelligent Onek could have anticipated that the 
Pelopponesian war would have delivered both the victors and the 
vanquished into the hands of foreign foes. Such is human nature 
that Athens and Sparta would not unite and their fratricidal strife 
helped no one but the Persians and the Macedonians. As the Greeks 
did not solve, what appears to us, their simple problem, they were 
caught between the millstones of Macedonian and Roman power. 
The banc of the Greeks was their inability to combine. 

There were other societies to carry on the tradition of civilbation 
in that period. Today the case is different. A war with modem 
weapons of mass datruction vrould mean general suicide if not the 
extinction of all life on earth- When pasrioru run high, a rational 
fear of the consequences cannot be relied on to preserve peace. The 
burden of the past is heavy on the mind of the world. If we fail to 
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get togelher, ic is not due to lack of knowledge but to a faltering of 

morals, a failure of spirit. If we realise that the choice before us is 

cither underatanding or extinction and wort: for the former, the 

gods we worship may be happy and not sad as the Olympian gods 
were. 

The Greeb had a conception of religion which is not confined 

to state worship and conventional piety. There is a break through of 

a spirit quite distinct from the classical spirit, a yearning aspiratvxi 

for the Unseen Reality, a turning away from the forms of this 

wortd. This tradition which is unlike standard Greek thought and so 

like the philosophy of the Upanisads is to be found in the Orphic 

and the Eleusnian mysteries, in Empedocles (500-430 b.c.), 

Pythagoras and Plato, who all accept the doctrine of rebirth, fall 

from a high estate, the present condition of exile and the possibility 

of regaining the original condition of purity and blia by means of 

ascetic praciicea. The affinity of thou^t between this tr^ition and 

the Upanisads need not imply any identity of origin. 

The Elcusinian myscerica were celebrated in honour of Demetcr, 

the Mother of Life. Worship of Demeter in the lands of the Easteni 

MediteTTanean goes, according to Sir John Myers, 'as far back as 

either records or monuments carry us’. Speaking of the ancient 

pre-Indo>£uropean culture of Anatolia, Sir John Myers observes: 

'Wherever that culture penetrates there seem to go intimately 

associated with it those gross female figurines which express the kind 

of naturC'Worsbip which finds classical expression in the cults of the 

'Great Mother of Asia', in complete contrast with the father*gods 

who are central in all unsophisticated forms of the Indo-European 

religion'.^ The Mother Goddes is the embodiment of the fruitful 

earth, the giver of life and fertility to plants, animals and men. 

Again, Dionysiac religion descended on Greece from Thrace in 

post-Homeric times u a foreign intrusiiHi and was met with con¬ 

siderable opposition. It wu an orgiastic religion involving belief In 

possession by the god whereby, for a fleeting instant, under the 

influence of torches, wine, muric and dancing, the worshipper felt 

lifted out of himself and exalted to the plane of the divine. Dionysius 

was a god of ecstasy and his orgia toc^ place at night,* and women 

were the most frequent and characteristic worshippers. The end is 

^/n Syfcfifcn CMli/aiian ed. by B^e (1935) pp. 130, 941. The wgrthip of 
the hfother*Go<idets u to be met with is Uie Indus end the Vedic civiliMt&ot. 

> Euiipidei' BaccAtt«i 466. 
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an experience. The Homeric hymn to Demeter says: ‘Blessed is the 
man who has seen these thin^. Ecstasy and belief in immortalicy 
are the contributions of the Thracian region. Tbradans spoke an 
Indo*European tongue and believed that the sou! of man is poten¬ 

tially divine. 
Orpheus» whatever may have been his origin, appears in Greek 

history as a prophet and teacher 'vhose doctrine was embodied in a 
coDecdon of writings. References to this doctrine arc found in Greek 
writings of the sixth to the fourth century B.o,, Empedocles, 
Euripides (484-407 s.o.},* Plato,* Pindar (523-443 B.c.), and the 
gold plates fnwn the South Italian graves. From these varied sources 
we gather that the Orphic way of life enjoined ascetic practices, 
abstention from meat, salvation by initiation. It taught that the just 

wtn rewarded with bliss and the unjust met with punishment. In 
the tablets found on (he Orphic graves, the dead man's soul is 
addressed In the words; ‘From a man ^ou hast become a god’. 
Referring to the Orphic rite, Professor F, M. Comford observes; 
‘The supreme means of grace is the sacramental feast in which the 
soul feeds on the subsunce of the god who suffered, died and rose 
again and thereby is assured of ultimate deliverance from the cycle 
of rebirth'.* Those initiated in the mysteries are said to be reborn. 
They become the kinsmen of (he gods. The essential act Is a seeing, 
a beholding. Tht mysteries contmt the blessed lot of him who has 
experienced them and the unfortunate mortal who has not.* 

The Eleusinian, the Dlonyaiac and the Orphic cults taught a 
doctrine quite different in spirit from that of the Homeric religion. 
Before the Homeric gods men have only to abase themselves. The 
lelations between gods and men are external There can be no 
communion with the gods. Men cannot aspire to become divine as 
they arc essentially inferior to them. Pindar says: ‘Seek not to 
become Zeus’. ‘For moruU a mortal lot is right’, he continues. 
Again: ‘Mortal minds must seek what is fitting at the bands of the 
gods, knowii^ what lies at our feet, and to what portion we arc 
bom. Strive not, my soul, for an immortal life, but use to the full the 

1 In th« fiipfoWiuj of Euripides. Thsieua taunts hia aon with th« SKSttc li(t 
he lesdj through having talaen Orpheus tor hU word. In the the ehorua 
lament (bat ^ey have found no remedy for the blowa of fate, no charm oe 
Thraeias ubleti which tuneful Orpheus carved out*. 

> Cr4iflin 4oab ; 66c. e 669d; S Ss^d, BtpublK e a64e; Ion 

ssdb 
* Anfuni History, Vol. IV (:9S$) p. 5$^' 
* See BrkaA^a^yaka Uponif4d III.8.10. 
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resources chat are at cby command'.' The Chorus In Euripides’ 
Baccha exclaim that * the cles'emess of men ia no real wisdom if it 
means foisting their mortalic/.* 

Mystery religions believe in the possibility of a union between 
the wonhipper and the object worshipped. In the Dionysian ecstasy, 
the individual soul feels itself lifted out of its lonelineas so that, at 
the height of its pasak^te experience, it itself Bacchos, one 
with the god by whom it is inspired. This ritual gives only a tem¬ 
porary exhilaration. For the Orphics, belief in the latent divinity 
of the human soul is central. When the soul reaches its final embodi¬ 
ment, it will return no xaott to a body. It says: T have down out 
of the sorrowful weary circle’. ‘God am I, mortal no longer’. The 
Mystery religions insisted on the way of suffering, that it Is the taw 
of life, that the agony of the soul is essential for the realisadon of 
human dignity. The Orphic cosmogpny uses the world-egg, an idea 
common in the Vtda and the concept of the soul’s journey 
toward salvation. White the Greeks did not develop a pas^onatc 
devotion to a univenal faith but believed in a number of powers 
and gods, human in their conduct, feeble in their contrd of passions, 
the Orphics proclaimed one all-pervasive spiritual truth. 'Zeus is 
beginning, middle and end’ is a well-known Orphic laying.* From 
the stress on the ascetic way of Hfe, from the belief in rebirth and 
release from the wheel of becoming, from the emphasis on the pos- 
Ability of union of man with God and ocher details about tab^, 
etc. which are neither Hellenic nor Semitic, a case is made out for 
foreign influence, po&bly Indian, on the Orphic religion.* 

Greek society as a whole did not accept the mystery rellgioni 
which were tmated as something parenthetic and alien. Religioo 
was run by the State in its own interests. As a citizen, every one 
must do his duty by the State. As a househt^der, he may have his 
private worship of Hennes and Apollo. As the mystery religions were 

I S.T, by W. K. C. Gudme: Th4 Grttks and ihiir Gcdi (isso) pp. i iS^iS* 

• ??am«r Jwger: Tht Thtohiif of Berfy Gwk Phihsophtrs (1947) p. ag. 

* There <eema much to be said for .ihijikinr with L. von Schroeder and 
Furtwansler that (he ethical nsenee of (h« Orphic doctrine war du« to Pyiha< Krar drawing Irom la^a sources’. Conway: Anei$nl Study and Modor* 

tirion (193s) pp< 97-B. Cp. Mayer: 'Emtian, Per»tan and Indiao cultural 
influencea were abaorbed into the Greek world from very early times’. PoUtteol 
Tkovght (t9S9). There ij evidenca of close connection between Greece and 

In^i which were for a period para of the PeraUxi Entire. Herodotus (111. 
9:-.$) meniioitt in th* list of peoples chat were lubject to Darias those occupy¬ 

ing the Indian frontier. 
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^ascDtially personal and undermined the authority of the State, they 
were treated as aupeiyddon and not religion. 

The mystery religions are traced to non^reek Asian influenced, 
and are said to be of pre^Greek origin on which the Homeric gods 
were imposed.' The cult of Dionysus comes Trom Asia's land’ as 
Euripides' Baccha says. The stress on the non>Greek origin of this 
cult pervades the whole play. In answer to a question of Pencheus, 
the disguised Dionysus says: *Every barbarian (nornGreek) observes 
these rices and dances'. ^ Yes’, repHei Pentheus, *for they are far mote 
foolish than the Hellenes'. *Nay, wiser In this though their customs 
are different*. The cult was soon naturalised by the Greeks who, with 
their fertile imagination, made mother Symelo into a Theban 
princes, Thebes being, in their belief, the flm Greeian city to receive 
rites. Herodotus is of the view that Dionysus came to Greece from 
Egypt.' While the mystery religions Inculcated respect for all cults 
and were non>dogmatic in temper, the Homeric or Olympian 
religion tended to be exclusive.' 

In Pythagot^ vve have a conscious attempt to synthesise the 
mystie and the rationalist tendencies. His thought is based on the 
exaltation of perai, limit and shows a pasuonate devotion to form 
and law. The universe Is a kotmct. Only by understanding the order 

l^<iluorl, In hit book fiemir and Myttnai, obMrvei: The greet antitheeee 
ia Greek rcUflen are of a rAciel ehireeter, the emotionel and myitleeJ farms of 

felifion beinf of pn*On«k ongin*. p. 8o. Sec, however, A. w. Comme in 
luroPtat CtpiliiaMn ed. Byre 1. (ISSS) p. ij unKientifie to divide 
Greek eiviliielion, end in oirtieuler Gmk religioo into two eleroenti end label 
the one lndo*Suropeen, mllenie, lete, the ether non*Ind>Buropcan. aon* 

Hellenic Aegean, eorreeponding to the two (tt though there could be only two) 
racial elemeoii in (be country; itill more, to lay when the former wu intro* 
duced, or even that it is later than the ether. . . . There had been an Indo* 

Buropean conqueit of Greece, but of quite uoeertain date*. 
Farnell believet that Greek religion was eiKotiaily pelitieel and noD*rnyitie. 

Ke eayi. *1 wish merely to lodieate the absence In pure Hellenic ipeculalioa of 
aay elaborated syatem of theosophy, such as the lata Egyptian 'gnceci till we 
come to Me^Platenisffi, when tSe Greek intellect ia no leager pure. We di^ 

cover a vmoijum in the religious mind and nomenclature of the earUer 
Greek t he had neither the eoneept rvor aay name to express the concept of 

what we call **faith", the intellectual acc^uoee aad eonfuiional afRrmatira of 
certain dopnaa covering the divinity, and in this respect he differed essentiaUy 
BOt only from the Christian, but also from the Iranian and the Buddhistic 

votaiy. Grttet end Batylon (ipi pp. 
* Dionysus is reported to have laid : 'Leaving the lands of Lydia rich in ^d 

and of I^rygia ... I have come £j3( to this city of the Greeks, to set them 

dancing here and estabLih my myitehes'. 
* Macaulay's comment is well knows: The spirit of the two most famous 

nations of antiqutw was remarkably exeluscve. . . . The fact seems to be that 

the Greeks only admired themselves aod that the Romans admired only them* 
selves and the Greeks', History in Muftllontous Writings, Vol. I (i8do) p. Sb3. 
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of the microcosn Cdn man hope to imitate it and implant a amilar 
order in the microcosm. Man must become ordcriy In hU soul. 
Pythagoras felt that the real and comprehensible nature of things 
is found in proportion and number. For him> mathematics and tnunc 
are related, Apollo is the god of the lyre. Pythagoras founded a 
religious brotherhood with a definite rule of life whose aim was 
expressed in the word kaihartis. It is to be achieved partly by the 
obMTvance of certain taboos and by philosophy. Pythagoras adopts 
the doctrine that Sve are strangers in this world and the body is the 
tesnb of the soul, and yet that we are not to escape by self-murder j 
for we are the chattels of God who is our herdsman and without 
His command we have no right to make our escape*.' His views on 
rebirth, the prohibition of the slaughter of animals, vegetarian diet, 
purification by ascetic practices, insistence on or contempla¬ 
tion arc more Indian than Greek. 

Empedocles tells us that he remembeit his past births and advises 
meditation as the means for attaining truth. The souls of the 
righteous ascetics regain their divine status. Empedocles says: ‘At 
the end they became seers and bards and chiefs and physicians 
among mortal men, and finally, they blossom forth as gods highest 
in honour*.* He greeted his Mow-cititens with the exultant cry: 
‘All hail I I go about among you an immortal god, no longer a 

mortal’/ 
The greatest figure of Greece, Socrates, founded no school, left 

no writings, uught no doctrine. There b a Socratic way of life but 
not a Socratic doctrine. He met men in the market place, questioned 
them about their views, taught them to think, compared his function 
to that of a midwife who brought other men’s thoughts to birth. 
Socrates gave the Western man the assurance that he has a soul, 
something which ts the seat of his normal waking intelligence and 
moral character, that it is the most important thing about man 
and he should make the mo« of it. He speaks to his friends in hb 
dying hour that the soul b imperishable and untouched by death. 
It did not begin with the body, nor will it cease when the body b 
dead. Socratea’ last statement, ‘I am not an Athenian or a Greek 

but a citizen of the world’, b well known. 
The soul, for Plato, u the most important part of the individual, 

» T. Burnet; Sarly Gwk Pfiilwph/ (iw) p. $8. 
*6.146. DieJ# quoted by A. N. Marlow lo Philotpphy East ana Wat, Apnl 

»»4. P 89> 

* r 1:9.4. 
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for ic bdcngs in easesce to the eternal woiid, not to the transitory. 
It has had many Eves. Death is not an evil but a release frcmi 
imprisonment in the body, enabling it to fly back to the world of 
ideas with which it had conversed before its life on earth. Just before 
birth, it has drunk of the waters of Lethe and forgotten all or most 
of its knowledge of the other world. Through the perception of 
objects here, it is dimly reminded of the full and perfect knowledge 
which it once had. All knowledge acquired in this world is rtcolleo 
turn, When the soul is enabled to rise above the world of sense, it 
regains its awareness of the perfect forms. The aim of man should 
be *the completeat posrible asamiUtion to God’.^ Philosophy, for 
Plato, is a preparation for death, in that it fits the soul to stay per¬ 
manently in the world of the Ideas instead of being condemned to 
return once more to the limitadons of a mortal frame. 

While Plato accepts the Socratic principle that knowledge is 
virtue, he means by knowledge, not knowledge of the world of sense 
but the knowledge of the transcendent world, of ultimate realities 
which are called Ideas of which the world of sense is a faint reflec¬ 
tion. The crown and sum of the Ideas is the Idea of good which is 
God. We can know God not by perception or learning but by a 
spiritual rebirth, by becoming like unto God. The moving energy 
of man's soul is troj, love, which rises through different stages until 
it becomes a passion for that Divine Beauty which is Truth itself. 

Plato's view of reality is not the (raditi«)al Greek view. The body 
is the tomb of the soul and the soul becomes truly itself, when it 
takes leave of the body and Is itself alone.* Then It reaches out 
toward reality and attains truth. When it attains this transcendent 
state, after its long cycle of wanderings, it dwells immortal and 
changelos. The truth is always in our soul but the ordinary man 

is not aware of it and is not truly awake * 
Plato distinguish^ two kinds of prophecy; one is the coiuclous 

ait of Che augur who has learned how to interpret signs and omens, 
telling the will of the gods from the flight of the birds or the entrails 
of a sacriflcial victim. He remains perfeedy self-possessed though he 
has acquired certain skills {l$chne, siddk^ by which he claims to be 
able to read what heaven has to say. The other is the prophecy of 
inspiradon. The prophet is not himself. He is pc«sesscd by the god 

^TKcataliu 176b. 

^ Pkaedo 6s*> 
*Men9 80s. 
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and htcorwa for the time bemg his mouthpiece. The Pythian 
Prophetess of Apollo was of this sort.* Athanasia in the Symposium 

reminds us of the doctrine of mok$a or spiritual freedcm in the 

Upani^ads. 
There is a distinction, as in the Upani^ads, between the Absolute 

Principle (Brahman) which is the Idea of the good in the Republic 

and the D^urjus, the personal God and Creator or (livara) or the 
soul of the univeise (Hiraoyagarhha)* in (he Timaeus. In his 
Academy the (hree original principles the One, the first cause, the 
reason or the Logos and the Soul or the Spirit of the universe were 
represented as three gods bound to each other by an ineflable 
generation. The Logos specially was umceived as the son of the 
Ecemal Father and ^e creator and governor of the world. 

Socrates in Plato's Rtpublic describes the ideal commonwealth 
and when asked where such a commonwealth is to be found, he 
admits that there is so stare on earth which corresponds to chat 
ideal: 'But In heaven perhaps there is a pattern of it laid up for 
him who desires to behold, and beholding to found such a city in 
his own soul. It make no difference whether it exists anywhere or 
even will exist. For he would live in the ways of that city only and 
of no otheri.' In the Ripublic we hnd, reason, spirit and appedie are 
made the basis of the class structure which reminds us of the Indian 

caste system. 
In addition to the doctrines of inspiration, rebirth, there are 

Plato's use of the aimile of the charioteer and the horses, the grades 
of consciousness,* which have striking similarities to the teaching of 

the Upani^ads. 
There is a conflicc in Flato’s soul between the Homeric and the 

Orphic tendencies.* Plato ‘ derived the main doctrine, together with 
most of the details of his Eschatological myths direedy and through 

} Se« Fhaedrvi 344 s-d. Katha Vpefiifed III. 
*See Frineipel Upmifsdt pp. (George AJIen ft Unwia 

Ltd.) 
• Xj39®*. 

• The different gredu of conKiouaneia aa aei forth ut the hfMPkpe Upanifod 
ii fotuad in Plato. 'Nay, I go further, aod lay that if we are half of our Uva 
asleep, and (he other hall awake, lo each of these perioda our minds are eon* 
vioM that whatever opinion! preaent themselves to ui. theae are really and 
certainly true, so we iniui 00 the truth of both alike'. Th44t4tiu 

• Prweiior J. A. Stewart wrltee: 'Plato's ehief mtareat undoubtedjy vraa in the 
ideal of personal aaJvatlen which he derived nainly from (he Orphic religion; 
and it was esacity this Orphic element in Platonism which eonstlCuiad by far 
the moat important part w Its influence 00 subiequent philoaspby, and mon 
emeially. on the d^opment of Chnatiao doctrine and practice’. The Upthi 
of Plato (:905) p. 355. 
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Pindar from Orphic sources* ’ Orphic beliefs nude a stroi^ appeal 
to Plato. In ihc mind of Plato, Homer was struggling with Orpheus, 

mind with spiiit. 
In his Nichomachean Ethics, Aristotle says that man's chief end 

is ‘to put off mortality as far as posuble*.* He argues : ‘Where there is 
a better there must he a best'. Man’s highest nature is identical with 
God’s. ‘Cultivate it and emulate the immortal*. 

A21 knowledge begins with sensations. Some creatures possess 
memory also, which is defined as the persistence of sense impres^ons 
in the psyche; others are gifted with logos, the faculty of systema¬ 
tising Ae remembered impressions. The instruments of thought are 
said to be two, episttme or knowledge acquired by reasoning from 
premises and nous which is the highest category of mind, a kind of 
intuitive insight. In the third book of his treatise, On tho Soitl, 

Aristotle mentions that most of our knowledge is derived from the 
bodily senses, and the use of reason which draws conclusions from 
sense-perceptions but added that there was also knowledge of a 
different ty^. Though Aristotle does not mention the source of this 
knowledge, his commentator Aphrodlsas traces it to God. 

There are two currents of philosophic thought in Greece, separate 
in origin and divergent in tendency, one founded by Thales which 
had its eer^tre in Ionian Miletus and the other established by 
Pythagoras in the Western colonies of Southern Italy and Sicily, 
which were also the strongholds of Orphism. The former was 
rationalistic, sceptical and gave rise to the naturalism which reached 
its development in the atomism of Democritus and the hedonism of 
Epicurus. The Utter, which found its exprewon in Pythagoras, 
Empedocles, Socrates, Plato* and Aristotle, Stoics, nco*Platonism, 
influenced Christianity a great deal. 

By their incurable discords among themselves, Athens, Sparta 
and Thebes, they could not save their independence.* Demosthenes 
(r. 4^6 B.C.), to save the independence of Greece from the Mace¬ 
donian domination, advised alliance with the Persians. Isocrates 

*Benrand RuiieU; of Wtstttn FMiosoph;^ (1946) (Alien A Uowui) 

p. tt I. 

* PliM ^ieri^ tbe mato doetrioe, together with moir of th« d«»U» of hii 
eechttologicaJ Biythi directly and through Pindar from Orphic lourecs*. 

1. A. Stewart: Th^ MytAi 9/Plato (1905) pp- Bertrand RusaeU Calb the 
Hacentc Soeratee *ihe perfect Orphic saint . Hutcry of Wultrn Philatophy 
(194$) p. III. 

« Herodorus (484-435 a.o.) bewailed 'that ancient nalady of the Greeks, 

which causes ever io be at xijifc with one another by whjdi process Hellas 
was weakened and becasne the sport of hfacedon and the slave of Rome’. 
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{470-399 B.C.), who gave us the famous definition that the maxk 
of the HeUene was his culture rather than his blood, was prepared 
to accept the rule of Philip of Macedon to sas'e Greece fr^ sabje> 
tion to Persia. 

III. ALEXANDER’S CONQUESTS 

Alexander’s conquests were far and wide, He was of a mystic tern* 
perament. When in Egypt, he viuted the temple of Ammon at Siwah 
and entered the inner shrine alone with the priest. Though what 
happened there is unknown, it is clear that Alexander felt that he 
was in a special relation to God and had a divine mission to be the 
reconciler of the woHd. Helped by his Macedonian background, he 
acted against the Greek policy of exclusiveness. Though he started 
with hii teacher Aristotle’s belief that the A^ans were only fit to be 
slaves, he discarded it when he met the peoples of Asia, Iran and 
North West India. He adopted various measures to develop com* 
radeship among peoples. All people in his realm should be partneis, 
not subjects. He appointed Iranian satraps, set up a mixed army and 
encouraged intennamages on a large scale. He declared that all men 
were sons of one Father and they should work for human brother* 
hood.* Alexander looked forward to the marriage of East and West 
in a world religion which will include in itself the best of all faiths. 

The two-way trafiic between East and West became posrible after 
Alexander broke down the frontiers which had hitherto separated 
them. He tried to carve out an empire which would combme the 
Eastern and the Hellenic civilisations. Shortly before his death, to 
celebrate the end of the great war, he gave a banquet to 9000 men 
p»pfeyj^ting not only the Greeks but all the races in his empire. 
After the banquet the whole company made a libatitm together 
which was a religious act and the ceremony concluded with 
Alexander’s prayer for peace, for the partnership in the realm of 
the peoples there assembled and for all the peoples of the world to 
be of one mind and live in amity and concord. All men being 
brothers, should live together in Aom^noia, in unity of mind and 

heart. 
> Plutarch isyi of Alexander: 'Aiistode bad adviied him to be a leader to 

Creeka but a matter to barbariana carlo; for the former aj frieodi and rela- 
tivea, but Ireating the latter w anxmalt or plants ... but be acted ctherwM, 

for he believed that be had a mission from God to harmonise men ;eneraUy 
and to be the reconciler of the world, com|wllin; those he could oot perauade 
and bringing men from everywhere ioto unity, mixing their lives and customs 

and marriages and social ways as if m a loviA;<up. Moraba ga; A.C. 390a. 
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Alexander created the Hellenistic world which taught Rome and 
through Rome the modem worfd. He carried Hellcruc culture to 
the banks of the Indus, after having given it to the eastern Mediter¬ 
ranean. He was greatly impressed by the auscerides of the Indian 
ascetics. His Grsco-Bactrian successors kept alive Greek culture for 
three centuries in Afghanistan and the Panjab. Chandragupta 
(leigned $21^96 fi.e.) married a Syrian princess and kept up 
friendly relations with Seleucus.* An amusing correspondence was 
kept up between Bindusara and Seleucus. Bindusira asked for some 

Greek wine, a few raisins and a Sophist. Seleucus wrote back saying 
that he would send the wine with pleasure but regretted about the 
Sophist as it was *not good form among the Oreeb to trade in 
philosophers’. Ambassadors from the West frequently visited the 
Maurya Kingdom, Megasthenes from Seleucus to Chandragupta, 
Deimachus from the same monarch to Bindusara, Chandragupta*s 
son and successor and Dionysius from Ptolemy Philadelphus. The 
chief of these was Megasthenes who has left us an account of the 
life and government of the Indian people. 

From the cave inscriptions we find that many yonas (Greeks) 
adopted the Buddhist faith. Among the pious donors mentioned in 
the Buddhist caves of Karla and Nasik, many Greek names appear. 
A Ptdemaic gravestone with the Buddhist wheel and triiula was 
found by Sir Flinders Petrie.* Naturally, when Aloka (reigned 264- 
22B B.o.) became a convert to Buddhism, he sene mbrionaries to the 
Greek monarchs of Egypt, Syria and Macedonia.' 

Indian merchants visited Syria and Syrian merchants came to 
India. India’s connection with Egypt was even closer Eratosthenes, 
a president of the library of Alexandria, wrote a book on India 
which is considered to be more reliable dian the account by Megas> 

thenes. 
Greek history in Its Hellenistic phase is a fuaon of Greece with the 

Orient.* 

^ *The Msurys emperor* kepi in dose touch with their Creek nei^boun. 
Yet it u remvkcble how little the Greek speech influenced Indie. Hdlenins, 
which ftiTecied profoundly the whole Weetem Ade end even Egypt, stopped 
•hort at the Kiodukush, in spite of the presence of a Greek rSai at Petaliputra 
and of the close and fnendly relations existing between the hfauryas and their 
brother mofurchs of Syria and Egypt*. Rawlixuon: InttU9urs« batwt^n India 
and tSa Wtsitrn WarU (tpsS) p. 

* ycurnol of tha Hoysl Aiiaite SooUlf (1S98} p> B75. 
* Bdi£t XlII. 
* Aeeordina to Sir Ernest Barker civilisation became HeUeDisliC'OrientsJ 

instead cd HdJesic eiid Western. The Suro^tan Inheriisnce, VoL I (>9S4). 
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In the ^txexidrian period (31 o-s 00 B. c .)> the centre of intellectual 
acdvicy shifted from Athens to Alexandria and to it belong the great 
achievements of Euclid, Archimedes, Eratosthenes, Apollonius. In 
this period great discoveriea were made in anatomy and physiology. 
The outstanding figure of the next period is Hipparchos (145-127 
B O.), one of the greatest of the world’s ctoervers, His precision 
enabled him to discover the precesicn of the equinoxes and take the 
fiiTt steps in trigonometry. ‘The glory of the third century was its 
science; nothing of the sort was seen again tUl modem times’.' 
Theophrastus' classification of plants held the field till Linnsus. 
Great advances were made in mathematics espedally by Archimedes 
(087-212 B.c.) of Syracuse. Dissection and even vivisection were 
practised in medicine. Noteworthy were the discoveries in physi* 

olc^, astronomy and geography. 
Zeno, the Stole, was greatly influenced by Alexander's dream of 

the unity of mankind. For him the universe is one great city of gods 
and men ruled by the one Supreme Power called indllTcrently Zeu, 
Destiny, Universal Law, God. For the Stoics the Logos was divine. 
They did not recognise any God beyohd the world. Health or sick¬ 
ness, wealth or poverty mattered UtOe. The soul alone counted. The 
world has no purchase on it. Whatever the world did to us, it was 
open to us to withdraw into our own soul and find peace. Along with 
t^ Buddhists, the Stoics held that none could harm one but oneself. 
Virtue is its own reward. It is the only happincB. The Stoics gave to 
Christianity belief in the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity 
which sprang from the conception of a law of nature. 

The Stoics gave an emperor to Rome, Marcus Aurelius. As 
emperor, he said, his country was Rome but as a man be belonged 
to the world. He did the duties of his office but his heart lay else¬ 
where. His symbol was the sphere of Empedocles, lighted by the 
light whereby it sees the truth of all thiiis and the truth within 
itself. His Afediia/ians indicates chat he believed in a policy of equal 

rights for aU. 
One himdred and tixty years after Alexander’s invasion, Menan¬ 

der (175-T50 B.c.) entered the Gangetic valley. He took interest in 
Indian thought and engaged in dialectical discussions with Buddhist 
philosophera. Miltndapan/ia or the Qufsftons oj King Menander a 

an important Buddhist text. 
The Brahmi inscription on the monolilhic pillar {150 B.o.) which 

in The Euroften InStrilanct, Vol. I (rgs*) p. tp*. 
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is ntar Bcsoagar, Gwalior, records (he stoiy of a Greek diplc^iiat at 
the Court of Besnag;ar, ‘This garugU column of \^isudeva, the god 
of g:ods, was erecC^ here by BhagavaCa (the wonlupper of God, 
Vi^Qu) by Heliodorus, son of Dion, an inhabitant of Taxila, a Greek 
ambassador who came from the great King Antialkidas to King 
lUiiputra Bhagabhadra, the saviour, reigning prosperously in the 

fourteenth year of his kingship’. 

IV. TBS BI$& or CHRISTIAN ITY 

Indian influence In the second millenjuum b.c., in the near East and 
Asia Minor is evident from Boghazkeiu tablets which speak of a 
treaty, concluded in the fourteenth century B.c. between the bel¬ 
ligerent triba known as the Hittites and the Mictanis, where the 
Vedic gods, Indra, Mitra and Varuoa were invoked for their bles- 
^gs. In another inscription, the twin gods, Alvins, called by their 
Vedic title Nasatya, were invoked to bless a marriage alliance 
between two royal families. Telelamama letters mention a list of 
kings who bear Indian names. Indian Ideas penetrated the upper 
valley of the Euphrates in those eariy days. The discovery of Indian 
relics at Memphis, the ancient capital of Egypt, led Sir Flinders 
Petrie to the belief that there was an Indian ct^ony in Ancient Egypt 
in 500 a.c. 

The Jews must have come to know of the people of India when 
Cyrus conquered the Babylonian Empire and made Babylon his 
capital in 538 B.Q. Darius, his successor, conquered the Indus vaUey 
ai^ made it the twentieth satrapy of his empire. The people from 
India and the Jews must have met in Babylon.' The Indians knew 
the Jews as Kalamis, the people of the law, Some Greeks even 
believed that the Jews were descended from the Hindus.* 

^ There ii 4 iwv in the UahifoJha ysitkA whteh reniindt ui of the jvdi- 
ment of Solomon. The Buddha vai in a fonner birth, ralniiter ^ the Rajt of 
Bantris and had to adjudleete between two women who both claimed a eerttin 
iofent. One ^ the women w4i 4 ytMihi or ehoul who had itolen the child to 
devour ii. The 6uddh4 ordered one woman to atat the child*! head and the 

other the Un end to puJ! and each should keep what they get. The gbouJ 
assenli but tne rightful mother eonienta to give her share of the infant rather 

than hurt him. To her the Buddha f >vei the child. 
t According to Joeephus, who was born at Jenualem in a d. S7. In the last 

year of the principaie of Tiberius and the first of that of Gaius called Caligula 

and died probably at the age of sixty, not long after a.d. 96, Clearchus lays 
that 'Aristotle his master, related what follows ^ a Jew', Clearchus then gives 
Ariitotle*! words: This man was by birth a Jew and came from Cdcsyria; 
these Jews are descended from Indian philosophers. They are named by the 

Irtdiani tCalaml and by the Syrians Judaei’. 
*In the Mosaic Age’ Professor S. A. Cook writes, 'VaruJia, the remarkable 
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Some of Che ideas which developed in the Judaism of the last 
two centuries b.q. were derived from the Zoroasrrian belief in evil 
spirits. monotheism could never allow to any evil power 
the relative Independence which Zoroastrian dualism conceded to 
Ahrunan, buc Judaism went a long way during these centuries in 
malting Satan an evil power, who, by God's peimission, opposed 
good in the world during the present age and in seeing human 
disease and sin as s«nething caused by an army of evil spirits under 
the one great prince of darkness. By the time of the Christian era 
the view was general amongst the Jewish people, as the Gospels 
show. ... If there were any doubt that the belief in the personal 
forces of evil at work in the worid came to be a part of the Jews* 
outlook in consequence of their contact with Persians, such doubt 
should be dissipated by the fact that the name of the evil spirit in 
Tobit, Asmodeus, is actually the /Eshma D«va of the Avesta’.^ 

The EsKnea of Palestine and the Therapeutasi of Alexandria were 
possibly Buddhist contmunities; at any rate, they were greatly 
influenced by Buddhist ideas. The Syrian communities which, for 
five centuries before Christ, formed part, first of the Persian Empire, 
then of the OrzeO'Eoman world, came under Indian influence. 
Pliny says that there were Buddhists in Syria, Palestine and Egypt. 

The Esienes owed to non-Jews some of their religious beliefs and 
practices. According to Josephus, the Essenes ‘are Jews by birth and 
seem CO have a greater affection for one another than the other sects 
have. These Essenes reject pleasures as an evil, but esteem continence 
and the conquest over our passions to be virtue. These men are 
despisers of riches, and their communism raises our admiration. Nor 
is ^ere any one to be found among them who hath more than 
another; for it is a law among them, that those who come to them 
must let what they have be common to the whde order, irtsomuch 
chat among them all there is no appearance of poverty, or excess of 

ethical God of ancient Indii wa* koown to North Syris’. Tht Truth 9f th$ 

BihU (:$SS) p. 04. 

' Dr. Hwyn B<vin bi Cvnbridi4 AneUnt History, Vo). IX (t^sa) pp. 41^ 
00. *^0 Mftnieheans owed rnany of their curious tenets to the Indian Joie 

Inquired In the Eastera tnveb by Terebinthus end the Gnostic heresy ^owi 
jiflular treeei of Eastern influeaee. The debt of oea^PIatanlim to OrieDtel 
sourtes is indisputable end when we observe the extent of the linowiedge about 

Eastern beliefs exhibited, aot only by Origes but by orthodox wriwri like 
Clement end St. Jerorae, we cannot help wondenn; whether GhHilianity does 
not owe torae of Its developments—cnooajtieism aod relic worship for instance— 

to Buddhist influenee'. RawLnson. Intereouru h4twi4n Jniic and (hi fVe/tan 
World (J9«$) p. 13a. 
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riches but every one’s possessions arc intemungled with every other's 
pceseasions» and so there is, as it were, one patrimony all the 
brethren.... They have no one certain dty, but many of them dwell 
in every city. . . . The opinion is soto^ly held among them that 
bodies arc corruptible, and that the matter they arc made of is not 
permanent but that the aouU are immortal and continue for ever. 

When they are set free from the bonds of the flesh, they, then, 
as released frtwn a long bondage, rejoice and mount upward’.' John 
the Baptist was a hermit who eschewed ordinary food, put on clothes 
made of camel’s hair, He spent years in mentation on God and 
prayed for the forgiveness of his sins and those of others.' 

We find evidence in Josephus that the Jews knew something of 

the doctrines and practices of the Hindus at the time of Jesus. Before 
the total destruction of Jerusalem in the year a.d, 70, the Jews rnade 
a final stand against the Romans at Maasada where there was a 
strong fortress held by the Jews under the leadership of one Eleasor. 
It was besieged and a moment came when it could not be defended 
any larger. Eleasor propaed to those who were with him that they 
should all kill one another rather than fall into the bands of the 
Romans. He said : *Let our wives die before they are abused and our 
children also, and after we have slain them, let us bestow that 
glorious benefit upon one another, naturally, and preserve ourselves 
in freedom as an excellent monument for us*. The arguments he 
used to those who shrank from so dreadful an ordeal remind us of 
the teaching of the Upan^ads, Buddhism and the Bhagavadg^ta. 
The clear distiaction made between the immortal soul and the 
mortal body is not to be found in the Old Testament. This develop* 
ment of the Jewish teaching took place between the last book of 
the Old Testament and the time when this speech was made. It may 
be due to Plato but Eleazor himself referred it to the teaching of 
the Hindus. Josephus who took a prominent part in the War of the 
Jews against the Romans in a.d. 70, gives the part of the address: 
‘Yet if we do stand in need of forrigners to support us in this path, 
let us regard these Indians who profess the example of philosophy, 
for these good men do but unwillin^y undergo the time of life, 
and loc^ upon it as a necessary servitude and make haste to let their 
souls loose from their bodia; nay, when no misfortune pressed them 
to it, nor drives them upon it, Aese have such a dcarc of a life of 

^Josephus byS. B. Winbolt (>907) pp. los'^. 

III; John 1. 19-94. 
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inunort^Cy, that ch«y tell other men beforehand that they dirt 

about to depart, and n<Aody hinders them but every one thinks them 
happy men. . . . Are wc not, therefore, ashamed to have lower 
notions than the Indians ?* Eleazor speaks to the Jews a few yean 
after Jesus’ death, as if they were quite familiar with the Hindu 
teaching and example. 

Foreign religious influences poured into the Hellenistic world 
from Syria, Babybnia, Anatolia and Egypt. Babylon's concribudca 
was staT'Wonhip and astr^ogy. But the most important were the 
mystery religions who showed a way out of the sphere of fate. Salva* 
tion is attained by personal union with some God who had himself 
died and risen again. In the Eleuslnian mysteritt the salvation of 
the initiate was typiflcd by the death and resurrection of the corn- 
spirit. The mysteries centering round the Egyptian Zu spread far. 
She is of the myriad names, embraced In herself every power and 
virtue and was the special goddess and friend of women and her rule 
prevailed till Madonna took her place. 

The Jews in Alexandria accepted Greek ideas. A hundred yean 
before the birth of Christ, a philosophical treadle influenced by 
Plato’s thought wu produced by the Alexandrian Jews and received 
as a genuine relic of the inspired wisdom of Solomon.' Under Greek 
influence, the problem arose of the relation between the one God as 
conceived by the Jewish prophets and the Deity as manifeated in 
the rational order of the univenc. The reconciliation between the 
Jewish and the Greek notions of God was effected through the con¬ 
cept of the Wisdom of God immanent in creation, which though 
distinguishable, is not separate from God Himself. Wisdom in this 
sense was not different from what the Stekes called Logos, the 
rational principle immanent in the universe. Hellenistic Judaism 

' ll received the lanction of (h« Oouocil of Tient, lerael and Egypt vitre in 
cloie touch with etch other in the centuriei before Chriit. Wiidom literature it 
bteed on Bffyplien modeli. evei7 vene tn Provsrbt XX!I. i7*0CXni. r: 

fin^ ill fellw in an Egypllao didaelie work (hat came to our knowledge about 
fifteen year* ego (the teaching of Amenope). The fint wordi of frovirbt XXII. 
t? ere: Incline thine ear and hear my worda, and apply ihiee heart to teem 
(them). For thli Amenope hea: Give thine eeil, hearken to the things I have 

laid. Give thy heart to uaderitand them, . . . The lubjeet matter shared in 
common comprises advice not to oppreu the poor, net to mike friends wish 
men ^ angcr^ not to remove ancient landmecka, and not to arrive after 

riches, the reader will see for himself that the <omparuoni have reaJ rubstance. 
Still more remarkable is the fact that both cootpoutiona nve counsel aa to the 
demeanour at the table of a powerful mao, and that both eomment upon the 

way richer have of taking flight like birda*. Alan H. Gardiner In The Legsey 
ofBgypi (1947) pp, 67-9. 

% 
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accepted the equivalence of Wiadom and Logos but maintained 
that it proceeded fiom a Transcendent Being. Logos was the Word 
of God which made the world and revealed Himself to men. Philo 
of Alexandria rationalised to Greek readers in this way some of the 
fundamental ideas of Jewish monotheism. The works of Philo (fine 
century b.g.) are disdngubhed by the combination of Mosaic faith 
and Greek iought. They were, for the most part, compoetd in the 
reign of Augustus, before the death of Jesus and probably before HU 
biith. PhUo emphasises the trarucendence of God, who is whdly 
removed from all relatioru. We know that He U but we cannot 
define His nature. He is not to be apprehended by thought. The 
predicates we attribute to Him express the gulf that separates Him 

fr^n the world of things, relative and finite. If God is not the 
world, the only way to r^ate the two is by means of powers that 
belong to Cod and are yet separate from For Plato, these are 
(he Ideu and later thought tended to hypostaw them. For the 
Jews, these are the personified attributes of God. Philo looked upon 
the principle mediating between the transcendent God and the finite 
world as the Logos, the first-bom wn of God or even the second 
God, the heavenly man. The concept of the Logos, analogous to the 
Vedic Vik, the word as divine power, entered the Fourth Gospel. 

The Romans were the fiiat pupils of the Creeks and learnt from 
them though they ccmquered them. Though the Greeks maintained 
for centuries the institution of slavery, they had an Innate sense of 
human dignity to transcend the division between the Greeks and the 
barbarians. They believed in man as such, in his pocentialides. ThU 
thought of Greece was translated into fact by the Romans who have 
left for us the majesdc monument of the Roman law. In the Gtsko- 
Roman dvilisation the two streams coalesced. Virgil’s /Entid clothed 
Greek imagination in Roman language. The Greek sense of form 
changed the Roman sense of mission and responsibiJity. The Roman 
mind centred on order, tradition, in the sense of a heritage we pre¬ 
serve, not a set of fetters which bind us. Rome insisted on the con¬ 
cept of a political community under law in which every free citizen 
participates in the making of the law and was equal before it. 
Roman morality called for the deliberate control of social action and 
the voluntary subordination of the individual to the requirements of 
the community. In social living the Orsco-Roman dvilisatiMi was 
a great success. It protected personal and spiritual liberties and 
pnanoted efficiency and obedience. The Roman Empire extended 
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over Europe, Northern Africa, Egypt and the Near Ease. The 

Roman world was not a European world; it was a Mediterranean 

one in which Asia Minw and North Africa were inlegratcd. 

While Greece encouraged free thought, and Rome cultivated the 

will to action, Palestine gave to Europe Christianity which harnessed 

the emotiom. Rome conquered Syria and Palestine in the first cen- 

tury B-c. Both Alexandria in Egypt and Antioch in Syria had con¬ 

siderable Jewish populations. Many parables, legends and religious 

myths and concepts travelled fiom India to Syria, Egypt artd 

Palestine. Buddhism spread to Asiatic regions m the neighbourhood 

of Greece. About the middle of the second century i.c., two Indian 

chiefs who were defeated in an insurrection against their king, fled 

to Taron in the Upper Euphrates and built a town and a temple 

to K^a. They flourished for more than four hundred years when 

St. Gregory in a.d. 304 razed the temple to the ground, 

Wherever the Roman Empire held sway, its laws and institutions, 

the structure and dignity of its magistracy were recognised. Rome 

became the model of organised power. Its power was imbued with 

the spirit of law and obedience, with the spirit of religion, Che spirit 

of tolerance and sound administration. The thought of Greece and 

the religion of Jesus intennmgled in the Roman Empire, Ic was 

thought that religion could weld together the whole Mediterranean 

world in a new form of unity and add the cohesive force of a com¬ 

mon religious aUegiance Co (he lading ties of a common citizenship 

in a single empire. 

Augustus died in a.d, 14 and Tiberius succeeded him. During the 

reign of Tiberius occurred the events recorded in the Christian 

gospels. The Hebrews were a kind of religious confederacy bound 

together by the worship of one God who was regarded by them as 

king, lawpver, judge and leader in war. Moses of Hebrew birth 

and Egyptian upbringing was the prophet of the great God Yahweh. 

The later prc^heCs, Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel 

turned the religion of Israel Into an ethical monotheism. God is essen¬ 

tially good and requires His worshippers to be good also. Yahweh 

is the god of rfghteousocas whose primary interests were justice, 

mercy and truth. The world is a realm of law in which moral values 

are supreme. 

The conquests of Alexander the Great brought Judea along with 

the whole Near and Middle East into the sphere of Hellenism. The 

Jews learnt to speak Creek and conformed to the manners and cus- 
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toms of their neighboure so long as they did not conflict with the 
practice of ihdr religion. The Hebrew scriptures were translated into 
Greek. Thus Hebrew monotheism was brought nearer to the half 
philceophical, half mysQcal ideas of the time. Though originally an 
Eastern faith it acquired an intellectual apparatus and technique 
that enabled It to enter into the European heritage. The peaceful 
penetration of Greek ideas corrected the tendency to a clannish 
exclusiveness and made for a broader humanity. 

Thi Acts of tki AposiUs provides an illustration of the way In 
which preacheis and philosophers, propagandists and demagogues 
travelled from one part of the Empire to another. St. Paul lived In 
Home two whole years at his own expense^ preaching and teaching 
with all confidence, 'no man forbidding him*.’ Rome encouraged 
free movement of thought. 

The influence of Persia and India on the Middle East where 
Christianity developed is obvious.’ Buddhist ideas travelled to the 
shores of the Mediterranean through the Greek dtiea which lay 
along the route by means of trade and mUri<m8. Alexandria lay open 
even more than Syria to the ideas of the Eatt. A strange mingling 
of ideas belonging to the different traditions, Greek, Babylonian, 
Buddhistic and Zoroastrian, was taking place in the century before 
the Christian era. About this period there was long-range trade 
between Home and India in amber, ivory, incense, pepper and silk, 
articles which could not be got from within the frontiers. 

When Home overthrew the Near East politically, the spirit of the 
East entered Home. The Grcco-Homan cults proved emodonaliy 
inadequate to the people whose visiOTi was enlaiged by the prophets 
of Israel and the philosopheis of India. The weary and the agitated 
peoples looked to the East for religions of salvadon. From Asia 
Minor came the woiship of Cybele with its hymns and dances, with 
its ideas of a deity dying to live again. From Syria came the cult 
of the Dea Syra, from Persia the worship of Mithras with its 
initaatiens, sacraments, mysteries and discipline. Mithras in later 
Zoroastrianism became the saviour Lord. Thus spake Ahura Mazda 
to the holy Zarathustra. When I created Michra, lord of wide pas¬ 
tures, then, O Spitama, I created him as wmthy of sacrifice, as 

* Atit of iht ?0(Vni. 31. 
* Cp. H. M. Qwatkin; Studies in Ananim (1882). 'Ev«n the stem mene- 

tbeiscn of Israel wm corroded by Onental bllueaoes. They are aa clear in the 
philosophic Philo and even in (he Orthodox Talmudists as in the coniempla* 
(ive lalt-anmhilation of (he Eoenes’, p. lo. 



worthy of prayer as myself, Ahura Mazda’.' Mithras is the saviour 
of the needy and the sinful.’ As the Mithra cult travelled to the Wcst» 
Mithras became identified with Apollo, Helios and Hetones, as we 
see from the mwiument of Antiochus I of Counagene (69-38 a.c.).* 
The cult gained its greatest victories in the Roman Empire. Diode- 
dan Galerius and Licinius dedicated an altar to Mithras in a.d. 307 
at Garmunrum, After the victory of Constantine the cult languished 
and was ultimately banned by the decree of Theododus (379-95). 
From Egypt came the worship of Osiris and of 1^, which included 
the thought of a suffering and all-merciful Mother-Goddess who 
yearned to ease the woes mankind. In the presence of these deities, 
the ofhdal gods of Olympus receded Into the background. All these 
cults and beliefs, though foreign to the dd ofRcial worships of Greece 
and R«ne, were not altogether strange to the Mysteries which had 
for long been the real religion of the Greek people. Even after Con¬ 
stantine recognised Christianity, Julian was initiated Into the ancient 
mysteries of Eleusis and the wor^ip of Mithras. If Christianity had 
not triumphed, it would have been Mithras or Serapis or the Great 
Goddess but not any Olympian deity. 

Mithraism and Chrisdanlty had striking resemblances. Their fol¬ 
lowers were 'brothers*. They believed in baptism and prescribed 
ascetic practices. The deity in both is a mediator between this world 
and the next. Both taught that the Saviour God would return, 
awaken the dead, judge the good and the evil and award immor- 
uUty to the foimer and annihilation to the latter. Justin imagined 
that the whole system of Mithraism was the trickery of the devil 
to mislead the Christians.* 

Christianity triumphed as it encouraged mysticism, preached an 
eschatology of hope and had a noble ritual. It appealed to the lowly 
as it taught that in the eyes of God the slave was equal to the 
emperor. It ordained brotherly love and fellowship. The intellectual 
content which it soon acquired from Greek thought appealed to the 
thinkmg while the superstitious were attracted by the miraculous 
element. 

Many of the stories about Jesus and parables used by Him had 
their parallels in India. Judea was conquered by Rome in 63 a.c. 

ifUthir rssht X.t. 
*Ibid. X.a*; X93. _ .. 
* See Prefeoor S. G. P. Bnruioii’s sidcle en Miihroum tind Jts ChaiUngt io 

Chmlianiiy, Hibbert Journsl, Jsnu&ry IdSJ. 
* Apologia t.S6. 
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ness. Jesus sets aside all authorities. Whatever they may say, *1 say 
unto you*. He takes His stand on truth as verified in His experience. 
Truth, for Him, U not a historical fact but spiritual life. His teaching 
brushes aside all the legalistic encumbrances of the Jewish religion 
and holds that in the two old commandments everything required 
of man was summed up. Thou shall love the Lord thy God*. Tliou 
shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. Jesus’ reUgieei affirmed these 
two central simplicities. Su Jc^n says: 'The law was given through 
Moses and grace and truth came through Jesus’. When Jesus was 
ashed to explain the Kingdom of Ood, He said, 'The Kingdom of 
God cometh not with observation; neither shall they say, lo here or 
there t for lo, the Kingd<mi of God is within’.* God is nearer to us 
than we are to ourselves. It is our duty to realise the God in us. 
There are no impassable barrien between the human and the divine 
orders.* If man were totally corrupt, if he had no links with the 
world of spirit, the message of religion cannot find its way to the 
heart of man. The sharp distinction between God and man, which 
we find in some aspects of Greek thought, gets into Christianity. 
Human nature, we^cned as it was by personal and original sin, is 
regarded as incapable of creative activity. Man, in one sense, is a 
pr^uct of nature, subject to its vicissitudes, compelled by its neces* 
sides, driven by its impulses, but he is also a spark of spirit and to 
stands outside of nature and the v»roijd. There is a point of contact 
with Ood, which exists in man, who stands at the junction of nature 
and spirit, man hath ascended up (o heaven but he that came 
down from heaven'.* Jesus was the son of msm and the son of God, 
He was in contact with both the levels of being, earthly and heavenly. 
He came as a mediator. As a human being He was exposed to every 
temptation. He was tempted even into the last m«nent. * My God, 
why bast thou forsaken me?’ He suffered agony. Everything was so 
difficult for Him. Jesus was an example to men for He raised Him¬ 
self throu^ inner doubts and disccads, temptations and battles. Jesus 

>B*ror VQQ Hu|el ouoMi the following peuege elliibuted to St. Thonee 
Aqvinu: ^Greet u the bltcdneu end exeeMlng the folly of laary louls diet ere 
ever seekine God, continuauely tighing efter God, end freauenllv deeirinf God ; 
whiUt ell ine time, they ere dieratelvei the leherseelea of the Irving Cm . . . 
einee their eoul it the eeel of God, in which he conttcuoutly raoaea. Dt Btaii~ 
rvdme, lit. s Beron von Hugel: Th* Myslifd EUmtnt 0/ RtUgion, and ed. 
(lote) It, pp. 151-8. 

’Ausualire leya: Teoeuie men heve become enlea even from themselvee 
there hea been ^veo eJao a written lew, Not beeeuae it hea not been wriuen in 
the heart, but iMeuee thou wiat e deierter from (hy heeii*. 

•John III. :8. 
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advanced in wisdom and stature. The chiJd grew and waxed strong 
in spirit and waa hUed with wisdom and grace was upon him*.‘ He 
bridged the gulf between the human and the divine. 

The Kingdom of Heaven refers to a state of mind, a higher level 
of being, the stale of enlightenment, bodhi, vid)^. Truth makes for 
freedom. When Jesus says: ‘Repent’ He refers to a change of Ctti- 
sciousness. The Greek word translated as repentance is 
It is a change of consciousness, an inner evolution, a higher level of 
understanding. The heart of man can comprehend tlie higher 
reality.* It is not penitence or regret but a complete change of mind 
and heart, a revolution in our outlook, the displacement of ignor¬ 
ance, avidya by knowledge, vidya. It is a new way of thinking, feel¬ 
ing and acting. It is a rebirth. ‘Unless a man is bom anew, he 
cannot see the Kingdom of God*, said Jesus to Nicodeimis.' Rebirth 
belongs not to the natural man, but the secret, internal, the spiritual 
man. It ti another step in evolution. ‘Repent and be turned'.* It is a 
whirling round of our consciousness. ‘Except ye turn and become as 
little children'.* There is the child in us chat is responsive to the 
magic and mystery of the world. We are generally lost in the world 
of objects and the things of sense. The mystery of life is destroyed 
by life and remains only a memory, dimly felt at moments recalling 
for a fleecing instant something that we knew once and possessed. 
We must recover this lost possession,* recapture freshness and spon¬ 
taneity. Man must change himself. The writer to cbe Ephesians says : 
‘Awake thou that sleepcst and arise from Che dead'.^ Christian teach¬ 
ing in its origin before it became organised and externalised was 
awakening from sleep through the light shed by the inner wisdom. 
Jesus Eke the Buddha was one who awakened and taught others 
the way of awakening. The Kingdom of Heaven is not something 
in the future. It is at hand. It is within us. When we attain this state, 
we are freed from law. 'The Sabbath is made for man and not man 
for the Sabbath’.' 

St, John in the Prologue to the Gospel says: ‘But to all who 
received him, who believed in his name, he gave power to become 
children of God’.* The child or son of God docs not mean merely 
the creature of God but in St. Peter’s words: ‘partakers of the divine 
nature’. This ccancs out in S. John’s account of Jesus* prayer at the 

> Lukt II. ii. 
^ Cp. EeeUiiejtts *H« hath i«t etemtty in (he heart of man'. III. 11. 
• John 111. 8, • A:lt of tho AposlUi in. 19, • Mtithow XVIII. 9- 
*BfhaA'ifoftjfoka Upanifoi HI. 5.1. *V. 14, * Mirk II. a?. *1. is. 
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last supper; That they may all be one; even as thou, Father, art in 
me, and 1 in thee, that they also may be in us.... The glory which 
thou hast given me I have given to them, that they may be one even 
as we are one’.^ Each one of us can become an mcamation of God.’ 
In the words of St. John's Prolo^c, the Logos Vas the true light 
which, coming into the world, enlightens every man'. 

God is not an idea that is conceived but a reality that is ex^- 
enced. Against the Corinthian Christians who adhered to Judaism, 
Paul said : ‘Must one glorify oneself ? Is it useful? Yet I shall refer 
to some visions and revelations of the Lord. I know a man in Chnst, 
who, fourteen years ago, waa ravished to the third heaven (if it was 
in his body I do not know, if it was outside of his body, I do not 
know, God knows). And I know that this man was taken into 
Paradise, and heard some ineffable words which it is not permitted 
to a man to reveal'.* Religion is the awareness of God, the develop¬ 
ment of a consciousness, which Jesus had. St. Paul's words, ‘Let this 
mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus',* refer to the meaning 
of religious consciousneas, the realisadm of the Supreme Presence, 
union with God. Thou sbalt (ove the Lord thy God with all thy 
heart, and with all thy soul and with all thy mind'- Wc must love 
God with our entire being. The best known sentence of Augustine's 
Confession is: ‘Thou hast made us for thyself and our hearts are 
restless till they find rest in thee'. This is a comment on the Psalmist: 
'Like as the hart dttireth the water bro^, so longeth my soul after 
thee, O God'.* What Jesus insists on is a change of mind, a trans- 

' mu. 

* It ii doubtful whether Jetui mekee any eliuni for Kaimalf ai the afent m the 
redemptive punote of Gm. The late Proieiter R. H. Lifhtfoot layi: *It 

then. Diet the hmn of the earthly no leii thin of the heavenly Chrift ii for the 
moit part hidden from ui. For aU the ineitimible Value of the Goepeli, they 
yield ui little roore than a whiiper of Hia voice ; we trace In them but the out* 

ikini of Hu wayi*. Uuiory end ht$rpr«tetion in thi GetptU (I93S) sas* 
Dean Matthewi of St. Paul’i observe!: *Even. St Paul, I think :K>where 
deSnitcly eQuatea jeaua Chriit with God, The Son )i alwayi in his wrltibfe 

subordinate to the Father, and we may doubt whether he would have lubicribM 
to the eiauae in the Atbaoauaa creu ^'equal to the Father as teuehing his 
Godhead" TS4 Problem o/ CArui in th« Twtntitrh Ctnlary (igjo) p. ea. 

* II Corinthians Xtl. 1-4 Thomas Aquioaa says: The Dlviae essence cann^ 
be seen by a created intellect save through the light of glory, of which it is 
writteo (Psdfn XXXV. to): To Thy light we shall see light”, But this light 

can be shared In two ways. Pint, by way of an abiding fom, a^ thui it bead* 
fies (he lainta in heaven. Secondly, by way of a iraniitory passion . . . and It) 
this way that light was in Paul when he was in rapture. Hence this vision did 

not beuiiy him simply, 10 as to overflow into hi* bMy, but only in a restricted 

setue'. Thtol. 11. 173, $. 
*PhHippiani II. 5. •XLII. i. 
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figured consdousnes. OrdinariJy we live outward lives, overpowered 
by our senses. We live according to what is called Hhe mind of the 
i^h^ the mind based on the senses. The part of man which is truly 
himself is not manifest. The perfecting of man is an inner process. 

We have to develop God^onsciousness even as Jesus did. In us it 
is obscured, enfeebled and imperfectly developed. In Jesus it was 
fully and powerfully manifested. The appearance of the first man, 
Adam, consdtutes for us the Ufe of the once*bom; the appearance 
of the second Adam consdtutes the state of the twice-bom, The 
human race has to be bom again, in spirit. 

The Incarnation in Christ is a supreme example of a univetaal 
truth. Jesus is given to us as an example of godly Ufe. He is there to 
enable us to become not merely Chrikians but Christs. Jesus in the 
phrase of Irtnaeus, ‘recapitulates* humanity. 

For Jesus, theology was not the central fact of religion. TTie way 
and the truth are to end in life. God is to be existendally known and 
not to be literally described. Doctrines are useful fictions of a 
aophisticaced culture bound by words u subsdtuces for realities. On 
earth we see ^through a glass darkly*.' 

The revelation of God is the Judaic contribution. God by His 
revelation imparts the knowledge of the good and gives us the power 
to attain it. Man’s goodness is a gift of God’s grace. It underlines aa 
attitude cpf humility, 'God, be merciful to me, a inner*.* Jesus makes 
out that the realisation of man’s destiny is not sbnply a gift but an 
attainment. We have to work for it with diligence dirough prayer 

and fasting, through the contempladve life.' 
Though Jesus* religion is sim^e, it is not easy. We must give up 

' Con’flfAitfv XIII. It. In hii ditry of tsM, RUke tTfucj thti oar vifwi of 

J«iiu hide ua from God. Tor youn; people Cfiriia ii e fteet denger, the f4r> 
too*neer, the eoneee]er*of*God. They pow uaed to Mekinv the divioe with the 
BMAiure of the humen. They enerveto theuiielvea with the humen nnd Jeter 

freeee in the keen eir of the heisbu of eternily. They itny eioong Chnat, the 
Virpn end the winti; th^ lo»e thentKlvei eotonf fifurn end vweej. 
They are ditilluaioned by the partially related, which neither unaaea (hen. nor 
terrifiee them, nor teari them from (Jieix everyday exiitence. They refifn tkeni* 

•elvei. and in order to poteeai God, they mun be uoievgiied*. Rantr MarU 

RUkt: P. W, Van Heen Khulaen (1951) p. $$6. 
XVIII. ts. 

* St. Clement deaeribes the $lofy of cootemplalion ; ‘THji is the apprebenaivc 
vipoQ of pore hearts, aed it is the work of the aceoicipliahed fnoaac to have 
intercourse with God; u much as posdble beeomlnf like unto the LoM'. 

Slremata VII, a. Ohsen teaches the way to mystical union io snzular words; 
'Cod ... Is pei^ect soodneai, and man can become like unto God by leamins 
to koow him through the realisation of the presence of the Word io kb heart, 

through puricy and apufuia'- 
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all our private preferences and carry out the will of the Supreme. 
‘My meat is to do the will of him who sent me and finish his work* 
is the laying attributed to Jesus in the Fourth Gospel.' Each one of 
us has to coK)peratc with the purpose of God for us. 

Though wisdom rises out of dbillu^on there is no acceptance of 
the cruelty of life or of acquiescence in cvQ. When we are called 
upon to love our neighbour, we are not required to love him as a 
sinner but as a man for the sake of the God in him. Love of God 
expresses itself as (he love of man. St. Paul wrote: ‘Now abideth 
faith, hope, love, these three, and the greatest of these is love’. *Love 
is the fulfilment of the law’.* 

Jesus proclaims a universal morality, that all men are brothers, 
children of one Father.* Jesus gives a new definition of neighbour 
in the parable of the Good Samaritan. Whoever is in need and whom 
we ire in a position to help is our neighbour. St. Paul quotes from 
the Hymn to Zeus by Cleanthes: 'In him we live and move and 
have our being' as even some of your poets have said, 'For we are 
indeed his offspring'.* Jesus tells us *Love your enemies, bless them 
that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them 
that despicefully use you and persecute you; that ye may be the 
children of your Father which is in heaven'.* St. Paul said, 'In Christ 
there is neither Jew nor Greek, barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free, 
but yet are all one man in Christ Jesus’.* These dlstinciions are 
irrelevant, for life is one and indivisible. We are members one of 
another. Jesus asks us to assume a responsibiilcy for the whole of 
humanity. The interpenetraden of peoples and cultures is not an 
Utopian ideal but a practical reality. 

vhien some of those who observed the life of Jesus felt like looking 
upon Him as a divine manifestation, the Logos doctrine helped them 
to rationalise their belief. In the letters of Paul, the relation of Jesus 
to the worid and history is conceived as that of the Wisdom of God 
and its embodiment. In John there is an elaboration of this view. 
The Divine Logos existed frexn all eternity in inseparable unity with 

1 IV S4. 
* XIII. 10. * Mwhtw XVni. 10. * Ant XVII, 28. 

^Matth4w V. 44, See alio XXVI. ja. 
• Co^einani III. ti. Ruyibroeck layi: *Tbu k (hat nohkncM ^bich w« poi' 

leai by oature in the essential unity of our ipirit, where it ii ueited (o God 
acoordiof to nature. This ndther makei us holy, nor bleiud. for all men. 
whether gfood or evil, possess k within themselves, but it ii ce^sdoly the firrt 

enuse of all holiness aod blessedaew*. AAornmtnt of (As Spiritual hterriaga, 
II, 57, £.T. by P. Wyivschenk Dorn in his 7eAR af Ruysbrotek (1916). 
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God. li is tho moans or instnunciit of his self^revdation. The world 
is iho revolatioQ of the Divine Logos, God's wisdom or thought. It is 
revealed in the mind of man, specially in the minds of those men 
who neceived the Word of God, the prophet souls and others in all 
countries whose minds are open to truth. The revelation in the mind 
of man did not find sufficient response and men did not grow into 
the likeness of God. So Divine Wisdom became revealed in a single 
historical personality. The logos was made flesh and dwelt among 
us, and we beheld his glory*. The revelation through the Logos was 
first in the universe/ then in the human race, then in its prophets 
and last in Jesus, 

Whatever wt may do, we cannot escape from the love of God. 
St. Paul says: ‘For I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor 
angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things 
to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able 
to separate us from the love of God, which is In Christ Jesus, our 

Lord’.* 
The doctrine of hell-fire is inconsistent with Jesus' life and teach¬ 

ing. Jesus asks us to forgive our brethren even if they sin against ui 
‘seventy times seven’.' If He expects us to behave in this way, God 
cannot be different. There must be something undivine in God, if 
He is responsble for everiasting heU-fire. It is true that we have 
freedom but to vindicate human freedom, it is net necessary to 
dehumanise God. If we are asked to practise compassion, we need 
not deny it to God. Tor he maketh his sun to shine upon the evil 
and upon the good and sendeth his rain upon the just and upon the 
unjust'.' If a dweller in hell can resist etemahy, he may also 

use his freedom to repent and change. 
We cannot obliterate the divine in us however much our nature 

may be perverted by pride or hatred. If we do not see God every¬ 
where, we see Him nowhere. According to a theological interpreta¬ 
tion, the humanity of Christ is representative of ail humanity and 

' 'If I wcend up ufito heaven, thou art there : 
If I my bed lo helJ, beheld, thou art them also*. Psalm tS9. Q. 

i Romans VlfZ. s9-9< Aui^usline tayt: 'Why ihould I desrt ffiat Thou 
ihould come to me who would not exist if Thou wen not In aef Consequently, 
Z would not b<, O my God, I would not onrt at all If Thou were not In zne. 
Or rather, t wmild not be it I were not >n Thee, of whom are all from 
whom are alJ things, ia whom are all thlnp. Whence could I eome to Thee, 
since I am in Thee? Or u^ieeee couldst Thou come to me? For where could I 
BO ouLside heaven and earth for Thee to come there, O Thou my God, who 
said, 'T ml heaven and earth” *• £^st. C.C. XXXIl. 

• kalthtw JCVni. as, «Ibid. V. 45. 
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not only the historic J«us but the whole race will have the gifts of 
the Incarnation. The end of the world is the transuhstaniiation of the 
whole creation. When St. Athana^us says: *God became man that 

man might become God*, he refers to man and all creation. 
Jesus counts chose who adopt other views but practice goodness, 

among His friends. Tie that is not against us is for us*, was Jesus’ 
answer to chose who complained chat an outsider should go about 
doing good after His own fashion. In St. PauJ*s phrase, the Church 
must be ‘all things to all men*. It should net expect or impose a 

uniform procedure on all souls. 
The greatest of the Christian theologians accepu the view that 

we cannot have an affirmative exposition of the nature of God. 
Sc, Thomas Aquinu says: ‘In treating of the divine essence the 
principal method to be followed is that of remotion. For the divine 
essence by its immensity surpasses every form to which our intel^t 
reaches; and thus wc cannot apprehend it by knowing what it is*.' 
Again, ‘We know God by unknowing, by a manner of a uniting with 
God that exceeds the ewnpass of our minds, when the mind recedes 
from all things and then leaves even itself and is united with the 
super-resplendent rays of the Divinity.... In this state of the know¬ 
ledge of God, the mind ts enlightened from out of the depths of 
the divine wisdom which defy our scrutiny, for to understand that 
God is not only above all that exists but even above all that wc can 
comprehend comes to ua from the divine wisdom*.' 

While theology sets great value on definite and precise beliefs 
as essential for salvation, the greatest Christian thinkers admit that 
we sec through a glass darkly and cannot be predse. Eckhart says, 
‘For he who seeks God under settled fonna lays hold of the form 
while missing the God concealed in it. That he who seeks God in no 
special guise lays hold of Him as He is in himself, and such a otc 
“lives with the Son” and is the life itself.' 

Jesus* teaching has an ascetic note which is a characteristic of 
all true religion. The Cross is the way by which man can rise above 
his nature. We must forsake all to tread in the footsteps of God. 
‘ If thou wilt be perfect’, said Jesus, ‘go and scD what thou hast, and 
give to the poor, and thou shale have treasure in heaven*.' This 
invitation was taken seriously in the Eastern Church in Egypt, where 

> .^vffline Contra GtutiUi, 1, XtV. 
> Commont do dmnii ffominihut, VII, i 4. ^ 
• StiMdion CX. VII. ♦ Molt Sow XIX, 2t, 
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wc hear of hermits. St. Antony (a.d. 270) began hi* life as a solitary, 
withdrew into the desert, shut himself up in an empty tomb, where 
he lived for 8«ne twenty years. Through the Latin translation of 
St. Athanasius’ Lift of St. Antony, mcxiastidani was canied to the 
West. 

The ascetics of the Eastern Roman Empire fashioned a mystic 
theology which seeks the direct experience of the vision of God and 
union with the Godhead. Each one of us must become a messenger 
of the new w«ld, which is yet vinbom but groaning and travailing 
to be bom. 

The whole life and teaching of Jesus is so disdncdve that it cannot 
be regarded as a natural development of Jewish and Greek ideas. 
The late 0. F. Andrews was so much impressed by the saintUneas 
of the religious characters be met in India that he felt that it was 
from India that the beauty of Christ had sprung. He wrote to 
Rabindranath Tagore: 

T am beginning to understand from history that Christianity 
Is Ttot an independent Semitic growth, but an outgrowth of 
Hindu religious thought and life.. .. Christ appears to me like 
9omt strange, rare, beautiful flower whose seed has drifted and 
found a home in a pardy alien land. India, in this as in so 
many other ways, is the great Mother in the world's history. 
Christ, the Jewish peasant, lived instinedvely, as part of His 
own nature, this non*Jewish ideal of ahimsi which is akin to 
Hinduism. He had the Universal Compasnon, he had the 
Universal Charity, as marked in the agony of crucifixion as on 
the sunny Galilean hills. 

*The leading consequence of this central posldon would be 
that we might see in the world's higher reli^ons a branching 
family tree.... It will mean a lonely pilgrimage for me, for it 
means giving up claims for the Chrisdan position which every 
one in the West whom I know and love could not conceive of 
doing*.' 

* Lener to Tasorc written on R.M.S. Brifon early in Mtreh tst4. quoted la 
C, P, Andrewt by Beoariidu CSi&nirvedi and Kariorie Sylee (tSMl p> foa. 
^ Will Durant: Tndia wax the motherland of our race aM Sanskrit the 

Blether of Europe’s languages; she wax Che moiher of our ^ilosophy; mother, 
(hrot^ the Anbs, of mu^ of our reathematiei. mother through the Buddha 

of the ideals embodied in Ghtistiaaity i mother through the village ecmiDunity 
of lelf-gyvenuaent and democracy. Mother India is in many waya the mother 
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WEST II 

I. DOCTRINAL DEVELOPMENTS 

IN CHRISTIANITY 

The convereion of the West to Christianity between the first and the 
seventh centuries gave a decisive turn to the development of the 
West The cla»ical culture and the Christian religion both took firm 
root in Western Europe- A deeply spiritual and univcnalist faith 
became adapted by means of complex ecclesiastical oi^nisationa to 

the needs, beliefs and practices of the Graeco-Roman v^rld. The 
doctrine was given a logical form and a dogmatic setting. R<mc 
with her practical bent and love of organisation helped to institu- 
donalise the religion. While the heart of Christianity is Eastern, its 
brain theology, its body the ecdcaaslical organisation became Graeco- 
Roman.' There has been continuous tension between the simple 
Eastern faith with its mystical spirituality and reason and human 
thought. Clement of Alexandria suggests that the Apostle’s saying to 
the Corinthians 5 T hope that your faith may grow so that I may be 
able to tell you the things that are beyond you’ refen to mysucal 
wisdom or esoteric Christianity. ‘By this he teaches us that gneeis, 
which is the perfection of faith, extends beyond ordinary instruc¬ 
tion’. ‘Gntwis having been left by the apostles to a small number 
of the faithful without writings it has ewne down to us'. Ongen 
observes: The individual ought to portray the ideas of holy scrip- 

> PjofttWf W««r J4e|«r oWryw: Tt wm Ui« Gre«^i who 
ChriHitn Uiih into th« tonn of dogma and ih« very huwry of Chrutiao d^a 
wu enacted or the imI of G«ek culture, . . , S«c«, dofwa and thee^gy, 

indeed ut definitely pwducti of the Greek mind aod their mteUecrual itjue* 
rure »«h that noAing elie could have giren them ihcir nmp. 
Ic ie not. however, ffom the Gfeek religion that they anie, hut from philo- 

aophy. which at the time of in imp«« <» Chmh^ty wa» s^l ^ amo^ a 
niiber of M«tJ, each diilinguuhed by ita own rigid dogmaticrf “ 
we cannot characterise the mteJIectuaJ atuwje of the early GwkthinlrewM 
dogma in the rigid sense of the Stoics or the Bpici^aivi of fbe Hdleiwtic a^, 

tliSn is the root frtsm which both concept and word hare grown'. Th« Thtohgy 

ol £«fly C*44k PhihspghtTs (1947) p. fia. 
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Ture in a threefold manner upon his own soul; In order that the 

simple man may be edified by the “flesh” as it were, of the Scrip¬ 
ture, for so we name the obvious sense; while he who has ascend^ 
a certain way (may be edified) by the ‘^soul” as it were. The perfea 
man, again, and he who resemUes these spoken of by the apostle, 
when he says, ‘Sve speak wisdom among them that are perfect, but 
not the wisdom of the world, nor of the rulers of this world who 
come to nought; but we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, the 
hidden wisdom, which God hath ordained before the ago, unto our 
glcry”, (may receive edification) from the spiritual law, which has a 
shadow of good things to come, For as man conaise of body, and 
soul, and spirit, so in the same way does Scripture'.* St Irenaeus 
refers like Clement, Origen and others, to an oral and secret tradi¬ 
tion emanating from Jesus and transmitted by the apeeUes. St. Denis 
speaks of 'two theologies one common and the other mystical’ with 
‘public’ and ‘secret’ traditions respectively.* 

During the second century a series of writers called the Apolo* 
gists attempted to commend the new faith as a way of life and 
thought consistent with all that was best in Greek philosophy. Justin 
Martyr declares: *A1] who have lived according to the Logca are 
Christians, even if they are generaUy accounted as atheists, like 
Socrates and Heraclitus among the Greeks’.' The word which was 
made flesh in order to save the world was also the Word which 
taught the worid in former ages. The Word spoke to the Jews in the 
Law and to the Greeks in philosophy. Justin welcomes as fellow- 
Christians all who strive wholeheartedly for the truth, for Christ is 
the truth- 

SeveraJ attempts were made to assimilate Christianity to Hellen¬ 
ism which were called Gnostic (from the Greek gnosis, knowledge). 
The Church anxious to consolidate its own institutions combated 
gnosticism and tried to develop a theology which was distinctsvely 

’ Princifiiit IV. i. Htbrtwt X. t. 

* Se« Fritb)of Schuon : Spiriivei Firspteiivss and Human Factt^ E.T. (1954) 

PP« 93-4* 
*1. Apolcii 46. Cp. AvgusliM; 'Whait )« new called (he Chriitlan rellpoo 

aJwayi exhtea in antiquity aad wai never abaent from the beg:inninf of the 
human race until Christ appeared in (he fleih. At (hii time the true reliirlon, 

which wai already there, bem to be called Chri Ilian’. RtiTaeiatiom I. Xlll, e. 
The frceit ipinl ^ the Mid^e Ages, Kleholai of Cuia deelajtd, 'God is loueht 
ia various ways and called by vanoui names in the various religioni that he has 

lent various prophets and teacheri in various apt tc the va^s peoples’ Da 
Pace Seu CaneordaMia Fidai V. ((45$) quoted is the Hihharl Journal, January 



Empire. The burden of administering a vast area threatened by 
decay within and assaults from vnihout was too great for a single 
centre. Constantine made Constantinople the capital of the East, 
and by the end of the fifth century an East Roman or Byzantine 
Empire divided itself from the West, and for the next ten centuries 
established itself as a second Rome. The separation of the wo, 
Western and Eastern forms, marks a geographical division between 
the peninsular pans of Europe with its coasts and indentations and 
the great European land mass on which it infringes. Ghrisdaiiity 
itself assumed two forms, the Catholic form of the West and the 
Orthodox form of the East. Though both Rome and Byzantium 
were partaken of the same culture, they became estranged in the 
Middle Ages owing to the military occupation of Byzantium by the 
armies of feudal Europe. 

In the period of a.d. zoo-tooo leadership passed to the East and 
oriental influences affected Western culture. This is true of the 
Byzantine Empire which remained by far the greatest European 
power, representing the higher aspects of Western culture. Oriental 
influences have been so strong in Byzantium that it was locked upon 
as an Oriental empire which had adopted the Greek language and 
assumed the Roman name while remaining essentially alien to the 
living spirit of the Western culture.’ Among the despised native 
people of Egypt arose Christian monascicum which had little affinity 
with the Hell^ic or the Western tradition. In the East, the people 
went on thinking and talking, arguing and inventing. Even after the 
destruction of the Western empire, there were a few wise peo^e 
who withdrew into quiet lonely places to teach, copy and preserve. 
In a monastery here or a solitary cell there were collected patient 
students eager to undeiztand the seminal thoughts of the past and 
transmit them to others. The barbarians learnt frean the priests in 

^ Ther« ar« lome today who cmphaiue (he oon .oriental eherkoter of the 
Bytentine culture. Profe&sor Nonoan Baynee. for exuDcIe, holds (hu there txe 

fio greunda for the view that the Byeanune empire unoerwenc a process of pro. 
gressive orienlalisatioa. He holds that Hhe eleoienii which in their combination 
formed the conples; civilisAtion of the Empire were indeed the Remen tradition 

ie Uw and so^nuseni, the HeUesiitic tradition io laoguege, literature aad 
philoeophy. end e Christian tradition whi^ had already been raashioned on a 
Greek model' BMSarivni. An Inlroduftien t9 fhe anti Rvmtn Tradifi^ 

edited by K. H. Baynes aod H. S. B. Mo«s {194S) p. re Both the views are 
partielly eomet. The old tradition of the cUssical ary state, with iu ideals of 
freedom of citisenship and autOAorey f ave place to a sacred monarchy and the 
life of the people found its centre In the Church and the liturgy. The orthodox 

faith had become the real bond of sodal uni^ aod the monastic life which was 
the antithesis of the political life of the Greek dry was the Typical organ of the 

B^antine culture. 
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retreacs who gradually reconstructed the shattered world of the 

intellect. 

II. I8LAU 

Orthodox Jewry felt that while Christianity professed loyalty to the 
Jewish legacy of monotheism, it practically capitulated to HeUenic 
paganism and polytheism. It disregarded the great Jewish com¬ 
mandment ‘Thou shall not make unto thee any graven om^, or 
any likeness of any thing that is in heaven above, or that is in the 
earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth. Thou sh^t 
not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them’.^ Christianity in its 
doctrine of the Trinity, in its cult of the Saints, in the usual repre¬ 
sentations of the three persons of the TVinity and the saints does 
violence tO the clear injunctions of the Old Testament. Many ortho¬ 
dox Christian thinkers were disturbed by this inconsistency and 
became iconoclastic. The Council of Elvira (ad. 300) in its thirty- 

sixth canon forbade the exhibition of pictures in churches. Eusebio 
(a.d. 264-340) refused the request for a holy image of Constancia, 
the siswr of Constantine the Great Epiphanius, Bishop of Con* 
stancia and Metropolitan of Cyprus (a.d. 315"403)» core up a cur¬ 
tain with a picture embroidered on it which he found hangup in a 
church. For many centuries we have evidence of iceno-phobia, and 
many were prepared for a new faith which would uphold the clear 
injunctions of the Jewish faith on this matter- 

Besides, Christians in the West became involved in dogmatic dis¬ 
putes and were in GibbOT’s words 'more solicitous to explore the 
nature than to practise the laws of their founder’-* Attention shifted 
from Christianity to Churchmanship. While some Christians were 
inclined to withdraw from the world and not convert it, others 
wished to esubJtsh a moral order in this world- Those who were 
interested in the practice of religion rather than its theory were 

groping for a new religion. 
Islam which aroee in the seventh century was marked by a radical 

5 P«n of thf ««««" Bmpiro. Ch, XLVIL Amxmanuj 
M»re«Uimu Antioch wnl«>: '(The Emperor CwutjmUue IIJ foyjri the 
Ghristian relifion uninvoivtd cad itrmrhtJ«w»rd tnd proeeeded to muddle it 
UP with old wives’ rjpenUtiorvi. As his delight in compkeeted theolopeal 
h^nphtlieg WM grt»ter than his sense of reiponil^Uty meintwai^ 
hsmoiiy, he provoked innnmertbJe dissensions, and he added foel to Ae 
galJopinff fiamm by o«ai»ising aedmomoiu debato. R«s Otitao, XXI. 
Ch- XVI, See. :• citrf in Arnold J. Toynbee: A Study of Hutory. Vol. VII 

(*954) P« 96. 
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monothdon and insistence on human brotherhood. God (Allah) has 
revealed HimscU to man through the prof^ets of whom the latest 
and the greatest is Muhammad. The Holy Bot^ or the Quran is a 
collection of His sayings and semKms. It states the will of God to 
whom prayers art offered according to fixed rules on each day. 
Islam shared with Ghiisdanity the vision of an Ultimate Personal 
Reality and with Judaism an uncompromising insistence on God's 
otherness from man. Islam denied the divinity of Jesus. Though 
Muhammad wanted to be an ordinary son of man, later biographers 
represent him as *the incantation of Divine light'.* 

When Islam felt the need for God's fellowship it found an equi* 
valent ftv Jesus' crucifixion in the martyrdom of Ali, Hasan, Husayn, 
and these human heroes were transformed by the Shiahs into 
incarnations of the Godhead. Submission to the will of God is the 
supreme duty, and those who have submitted to His will are the 
Muslims, who are bound to maJee it known to and impose it upon 
others. This offers the justification for a holy war or Jehad. If 
Muhammad is guilty of what the modern world treats as errors or 
crimes, these acts are the expression of the social environment in 
which he lived rather than acts for which he is personally respon¬ 
sible. He was a child of hb society though in many respects he was 
superior to it. He did not compromise with the pdythetsm and 

idolatry which were rampant not only in Arab paganism but in 
Hellenic Guistianity of his time. 

The hairsplitting futilities of theologians, the sectarian disputes 
about prece^ce among the persons in the Trinity vexed many 
people who welcomed the seventh century Arab crmquerors with 
reli^. A Nescorian chronicler wrote t 'The hearts of the Christians 
rejoiced at the domination of the Arabs—may God strengthen and 
prosper it*. In a relatively short time, Islam conquered extensive 
territories including some of the Mediterranean provinces of the 
Byzantine empire. Islam became the first triumphant Christian 

heresy.* 
* Dr. Hurgronje polau cat, 4h« intemiuoa of ttifiti has btuome indirpes* 

•ibic to eoramunity ol Mubuoutd, who, according to Ttftdilion, eur»ea the 
J«wt ajtd Chrutiu)> l>ec«UM they v.«r<hipped the tnrinei ot their prophen. 

Almoit every Muslim village hu ii» patron taint; every country hat its nabonal 
taints i every province of human liie has iu own hamao nJert, who are inter- 
mediate berweeo the Creator aod the commoo oortali*. MuhummaJtnum 

(1^1$) p, 6^, 
t John 01 Damascus regarded Itlaxn as a sort of tehism, ol much the saioe 

character as previous heretiet. See Heori Pirenne t MoHammtd and CAorlt' 

magn^ (>954) ?• >48- (G. Allen ft Unwin.) 
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The foundation of the Azhar mosque by the Fatimid conqueror 
Jawhar in a.d. 972 was an event of profound import for the world. 
To it students from all parts of the world still come for instruction 
in religion and law. In the centres of theological learning, greater 
knowledge of the thought of Aristotle was acquired which seemed 
to be incompatible with Christian dogma. 

Avicenna, the Latinised form of Abu Ali Hussein Ibn Sina, bom 
in A.D. 980 near Bokhara, has had wide influence in both the Orient 
and the Occident. Gilson and Gaichon trace his profound influence 
on the Scholastics particularly Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus. 
Roger Bacon pays generous tribute to him. His thought was Aristo¬ 
telian in form, Platonic in substance, and neo-Flatonic in purpose. 
Neo-Platonism in his view combined the views of Plato and Aristotle 
as well as Oriental ideas. Avicenna’s own synthesis combined various 
conflicting elements and brought them into a semblance of harmmy 
with the fundamentals of Islam. 

Averroes {(126-1198), the moat illustrious of the Muslim diinken 
of the twelfth century, physician to the Caliph at Cordova who 
wrote massive commentaries on Aristotle, derived from Aristotle the 
doctrine of the uniqueness of the human soul. For Averroes, the 
fruition of all man’s strivings is ‘already and always attained*. The 
actualisation which is Incomprehensible to our reason is achieved, 
'now and ever* beyond the limiting conditions of time to which we 
are subjected and from which our cusi<»nary mode of thinking is 
derived. The full fruition of the universe, being already and always 
actualised, cannot certainly belong to the time order as we know it. 
As the direction of our thinking follows the time order it is diflicult 
to understand this different point of view. But according to Aver¬ 
roes, we can attain happiness only if we discover and understand 
this other directiOT. It means that we must think diflerently about 
time. 

tit. TUB CRUSADES 

When Islam spread in the West, and the Turks airived in Asia 
Minor and the eastern capital of Christendom was threatened, the 

Holy See encouraged a counteroffensive which was used to re¬ 
establish the unity of the Church itself which the Byzantine schism 
had broken in 1054. The growing menace to the Christian world 
represented by the Turks and the stories of their acts of fanatical 
violence in the H(^y Land stimulated the movement towards inter- 
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vtndon. For the Christiaw, Jmisalem was the holy city where Jcsia 
taught, was crucified and buried. They felt chat they had an inalien¬ 
able righc to the promised land consecrated by the blood of their 
Saviour. It was their duty, they thought, to rescue their inheritance 
from the Muslim oppressors who profaned the Lord’s sepulchre and 
despised His disciples. The Roman Catholic Church and the Greek 
Orthodox Church combined in an effort to drive the Turks away. 
So towards the end of the eleventh century, the religious wan 
known as the Crusades* started, The first Crusade lasted from 1097 
to 1099. Though, as a result of it Jerusalem was conquered from 
the Seljuk Turks, the Christians were not able to maintain their 
hold on it. When in 1144, the Tuits recaptured Edesaa, the princes 
of Europe were summoned to a new Crusade in 1146. Under the 
leadership of the French King Conrad the Third and Louis the 
Seventh a second crusade was underuken to bdster up the falling 
fortune of the Latins. This Crusade was inspired by St. Bernard of 
Olairvaux (1090-T153). The expedition came Co an end after a 

series of disasters in 1148. 
When under the nominal authority of the Abbasid Caliph of 

Baghdad, Saladin himself ruled over a Turkish empire which 
stretched from Cyrenaica to the south and west of Iraq, and he 
started his attach on the Latin territories of the Near East and 
captured Jerusalem in n$7, a new Crusade, the third was started, in 
which the emperor Frederick Barbaroesa and the Kings of England 
and France joined. Barbaroesa never reached the Holy Land, but 
Philip Augustus and Richard Goeur de Lion captured Acre on the 
coast of Palotine in 1191. But Jerusalem remained in the hands of 
the Muslims. Saladin published Muslim predMnmance in the 
Syrian and Egyptian coasts. 

pope Innocent III came to the chair in 1198 and decided to pro¬ 
mote a Crusade in order to wrest the Holy l^nd frwa the Infideb, 
His crusade ended in a failure j cmly the Venetians became masters 

of the empire’s trade. 
In 1228-9, Frederick II, who was crowned emperor in 1220, led 

a Crusade to the Holy Land and effected a return of the HcAy City 
with various territories and advantages and assumed the title of 
Kh^ of Jerusalem. The Holy City was lost again in 1224. King 

» The neme '•% derived from the Litui Crtu. iManiua Cron. While the eyxB* 

bol of Christianity is the Cro«, that of Islam is the Gresceot, 
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Louis IX of France recaptured the Christian spirit of the earlier 
Crusades, led a new Crusade to the Holy Land (1248-54) but failed 
in his attempt In 1970, the English Prince Edward took part in a 
new Crusade, and after this attempt the Crusading movement 
rapidly declined. 

Gibbon calls the long centuries of the strife of Chriscendom and 
Islam the world's debate. The crusading movement was intended to 
defend Christendom against Islam and another Asiatic Invasion 
which for 400 years so threatened European peoples as to make 
them realise their community based on religious grounds and gave 
to the Papacy an opportunity for exercising supranational leader* 
ship. But they caused tremendous waste and dreadful bloodshed. 
In the name of the Cross, the Crusades destroyed Europe’s Eastern 
bulwark and left behind them a legstcy of hatred and bitterness. 

Though the Crusades were launched to save Eastern Christen¬ 
dom from Muslim mle they ended with the establishment of Muslim 
rule over the whole of Eastern Chriscendom. *Seen in the perapec- 
live of history the whole Crusading movement ws4 a vast fiasco*.^ 
Islam in its early days was not intolerant. It admitted chat the Jews 
and the Christians received a partial revelation. ‘The savage intol¬ 
erance shown by the Crusaders was answered by growing intolerance 

amongst Che Muslims^* 
The Byzantines tom between the threats of Islam and the en¬ 

croachments of their Latin and Frankish allies reverted to their 
Greek heritage and claimed cultural autonomy. The extreme mono¬ 
theism of Islam seemed to them a heresy less pernicious than the 
polytheistic teachings of the Latin Church which catered to the 
tastes of the semi-barbarous people who came under Rome’s power.' 

Islam also was affected by sectarian feuds. The Shia sect of Islam 
exalts the redemptive work and voluntary sacrifice of Husayn fee 
the sins of the Muslim world. Standing by the grave of Muhammad, 
before departing cei the fatal journey to Kerbala, Husayn says: 

1 Stevtn Runcisiftii; A Hulor^ of Ctwadei, V^l, III (1954) p. 468. 

* Ibid. p. 474. 

• Sbordy before the f&ll of Conttendnople 00 M&y 145s, 4 leftdiag 
Byxftniiae declared that Tie would rtdier the Oredc Orthodox Church were 
nibjeet to the Prophet’i nuban than to the tUia; for k the event, the Turks 

proved tolerant of Greek Cbriaiianity’; whereas the altitude of the Wett is 
neatly expressed in the words of Petrarch: T>oubtless the Turks are enomies 
but ike Greek schisnaiiei are worse than eDereies'. Time dfid Ti4t, July 83, 

1953. Article on Sod Q^iuinunary by Patrick Leigh Ferznor, p. 983. 
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‘How can 1 forget thy people since 1 am going to offer myself volun¬ 
tarily fee their sakes V The feud within the bosom of Islam between 
the dominant majority which eulogised its own version of the faith 
by calling it the beaten track sunnah and its usually downtrodden 
opptmenls whose version was called the sect, shia came to display 
all the rancour of violence and cruelty. We arc more tolerant 
towards heredca than towards schismatics. 

TV . SOKOLASTIGISM 

The Arab civilisation reached its summit in Spain in the tenth cen¬ 
tury and its university of Cordova became a great centre of Muslim 
learning, The Christians of Europe learned much from the arts and 
sciences of the Arab people, their mathemadcs and astronomy, their 
medicine and chemisuy, their zoology and accountancy. Attempts 
were made to reconcile the Aristotelian tradition with the Christian 
doctrine. Early Scholasticism was essentially French and ita chief 
figures were St. Anselm (t 033-1109), Abelard and Bernard of 
Clairvaux. Attention of the thoughtful ceased to be confined within 
the narrow limits of dialectic, though dialectic continued to be 
employed in the service of theology and interpreution of dogma. 
Abelard (twelfth century) accepted the supremacy of authority over 
reason in the religious sphere. St. Bernard bad a horror of free 
thinking and so opposed the views of Abelard which, he thought, 
were a menace to religion. He persuaded the Council of Siena to 
condemn many of Abelard’s theses as tainted with heruy. 

The next stage of Scholasticism in thirteenth and fourteenth cen¬ 
turies wsis represented by AJbertus Magnus, Roger Bacon (1214- 
1294), Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and Duns Scotus. When 
Albertus Magnus {1206-1280) and Thomas Aquinas (1226-1274) 
found that the best minds in the thirteenth century were attracted 
to Greek thought and Islamic centres, where Aristotle was an object 
of special study, they strove to win them for Christianity and so 
incorporated Aristotle in the medieval synthesis. In their time they 
were modernist in their outlook and breathed new life into Chrisciaji 
doctrine. Unfortunately the new impulses again got frozen. The 
ofRcial philosophy of the Catholic Church was formulated in this 
period. This stage was succeeded by William of Occam (1300- 
1549) and the German mystics, Eckhart (1260-1327), TauJer and 
Suso (1300-1366). 

Medieval philost^by developed in a period of scientific inactivity, 
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Though wc bad som« fruitful scientific discoveries and applications 
of physics and chemistzy to tedmolt^ in the Middle Ages, such as 
the mariner’s compass and the exploaives, in the general scheme of 
thought sdence was subordinated to theology. The outlook of the 
later centuria of the Middle ^es was essentially rel^ious in 

character. It was a period when Chrisiendom was at unity with 
itself, artistically creative and fertUe of insdtudons, social, political 
and cultural, destined to endure through the ages.* European mind 
lived for centuries in the past and felt that all wisdom possible to it 
was contained in the past. The basis of the medieval intellectual 
achievement was the reconquest of human thought. 

V. THE RENAISSANCE 

The tertn Renaissance is used with reference to the twelfth century 
Europe with its intense inteUectual activity, keen appetite for 
knowledge and a marked desire for direct acquaintance with the 
thought of Greece and the Roman world. The Western mind was 
brought into close contact with the results of Greek science and 
thought through Arab and Byzandne sources. The territorial ex¬ 

pansion of the West on the Mediterranean frontier, in Spain and 
Sicily, at Constantinople and Palestine resulted in a profound 
modification of the West by the intellectual and artistic influences 
which she encountered. All this gave Europe the sense of a new 
world and new values. Europe recovered the Greek spirit of intel¬ 
lectual adventure and exploration. Though the outlook was essen¬ 
tially religious, its culture flowered in colleges and cathedrals, in 
great boolu, and great minds. The movement was to a large extent 
promoted by the Church itself. When the medieval theologians 
allowed scope for the employment of reason in the study of nature 
by their distinction of natural and revealed religion they gave an 
impetus CO scientific development. Humanism, the rise of natural 
sciences, the discovery of the new world and the Reformation were 

sOTic of the chief results of the Renamance. 
The Universities were created in the thirteenth century. Bolo^ 

rcpxosented a new stage in the development of the law schools which 
were already flourishing in the twelfth century. Paris grew out of 
the liberal arts and theology. The Universities were anxious to pro¬ 

tect their autonomy against episcopal control. 

» Se« R, W, Soutterp: The Mskint of Iht MiddU Agts (1933) P« 3I« 
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Th« revival of Icanung b«gan in Italy and rapidly «predd to other 
parts of Western Europe. Thomas Aquinas was a professor of the 
University of Naples and wrote a book on Aristotle. Dante (1265- 
136s), though he was not a Churchman, dealt with religious prob' 
lems in his great poem The Divine Comedy. It is a Comedy because 
it has a happy ending. The path to freedom lies through the under' 
world of sin and expiation. 

Greek humanism encouraged the eleventh century attempt to 
shape the world in accordance with whac it believed to be God*i 
design. The idea that the Kingdom of God was not of this earth 
was set aside and the determination to transform the world affirmed 
for centuries prepared men*a minds for the later Enlightenment. 
This had the effect of weakening spirituality as religion became 
confused with social reform. On the other hand, Orthodox 
Christianity of Eastern Europe emphasised otherworldline&s and 
spirituality, but Its social morality was far weaker chsut chat exerted 
by the Latin Christendom in the West. 

Petrarch (1304-1374) and his diadples were the representatives 
of the humanist attitude to life which aimed at the development of 
man's powers and the realisation of the ideal man with physical, 
intellectual and spiritual fullness. While the humanists were not 
opposed to the Christian religion, they attacked the rigidity and 
fanaticism of the Christian creed. They asserted the rights of the 
individual, the free and fearless um of reason and cared more for 
the certainties of reason than for the comforts of religion. Erasmus, 
though brought up as a Churchman, was dissatis6ed with the life 
that the Church offered him. 

Dante and Petrarch lived when Italy was emancipated from the 
Imperial and papal control. Aristo and Tasso (fifteen^ and sixteenth 
centuries) arose when Italy fell under Spanish power. Niccolo 
MachiavelH wrote his Prince (1513}, a handboc^ of the arts of 
political success. Though there is no place for justice or mercy in 
these arts, he calls up the vision of an Italy united and free from 
foreign rule. The revival 0/ the study of Greek literature led to a 
renewal of interest in Greek art. The first of the great painters was 
Giotto, who was bom in a village near Florence in 1076. He was 
followed by a number of great artists, Botticelli (1444-1510), 
Leonardo da Vind (1452-1519), Michelangelo (1475-1564), 
Titian (1477-1576) and Raphael (1483-1520). The iater Mid<ie 

Ages were famous in the history of ar^tecture also. 
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Scientific inventions like the art of printing, which replaced the 
laborious practice of writing boob by hand, helped the revival of 
learning, The spread of learning through printed books led to the 
growth of a new cridcal spirit which was largely responsible for the 
Protestant BUformation of the sixteenth century. 

VI. THE KEFOKKATION 

The Holy Scc^s policy of making increasing financial demands on 
the Christian community cither by the taxation of the Churches or 
by reservii^ the right to make ecclesiastical appointments and to 
levy dudes on the occasion of each appt^tment provoked wide¬ 
spread discontent, There were many signs of religious uneasiness 
and dissatisfaction with the teaching, methods and policies of the 
Church. Doctrines condemned by the ecclesiastical authorities began 
to spread. During the seventh decade of the fourteenth century, 
John Wyclif attacked papal power, episcopal hierarchy, tranwb- 
scantiation, confession and indulgences. He translated the Bible into 
English with the help of Nicholas of Hereford and John Purvey- 
After WycUfs death in 1384, his disdplea, the Lollards, were per¬ 
secuted but be ideas, however, survived and formed the basis of the 

English Reformation in the sixteenth century. 
John Huss, a Czech theologian, was greatly influenced by Wydif. 

He attacked papal taxation, the Church’s love of wealth, its hier¬ 

archy and its indulgences. Though he did not dispute the doctrine 
of transubstantiation, he called for greater spiritual depth in 
religious practice- His teaching was popular, but he was Bummoned 
before the Council of Constance, condemned and burnt in 1415. 

After the invention of printing, the Bible was printed and found 
thousands of readcre who drew varied conclusions from its vast 
contents. Scholaw with their zeal for truth and fundamental 
ccromon sense read the Bible in a critical spirit. Luther became the 
leader of a movement which proclaimed that a man can be justi¬ 
fied to God by faith but not by works, that all believers are priests, 
that priests should be aUowed to marry, that private masses ^ould 
be done away with, that the Pope is anti-Christ. Luther looked 
upon the whole Latin heritage as anathema. It spelled worldliness 
and corruption. For Luther works were of no account, They are 
not the measure of salvation, though they may be its consequence. 

Salvation consists in a rimple abandonment of the soul to God, 
While he was condemned as a heretic he burnt the papal bulls. The 
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Lutheran movement made for the intensification of national feeling. 
National Churchea were eatablished in Sweden, Denmark and other 
parts of Europe. They regarded themselves as members of their 
national group and not of the Cniversal Church.^ 

John Calvin organised the Church in the little City state of 
Geneva as a model of what the Church in his view should be. In 
his Imtiiutio Ckrislianae Reli^cnis published in 153$ be defined 
Protestant doctrine and worked out a plan for Church government. 
While Calvin held that the Middle Ages were a period of darkness 
and the doctrines defended by Pope Leo I, Gregory the Great and 
St. Bernard were corruptions of the true faith, he introduced a new 
kind of authoritarianism which maintained that the doctrine con¬ 
tained in the Scriptures was fixed and final. Purity of doctrine 
should not be interfered with by scientific curiosity or new know- 
ledge. The idea of predestination, that each man was predestined 
CO salvation or etem^ punishment was accepted by ha followers. 

Among Calvin’s contemporaries at the University of Paris was a 
disabled Spanish officer, Ignatius Loyola, who passed through the 
experience of a religious conversion and brought to the aid of the 
Church the zeal and discipline of the Spanish army. His book, 
Spiritual Exircises is a manual intended not to convince men’s intel¬ 
lects but subdue their natures to obedience and endurance. He 
founded the Society of Jesus in a.d. 1540. From then on to the 
present day, Christendom is divided among Churches and sects. 
They defined their doctrines and fought in defence of them. 

The secular, humanisdc concerns of the Renaissance were soon 
overshadowed by the interests and passions of the Refonnation and 
the Coumer-Refonnation. These new trends whether revolutionary 
or conservative were also religious. The Reformation led to the loss 
of universal loyalty and the spirit of nationalism which has infected 

the whole world. 

> ^Surope’i infatu&ciMt for ibe Greeks »nd lUmuis deles fren the vuie^th 
ceohary when she her grestt politietl aad mUiiaiy rew«*nis«t!on. She 

admired them ie all ihin|s—«v«a those vu in which the Middle Ages had 
escelled thsm—because they ia«i|bt her how to organise anxiki, how to wa|« 
wars and bow lo build up great states’. G. Fsrrero; Feat* and war. B.T. 

OPSS) P- >94. hiiu Barbara Ward writes in Faith and Freedom (1954) t I' oo« 
were to seek to sum up la a single sentence the great change that ctmt wr 
Europe in the idih century, one might say that a vaat growth m the vtiaktiw 

of Buropean sodety-^n nationaliiin, in economic power, and m overseas trade 
and discovery—coindded with a great weakening and faUoig away m the 
ecdesiaitieal instruments whose taU il bad been to mould the raw forces of 

social liie into ihe semblance of an ordered culture’. 
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vn. MODSRN 5CIENCS 

Though scientific principles and method were understood in ancient 
and medieval times in India and China,* their development was 

arrested and came to fruition in modem West with Galileo, Harvey, 
Vesalius, Gesner, Newton and others. For the first fourteen cen¬ 
turies of the Christian era we cannot say that Europe was much 
ahead of China and India. 

The traditions of modem science were not discrepant with the 
general spirit of ancient and medieval Europe. Though Greek 
science was not backed by experiment, it was still science. Aristotle, 
for example, insisted on patient induction based on careful observa- 
don. Lucretius propounded a view of the universe which was an 
antidpadon of some modem thinkers like Gassendi. Even the 
alchemy and astrology of the Middle Ages were attempts to discover 
the nature o( things. While the modem mind claimed emancipation 
from the formal and schismadc character of the Aristotclianism of 
the Medieval schools, even the schods recovered the true spirit of 
science as Aristotle conceived it. Scholasdcism submitted the whole 
of reality to the scrudny of reason. It encouraged critical habits of 
thought and disinterested study which became the basis of all 
sciendfic advance. The Protestant Reformation encouraged the 
scientific temper In the study of nature as well as the attainment of 
religious ends. When it asks us to reject the guidance of authority in 
the pursuit of spiritual truth, and requires us to interpret the Scrip¬ 
tures in the light of one’s own experience, it helps us to search for 
icientilic truth not in ancient philosophies but in actual experience.* 
Even though the followers of Calvin believed that certain elect 
persons were predestined to salvation, soon it was said that the per¬ 
formance of good works indicated that a man was saved. Among 
those good works was the scientific study of nature, The rise of 
modem science changed the whole outlook. Europe underwent 

1 See Appendix. 
« Ttiorau In hu Tht HUiory of iht Royal Soeltly (2667), maxine of 

the aimi of tne Royal Society aad (he Chriiiian Church, writes: 00^ 
cnay lay claim to the word Refonoalion; ihe one heviar conpaefed U In 
Reli^oD. the other purpoiinf it sa PhiloK^hy. They both nave ta^ea a like 

course to brinf this about; each of there pasainf by the corrupt copies, and 
refeninf themselves to the perfect Orifi&ali for their instruction; the om to 
the Scripture, die ether to the huge volume of creatures. They are both acciued 

unjustly by theix enemies of the aame crimes, of having fonakea the Ancient 
Traditions, aad ventured on Novelties. They both fuppose alike (hat their 
Ancestors might err, and yet retain a sufficient reverence for them. They both 

follow the great Precept of the Apostle, of trying all things, Sueh is the bermony 

between their interests and tempers*. 
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greater changes in the period becv.'een the middle of the fifteenth 
and the end of Che seventeenth century than in the miUenium 
between Augusdne and MachiaveUi. 

Observational aatron^y revived in the fifteenth century owing 
to interest in the problems of navigation. When Copernicus (1473^ 

^54$) his work, a considerable body of accurate observauoxu 
was available, prepared among otheis by Johannes Muller (1436- 
1476). Copernicus placed the sun in the centre of the universe^ 
ascribed three motions to the earth, a daily spin on its axis, an 
annual orbit round the sun and a gyration of the earth’s axis of 
spin to account for Che procession of the equinoxes. Tycho Brahe 
and ICepler followed Copernicus. The sun, for Kepler, was the one 
heavenly body ‘which alone we should judge to be worthy of the 
most high God, if He should be pleased with a material domicile, 
and choc«e a place in which to dwell with the blessed angels’. 
Galileo and Newton continued the work of Copernicus. In 1543 
Vesalius published the first modem standard work on anatomy. 
Galileo (i564*'i64o), besides promoting the Copemican revolution 
in astronomy, applied the mathemadca]«experimental method to 
the study of mechanics. He made the first thermometer to measure 
temperature, used the pendulum to measure time and left a design 
for the first complete pendulum clock. Unfortunately, he had to 
face the Inquisition, and was condemned for his heresy in sup 
porting the Copemican hypothesis. 

Newton became a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1671. His con¬ 
tributions to the theory of gravitation are well known. He believed 
that time, space and motion were absolute quantities. Being a 
Unitarian, he adopted a view of mechanical pantheism.* Newton's 
Principia provided for more than two centuries a framework for the 
mechaiucd interpretation of the universe and a basis for the build* 
ing of physical science. Lagrange said of Newton, There is but one 
universe and it can happen to but one man in the world’s history to 
be the interpreter of its laws’. 

During the eighteenth century, English science was mainly ex¬ 
perimental, while French science was theoretical. Lagrange (1736- 
1813) and Laplace (1749-1827) developed the theory of mechanics 

I 'tlie Deify endum for ever tnd is everywhere preieot, and by enstm; 
aiwayt ard everywhere, He eoiuiitutei dureuoQ aod ipace . . . who, bemr. io 
all pieces, ii more able by His will (o move the bodies within HU boundlev 

semoritim, end (hereby to form and reforta the parts of the tmiverse, 

(hao we are by our will to move the parts of our body*. 
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and astronomy, Lavoisier (1743-1794) worked out the theory of the 
chemical revolution, using the experimental results of English sden- 

tists like Joseph Priestley (1733-1804). With Humphry Davy 
(1778-1849) and Michael Faraday, interest shifted to chemisCry 

and electricity. 
The nineteenth century may be created as the fim century of the 

scientific age, and its thinkers accepted the unity of the natural 
order and treated man as a part of that order, subject to iu laws 
and limitations. Geology became a separate science in the eighteenth 
century. Charies Lyell (1797-1873) wrote important books on geo¬ 
logy, PrincipUs of Gtoloiyi hting on AtUmpt to txploin Ike 

Former Changes of ike Earth Surface by Reference to Causes now 

in Operalion (1830-1833) and The Antiquity of Man (1863)- 
Charlcs Darwin*s early work was in geology and he says in his 
Autobiograpky that the study of geology led him to the theory of 
the evolution of the species, though the idea of the mechanism of 

that evolution was derived from Mallhus* Essay on Population. In 
the closing paragraph ot The Descent of Man, Darwin wrote: 
*Man may be excused for feeling some pride at having risen, though 
not through his own exertions, to the very summit of the organic 
scale; and the fact of his having risen, instead of being placed there 
aboriginally, may give him hope for a still higher ditiny in the 
dbunt future*. Meanwhile, another English naturalist, Wallace 
(1823-1913), developed the theory of natural selection. Progress 
waa accepted as axiomatic, mediated, by the 'survival of the fittest*. 
Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) supported the policies of free trade 
and economic competition as social forms of natural selection. 
E>arwin*s work related man biologically to the anthropoid apes and 
disturbed religious people. Disraeli declared in 1864 : *What is the 
question now placed before society with the glib assurance which to 
me is most astonishing? That question is this: Is man an ape or an 

angel? I, my Lord, am on the side of the angels. I repudiate with 
indignation and abhorrence those new fangled theories’. 

In spile of popular protests, the concept of evolution was applied 
to the study of biology and anthropology. George Mendel’s 
researches into the mech^cs of heredity (1865), Francis GaJton’s 
emphasis on the r<de of inheritance in the mental development of 
human beings (1867), Wilhelm Wundt’s stress on the inier-dcpen- 
dence of mind and body in his Principles of Physiological Psycho¬ 

logy (1872), Walter Bagehot’s application of the concept of 
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«voludon and th« piinciple of naturaJ election to social customs 
and instituliom (1873) gave currency to the new theory of man's 
origin and devcloiwncnt Forceful writers like Thomas Henry 
Huxley in England and Ernst Haeckel in Germany popularised these 
views. The great advances in medicine and surgery made by Joseph 
Lister (1865), Loins Pasteur and Robert Koch gave prestige to ^e 
sdendiic oudook and encouraged the positivist approach. 

Albert Einstein, who just passed away, changed our thinking 
about the world. He looked upon the universe as closed and not 
infinilc. He held that matter and energy were dliTerent manifesta¬ 
tions of the same thing. His theory of relativity helped nuclear 
fission. 

vni. uontart techkolooy 

The Royal Society was intended 'to improve the knowledge of 
natural things, and all useful Arts, Manufactures, Mecbanick prac* 
tices, Engynes and Inventions by Experiments’. Technology is a 
child of science dependent on the content and the method of science. 
Francis Bacon pointed to the invention of gunpowder, printing and 
the magnetic compass as illustrations of technological progress. He 
cook over the ideals of his thirteenth century namesake, Roger 
Bacon, who saw the future great with technical inventions derived 
from the application of the scientific method. Francis Bacon felt 
that the union of the theoretical interpretation of nature and its 
technical control will produce 'a line and race of inventions chat 
may in some degree subdue and overcome the necessities and 
mberies of humanity'. In the seventeenth century were developed 
such instruments as the thermometer, barometer, telescope, micro* 
scope, air-pump, electrical machine and pendulum clock. 

Technok^ began to spread its conquests in the eighteenth cen¬ 

tury, in the period of the Industrial Revolution. The steam engine 
was the meet important technological device of the eighteenth cen¬ 
tury. Today North America is ^e great continent of technology 
producing gigantic instruments of peace and war. These devices 
were intended to be used for the general enrichment of human life 
and the enlargement of the means of human happiness. 

Modem civilisation is controlled by scientific and technical ex¬ 
perts. The expert is the bearer and product of the great process of 
rationalisation which In co-operation with natural sciences, tech- 
nol^, economic competition and political rivalry has produced 

o 
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ihc modern industrial society. This development bum the feudal 
and bourgeois sodcty of <dd Europe and shaped the great colonial 
areas. The two wars have upset the balance of power, and today 
the colossal staitt which have adopted technological devices on a 
grand scale are facing each other. For man^s discoveries in the field 
of nuclear energy offer a means of total destruction of human 
civilisation or an unfoldmcnt of a future which is beyond the present 
dreams of mankind- If we use the fruits of science and technology 
for evil ends, it would be a monstrous pervcrtion of the very spirit 
of science and technology. The purpose of scientific education is not 
10 restrict a man’s outlook and interests to sordid and material 
issues It must recall us to a sense of the unity of mankind which 
alone can save it from desirucdcffi by the dreadful forces which its 

own discoveries have released. 

!X. KODZItN PHILOSOPHY 

The scientific movement is a great illumination of the human mind 
and had a profound influence on philosophy and religion. Mc^cm 
European philosophy arose at a time of intense scientific activity. 

Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464), Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) and 
Francis Bacon prepared the way for modem philosophy. There wm 
a shift from the theocentric to the anthropocentric approach. Vfhile 
medieval philosophy moved wholly within the Christian doctrine 
and was produced by Churchmen, modem philosophy which was 
increasingly secular in character was developed by laymen. The 
nature and prcsuppceititms of science became the central problem 
of mcNdem Western philceophy. Francis Bacon (1561-1626) was 
conscious of the great rc^e which science could play in the life of 
mankind. His view of scientific method was experimental, and 
inductive. While he admitted the utUity of mathematics for science, 
he did not trust the art of deductive bgic which went with it. 
Robert Groswteste and Roger Bacon protested against the practice 

of deduction on the basis of a given system of ideas and advocated 
the observation of particular facts, the use of mathematics and the 

method of experiment. 
Rene Descartes (1596-165 0) generalised the mathematical method 

which had been in use in the study of mechanica and gave a mech¬ 
anical view of the operations of nature. The mathematical-experi¬ 
mental method could not go beyond measurable phenomena. The 
non-measur^le properties of matter like colours, smells, tastes were 
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regarded as subjective products of the tense orgam, posseasu^^ no 
reality as such ic the external world, while measurable quantities 
like mass, motion, magnitude were i^garded as primary, real, ob¬ 
jective properties of matter. For Descartes, not all measurable 
qualities were of the same importance. 

There were certain fundamental ideas given by incuitiem which 
provided the starting point for mathemad^ deductions. Thee are 
modon, extension and Cod. *Give me motion and extension and I 
will construct the worid', said Descartes. God was the main founds- 
don of his system, God rnade extension and put modon into the 
universe. The amount of motion in the universe is constant, for it 
was given only once to the universe at the mcanent of creation. Thus 
Descartes reached the principle of the conservation of momentum. 

While Bacon adopted the empiiica] tradition, Descartes stressed 
the role which mathematics could play in science. He made notable 
contributions in mathemadcal technique and invented co-ordinate 
geometry. 

For I^cartes, all material things were machines, obeying mech¬ 
anical laws, the human body no less than inorganic sulMtances, 
plants and animals. Descartes admits the reality of a spiritual world 
in which man participates by virtue of his soul. Man shares in the 
mechanical and spiritual aspects of the universe. This dualism has 
become, since the time of Descartes, central to European thought. 
Descartes handed over matter to reason and science and spirit to 
faith and theology. In spite of this difalism, Descartes thought that 
the human mind was largely determined by the internal mechanisms 
of the body. In ha Discount on Mithod, Descartes cells us, *the 
mind is so intimately dependent upon the condition and relation of 
the organs of the body, that if any means can ever be found to 
render men wiser and more ingenious chan hitherto, I believe that 
it is in medicine they must be sought for*. 

Descartes tried to answer metaphysical questions with proofs as 
clear and self-evident as those of mathemadcs. He thought be had 
demonstrated the existence of God and of the external world and 
explained the relation of matter and spirit in man and the universe. 
Once God created the universe He had not interfered with its 

working. It is wrong to think that He participates in the day to day 
working of the universe. Pascal was a scientist and a theologian, and 
he could not forgive Descartes for bringing in God to set the world 
in modon and then dismissing Him for the rest. No wonder, 
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Descartes’ books wcr« placed on the index of prohibited books at 

Rome and at Paris. 
Spinoza applied the geometrical method to the expo^tion of his 

meuphysics. Though he placed God at the centre of his system he 
tried to interpret the Old Testament in terms of natural laws. His 
work was condemned in 1656 by the leaders of the Portuguese 
Jewish community at Amsterdam as heretical and dangerous for 

the faith. 
The German philosopher Leibniz (164$-: 716) was one of the 

inveniora of the differential calculus. The ultimately real was for 
him not an unchanging substance beneath all changes and differ^ 
ences. The principle of change and difference was itself a force. He 
was of the view that our world is the best of all possible worlds and 
is ‘based on consideration of maximum and minimum^ such that 
the greatest effect ii obtained with the lea8t> so to speak, expendi¬ 

ture’. 
Locke in his Essay on Human Undtrstanding (1690) pictured the 

mind of man at birth as a blank sheet of paper on which stimuli 
from the external world make their impre», leading to thoughts and 
ideas. His view was an application of the mechanical philosophy. 
Voltaire said of him that ‘no one has proved better than he that one 
can have the geometrical spirit without the aid of geometry’. Locke’s 

theory of peychology raised three important problems: (i) How 
could the different imprewons of sight, sound, taste, touch and 
smell combine to give a single sensation? (2) How are sensations 
translated into ideas? (3) How are ideas combined together? 

Locke did not deny the value of religion. For some centuries there 
have been attempts to reconcile scientific thought with theological 
opinion- In 1696 the English Parliament passed an Act which made 
it a penal offence to deny the divinity of Jesus. But many people 
were unorthodox in their private opinions- Religious toleration 

emerged in different degrees in different pares of Europc- 
Mdyneux and Berkeley in Ireland and Diderot and Condillac in 

France developed Locke’s view. The problem of how ideas com¬ 
bined together to produce thoughts was taken up by Hume in his 
TreaHse on Human Wafure (1739) where he said: There appear 
to be only three principles of connection among ideas; namely 
Resemblance, Contiguity in time or place, and Cause or Effect’. 
These laws in psychology are a counterpart of the laws of mech¬ 

anics in physics. 
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Hume looked upon the self not as the knower but as the known. 
It is a series of ideas and impressions Svhich succeed one another 
with inconceivable rapidity and are in a perpetual flux and move> 
ment'. If the self were only a flux or succession of mental events, no 
synthesis or knowlcd|;e is possible. Knowledge does not come to us 
as an integrated wheJe; it comes to us in fragments which require 
to be synthesised. No synthesis is possible if the self does not possess 
unity and Identity. On the hypothesis of Hume, no knowledge is 
poa&ible. We cannot have certainty \ we only reach probable con> 
elusions. 

The physician David Hartley (1705-1757) in his Obstrvations 

on Man published in 1749, tried to solve the problem of how 
impressions on the sense organs become transformed into ideas. By 
the habitual occurrence of a series of sensations, any one sensation 
could set off a train of associated ideas. 

This theory was used in France for the project of bettering the 
lot of mankind. If all men were equal at birth as Locke had sug¬ 
gested, they became unequal through unequal environmental 
influencea. Helvetius (1715-* 1771) ascribes the inequalities of men 
to differences in education and afftmu in his work On the Mind 

that ‘for man to be happy and powerful is only a matter of per¬ 
fecting the science of education'. Progress of man through enlight¬ 
enment was the motive of Voltaire’s works and the Encyclopaedia 

edited by Diderot. Voltaire wrote that ’reason and industry will 
progress more and more, that useful arts will be improved, that the 
evils which have afflicted men and prejudices which are not their 
least scourge, will gradually disappear among all who govern 
nations’. Diderot stated that the aims of Encyclopaedia were ’to 
bring together all the knowledge scattered over the surface of the 
earth, and thus to build up a general system of thought, so that the 
works of past ages shall not be useless, and our descendants becom¬ 
ing more instructed, shall become more virtuous and happier*. 

Kant attempts to meet the sceptical arguments of Berkeley and 
Hume by emphasising the central role of self. Kant distinguishes 
two kinds of self, the pure ego or the knower, the ‘I’ and the em¬ 
pirical ego, the known, or the ‘me’. It is the self that synthesises the 
fragmentary and successive data and turns them into objects of 
knowledge. Kant distinguishes three levels of cognitive activity, the 
Aesthetic with the forms of perception, the Analytic with the cate- 
gMies of the undeTstanding and the Dialecdc with the Ideas of 
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Reason. The categories of the understanding are c priori concep' 
tions, struetural tendencies of the mind without which we cannot 
have knowledge of sensible phenomena. They are not logical 
abstractions but active manifestations of the xinifying principle of 
mind. For their exercise the cacegtvies need the sense*manifold. A 
transcendent use of these a priori principles is illegitimate. They 
apply to the objects of sense as conforming to the universal condi¬ 
tions of a possible experience (phenomena) and not to things as such 
(noumena). 

While the categories of the understanding are immanent, i.e. 
adequately realised in experience^ the Ideas of Reason are tran^ 
scendent. No injects can be presented in experience that are 
adequate to them. They represent the aspirations of thought which 
are not realised in the details of sensible experience, the demands 
and dreams that we cannot relinquish. There can be no scitnet of 
objects answering to the Ideas of Reason though we are obliged to 
act as if there were such objects. Our cognitive life rests on a faith 
and a hope. We cannot prove that God exists or that the soul is 
immortal. Vet our life wodd come to naught if we did not act and 
think as if they were true. Moral life gives a deeper meaning to the 
Ideas of Reason. In his Critiqut of Judgment, Kant suggests the 
possibility of [nCuitive understanding in which there would be no dis¬ 
tinction between the particular and the universal. 

T^e Ideas of Reason are formative principles in the worid of 

experience, akin to the transcendental Ideas of Plato, the contents 
of the Creative mind of God, the final causes of the world. They 
are not the products of our imaginatiw but are the constituents of 
reality. 

Hegel makes a distinction between scientific knowledge and philo¬ 
sophical thinking. The former is partial and imperfect, the latter is 
concrete and fuU. The things of the world are phenomenal for both 
Kant and Hegel but for different reasons. H^el writes: *Accordirxg 
to Kant, the things that we know about are to us appearances only, 
and we can never know their essential nature, which belongs to 
another world which we cannot approach.. . . Tbe true statement 
of the case is rather as follows ; The things of which we have direct 
consciousness are mere phenomena, not for us only but in their own 
nature; and the tiuc and proper case of these things, finite as they 
are, k to have their existence founded not in themselves but in the 
universal divine Idea. This view of things, it is true, is as idealist as 
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Kant’s but in contr&distmction to the subjective idealism of the 
Critical Philosophy should be termed Absolute Idealism’.* For 
Hegel, dialectic is a criticism of the categories. If we arc compelled 
to pass on from the lower categories, it is because the lower caie- 

gories are not independent existents but abstractions from the 
highest which alone is independent and real. Perceptual and logical 
forms ed knowledge are abstract because they art partial. No cate> 
gory except the highest category can be completely rational and 
real. The Absolute Idea is the highest category and is present in ail 
reality and in all phenomena of experience, external and internal. 
It is because this Absolute Idea is immanent in all experience that 
we cannot rest content with any lower, inadequate category. We are 
always working up to the complete. The mind implicitly contains 
the whole frc«n which partial truths are abstracted. 

The philosophical idealism of Germany, especially of Fichte and 
Hegel alleged to possess complete knowledge of what God is and 
desires. This led to the abandonment of a sense of mystery and 
increased conUdence in human reason. Hegel says, Freedom, Spirit 
and God are objects of knowledge for the philosopher. 

The eighteenth century enlighterunent was called the Age of 
Reason. The universe was explained as a rational order in the light 
of its own indwelling principles. There was the confident belief that 
man is the measure of all things and the highest ideal is the greatest 
happiness of the greatest number. Even religion took a humanitarian 
character. The Methodists in England, the Pietists in the Geimanies 
and the Society of Friends insisted on the need to improve social 
conditions, refotm the jails and the hospitals, mitigate the penal 
laws, abolish slavery. The rationalisO and the religious people both 
sought a greater measure of social justice. The American Revolu* 
don, though it occurred in a period of secular and even anti- 
Christian enlightenment, did not break with the Christian tradition 
as the clauses in the Declaration of Independence testify. A real 
break was attempted by the radical leaders of the French Revolu¬ 
tion which closely foUowed the American. In 1770, Seguier, the 
AvQcat CfwraU confessed that Hhe philosopher? have shaken the 
throne and upset the altars through <^anging public opinion’. The 
French Revolution came in r769. 

Many people believed that in the Revolution the worid was being 

^ Ene/fhfiiue/ia, S«c. 45. 
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made anew. Wordsworth describes the g:cneral reaction to the fall 

of the Basdlle: 

Europe ac that time was thrdled with joy, 

France standing on the top of Golden hours, 

And human nature seeming bom again. 

It was regarded as not a mere revolt against misery and mis- 

government but a unique rebirth of humanity. The idea that 

sovereignty rested in the people’s will caught on and societies and 

institutions which had survived unchanged from feudal times were 

destroyed or undermined. The spirit of democratic nationalism 

spread. 

The ideal of fraternity fascinated the idealists. Tn that blessed 

day*, wrote Godwin, ‘there will be neither disease, anguish, meIaQ> 

choly, nor resenlmenL Every man will seek with ineffable ardour 

the good of all’. Gondorcct wrote his Histcry of the Progress of the 
Human Spirit in 1794 where he stated that ‘human perfectibility is 

in reality indefinite \ that the progress of this perfectibility hence¬ 

forth independent of any power that might wish to stop it, has no 

other limit than the duration of the globe upon which nature has 

placed us’. The indelinite progress of mankind was assured in view 

of the mechanical stability of the solar system assumed by Laplace. 

While he developed the theory of the evolution of the s^r system 

(1796}, Cabanis envisaged the mental faculties of the human being 

as the product of his developmental history. Lamarck (1744-1899) 

held that animals were machines which had evolved to higher 

forms, according to the law of progress. He put forward the theory 

of the inheritance of acquired characteristics. Erasmus Darwin 

(1731-1803) in his ^oonomui (1794) applied the theory of progress 

to the development of the plant and animal species. Lamarck and 

Erasmus Darwin believed in an inner force within each organism 

driving it forwards to higher forms. 

The greatest classifier of i^nts in the eighteenth century was 

Linnaeus (1707—1778). He applied ha classification to both plant 

and animal species. Buffon (i 707-17S8) held that all artificial classi¬ 

fications were eirtmeous. *Thc error consists in a failure to under¬ 

stand nature’s processes, which always take place by gradations.... 

It is possible to descend by almost insensible degrees from the most 

perfect creature to the most formless matter’, said Buffon in his 

introduction to Hatural History, 
Ernst Haeckel (1834—1919) popularised Darwinism in Germany. 
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Naturalist deterniiiusm became a widespread belief. The universe 
began as stellar gas among the whirling nebulae and slowly over 
long ages, life eme^d and led through legged fish, land animals 
and mammals to primitive man. 'Hiese successive products of evolu¬ 
tion represent more elaborate adaptations to natural surroundings. 
Mind, thought and values arc all the products of the working of a 
closed materia! system functioning according to rigidly predeter* 
mined laws. This view of mechanical materialism yield^ to the 
dialectical materialism of Mane. Karl Marx gives us a picture of 
history as a materially conditioned proems. Man is a product of 
materia] needs, class interests and property rights. Dialectical 
materialism is the force driving mankind to the processes of change. 
To millions of working classes, Marx’s message of the terrestrial 
paradise of socialism gives a new meaning of life. The Marxitu 
adopt the scientific method of social analysis and the techniques for 
pcJitical mass action. 

The marvellous scientific discoveries and technological achieve¬ 
ments have led many to accept the view that the real is the material, 
what can be weighed and measured. Propositions which cannot be 
empirically verified are neither true nor false. Truth belongs only 
to the propositions that are empirically verifiable, i.e. the statements 
of physical science or observation. Propositions of ethics and meta¬ 
physics are simply devoid of meaning.* There is a distinction 
between statements which refer to actual objects and emotive state¬ 
ments which are uttered to excite certain emotional attitudes in the 
hearer. With reference to statements of poetry we do not ask for 
their truth but raise the question of the attitudes they excite. 

The conception of philosophy as an attempt to give a sustained 
and systematic account of the universe is no more fashionable. It is 
the task of science to give us information about the universe. The 

* This view eea be traced to Bacon and Hume. Bacon said: *AU the received 

philoMphieal syitems aie but m many i(ai|e>t)layi. repnienciTii worlds of their 
own Creation after an unreal and sceoic fashion. Nor ii it only ef the systesu 
now in vofve. or of the ancient tecu and philoaophiei that 1 >peak j for majiy 
more playa of the tatne bi&d may yet be eompoaed and in like artiftcial manner 

set forth'. Houum Or^anum. Here Bacon contrasts phUosophleal speculatioes 
with trureworthy Kientific feneralisationi. Hume, in the same spirit, remarks; 
Here indeed lies the justest and toojt plausible objection agatnsi a eomiderable 

part of metaphysics that they are not properly a science, but arise either from 
the fruitless efforts of human vaolty, wnleh would penetrate into subjects utterly 
inaccessible to the uoderitanding. or from the craft of popular superstitions 

which, being unable to defend themselves on fair jpotmd, raise these intanflinf 
brambles to cover and protect their weakness, anquiriet Conetming ^«man 
Und4fittKding, Sec. 1. 
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function of philosophy is at txst analysis, clarification. The philo¬ 

sopher docs not ask whether there is God, soul or the world. He 

asks about the meaning: of saying that there is God, soul or the 

world- 

While intellectuals profess to be satisfied with mechanistic 

materialisxn or logical empiricism, faith is falling away from the 

common people. While the scientifically trained range themselves 

on the side of secular humanism, others adopt nihilistic aberrations 

from Che religious tradition. Flight from God, an abdication of 

metaphysics and a positivist acticude of mind are the characteristics 
of our time. 

A naturalistic philosophy was the dominant attitude in the West 

at the opening of the twentieth century. Man pictured himself in 

the image of the machine.’ There is a conflict between two different 

views of man, With the sense of values and hunger for eternity, he 

is the most concrete embodiment of the divine on earth. This is the 

tradition of the Upani^ads and Plato linked with Christianity in its 

many fonns. There is the other view which dates from the 

Renaissance and draws its strength from the tremendous discoveries 

of science and inventions of technology, which looks upon man as a 

being launched without his consent on the river of life, thrown into 

a world of forces where he feels that he can survive only by an 

increasing control over forces with which he has to contend. The 

two basic impulses require to be reconciled if we are to produce a 

stable society. Both these are exaggerated in an aggressive naturel> 

ism, secular humanism and an artificial supematuralism, Neo- 

Thomism, Fundamentalism or Neo-Barthianism. We seem to be 

ready to accept any infallibUity, whether it be of the Pope or the 

Bible or Marx. But in their conduct even thc« who profess the 

latter behave like the former. The great power which we now 

possess could be used for transforming this earth into a paradise if 

we are able to overcome our hates and jealousies. But we are afraid 

that by some act of madness or miscalculation—there are lunatia 

in every counny—we may bring about the suicide of civilisation. 

The need for moral control, spiritual discipline is most urgent The 

conflict between Greece and Galilee, between mind and spirit in 

Beatty’s words is still unresolved. That we are aware of our pre¬ 

dicament is the reason for hope. 

> Cp. Scctuu-HupC: 'Man is a thing, lir« is an absurdity, nature is an anra- 
gate of facts, society is a sheU avithln which each man faces ^one a crowd ^ 
straofrn aiet by chance or sUtlitieal aeddeni*. Tkg Eiiranitmgnf of Wtstgrn 
Man (1953) p. tjy. 



LECTURE III 

EAST AND WEST 

r. WESTERN INELUENCS ON THE EAST 

Science and technology are among ihe basic factors in the moulding 

of the modem world. In the last 400 years, the Western man has 

carried Ws civilisation into remote comers, and brought under his 

influence all the continents. Till about a.d. 1500 there was con¬ 

siderable similarity between the East and the West. But diversity has 

now arisen owing to the rapid growth of technology. History in these 

four centuries became European history; the rest of the world was 

colonial history. Hegd^s words have been conflrmed, ‘The Europeans 

have sailed round the worid and for them it is a sphere. Whatever 

has not yet fallen under their sway is either not worth the trouble, 

or it is destined to fall under it', Europe had dominated Asia and 

Africa and peopled Australia and America. 

The period which followed the opening up of the sea route to 

India round the Cape of Good Hope and the discovery of America 

was <me of unrestricted expansion and control of the great spaces of 

the earth by the Western people, It is sometimes described as one of 

aggression by the West on the East. European traders arrived in 

Eastern countries and set up forts, factories and naval bases. The 

West was almost entirely responrible for the development of cem- 

municadons. Tlie steam^ips of the Western countries carry most of 

the world’s freight and passcogen across the seas. Their air-ships fly 

across the oceans and continents. Their locomotives, telegraph wires, 

electrical inventions, agricultural implements are found in Asia and 

Africa. The products of their factories supply the acquired needs of 

distant peoples. Automobiles, sewing machines, radios, movies, type¬ 

writers, fountain pens, cameras, patent medicine are used among all 
peoples.^ 

> Cp. the Commwiit Mojiiftito: The bourgeouie , . , hei b««a *e firit to 
ihow vrhat man*i aeihicy can briog about. It hai accoiapliihad wonders fir 
WMuag E^tian pyramids, Roman aqueducu and CoOuc ctehedrali. . , 

The bourgeoisie . draws aU aatlons into civiJiaition, The bourge^e, during 
Its rule of scaite one hundred yean, hu created more maaiive and mere 
eolosiaJ productive forces than have all preeedlog generations together*. 

toy 
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The impact of Western powers on older cultures, though sub- 
jectii^ th^ to pditical and economic domination, evoked their long 
dormant vita] forces and implanted in them ideas of nationalism. It 
is the West that called forth the forces of resistance to its domination 
and endowed the subject peoples with the skills and institutions 
which could be most effectively used against herself, The Taiping 
and the Boxer rebellions, India’s struggle for freedom and the rise 
of modem Japan are the triumphs of Westernisation. Japan trans¬ 
formed herielf in a few decades into an industiialised modem power 
on the Western model. The American Declaration of Independence, 
the French and the Russian revolutions, the Atlantic Charter and 
the preamble of the United Nations Charter inspired millions of 
people to cast off their yoke and achieve independence, political, 
economic and soda!. A new sense of confidence was induced in men's 
minds that it is not beyond their capacity to achieve their objective, 
when Russia was defeated by Japan. When non-European troops 
were used in the two wars, a sense of equality was roused of which 
the consequences were not immediaedy revised. Thus Wtttem 
domination sowed the seeds of its own disintegntion. 

'Die impact of Western culture on Asian society is the basis of Asian 
nationalism as well as of Asian sdidarity. The Hindu religious revival 
is partly the result of Western research, partly reaction against West¬ 
ern domination and partly the revolt sgainst Christian missionary 
propagatnda. The membecsoftheSodetyof Jesuswereentrusted with 
(he mission to East Asia. In the later years of the sixteenth century 
Francis Xavier went to Goa and Japan. In 1582 Matteo Ricci, an 
Italian Jesuit reached Macao and in 1601 reached Peking where he 
died In 16to. He and his colleagues identified themselves with the 
manneis and custems of the Chitiese scholarly society and translated, 
many Chinese works on mathematics, hydraulics and astronomy. 
After European settlements started in the East, Christian missions 
expanded their activities though some of them used their work as 
an instrument of economic expansion. Livingstone’s cry of Com¬ 
merce and Christianity confirms this view. He felt that civilisation 
by which he meant Christianity could be brought to the tribes of 
Central Africa only by opening up routes for trade. For him Chris¬ 
tianity did not mean so much doctrine as ‘a diffused philanthropy’, 
medicine, trade, education. The colonial peoples of A^ and Africa 
were also attracted by Christianity as they thought that Ghristianity 
was the religion and so presumably the practical inspiration of the 
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gT«ater military efficiency and sdeotlfic power of the dominating 
West. The Right Reverend Stephen Neill writes: ‘ It is no aaident 
that the ‘‘great ccntiuy* of the expansion of the Christian Church 
was also the great century of European expansion’.' In many cases 
missionary penetration was the spearhead of political control. 
Dr. Stephen Neill says: ‘The Church in South India has been largely 
built up by the work of the village teacher-catecKht, by far the 
greater part of whose salary has been met frun government grants*. 
With the rise of Asian and African nationalism, feeling is increasing 
against missions which were supported by governments either on 
prudential grounds or on the honest conviction that the people would 
be better for the acceptance of Christianity. Naturally in times of 
political tension» Christian churches which were fuiancially depen* 
dent on the Government tended to be out of sympathy with the 
struggles of peoples desiring to be free. So the criticism was heard 
that they were dte agents of the Imperialist powers. Now that inde* 
pendence is achieved, doubts about the divided allegiance of Chris* 
tians have disappeared and they are today in many nations respected 
citizens. If in India they wish to become the leaden of the com* 
municy, they must sympathise with the revolutionary fervour of the 
peoples. 

The most important event of the Second World War is not the 
defeat of the Axis Powen, Germany, Italy and Japan, who are 
already regaining their former status and influence In international 
affairs. It is the rise of the new poweis In Asia, China, India, 
Pakistan, Indonesia, Burma, Ceylon, the Philippines. 

In spite of centuries of foreign domination, the outstanding fact 
about Asia and Africa is their unspeakable misery, their gross poverty 
and illiteracy, their famines and diseases. The one redeeming feature 
is the longing of the peoples of these areas to escape from their 
ghastly 5ub*hujnan condition. There is a sense that the evils from 
which they suffer are preventable and should not be tolerated. They 
believe that they should adopt the outlook of science and the 
methods of technology, to raise themselves from their present plight. 
It is true that the technical superiority of the West secured the 
triumph of its anns. While the repudiates the military conquests 
by the West, and the enforced domination, it welcomes the loco* 
motive, the dynamo and the aeroplane. While it is eager to throw 
away the conquerMS, it accepts the instruments of their conquest, 

and Wut fltiiUw, April 1954, p. 
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the mechanical arts, the technological devices, and the political 
insdtutioas. They wish to use these to overcome poverty, to widen 
economic opportunity and to improve standards d nutrition, health 
and sanitation. In their eagerness to make up for the lost time and 
catch up with the advanced nations of the w^d, the East is accept¬ 
ing modem technological methods.* 

Dissimilar conditions have led to the acceptance of technology 
both by East and West; the East to escape from polidcal subjugation 
and economic and social backwardness, the West to maintain its 
superiority. These conditions threaten to subjea man to the tyranny 
of the machine and material success. Personality li losing against 
power. 

East-West contacts have not been one-way processes. New influ¬ 
ences affected the West. Rembrandt copied Moghul drawings and 
delicate new crafts were introduced from Japan. Eastern languages 
began to be studied for purposes of business and administration. 
Christian missions became interested in the thought of the non- 
Christian lands. The Analects of Confucius, the literature of the 
Vedu, the Tripfuka of the Buddhists, The Qurui and ocher Islamic 
works had European translations. Unsu^cted wisdom and spiritual 
depth were found in alien religions. Leibniz pleaded for interchange 
of ideas between Europe and China. Voltaire looked upon Confucius 
as a holy sage, a philosopher, prophet and statesman who preaches 

no miracles and teaches only virtue. 

n. OOHMUNtSK AKD DSMOGKACY 

Eastern countries are adopting not only the spirit of science and the 
gadgets of technology but also the political arrangemeno which 
have found favour in the West, liberal democracy or communism. 

Today, when reference is made to East-West relacicats, we do not 
have in mind the Orient and the Occident, Asia and Europe, but the 
politica] East and the political West of Europe. When Ch^tianity 
was the prevalent religion of Europe, the Roman Catholic and the 
Protestant forms represented the West while the Greek Church and 
the Russian Orthodox Church represented the East. Both these had 
a common origin, the Judaic-HeUenic. They have more in comm<Hi 
with each other than either of these has with any other dvilised 

> The lete Profeeior Chxr!u Beard, wriiins io i in a book oa Whilher 
MffnUnel? aeid: 'll, in due time, the Eut imuhes the Well on the batrledeld 
it wijl be beeatite the Eaat hu completely taken ever the teehnolosy of the 

Weji, fooe it one better aad chua become a Weiterc dviliaation’. 
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society. Even so» the split between the Communist East and the 
Democratic West is a split within the Western world. 

The pedigree of Communism can be traced to Plato, the New 
Testament, the Lcvellera of CramwcU’s day, Ricardo, Adam Smith, 
Hegel, Feuerbach, Marx, Engels, Lenin. Seme of the characteristic 
features of Communism are those of the West. 

The Greek mind was of a dialecdcal order. It laid stress on the 
primacy of reason. Communism claims to utilise a sciendfic method 
and analysis. It is possessed of a sense of certainty, a sense of iu own 
infallibility. 

Humanism has been a character of Western thought from the 
Greek times. The Greeks concerned themselves vvith social conditions 
and postulates. The Marxists wish to bring about a perfect society 
on earth. They protest against the effects on the working classes of 
the industrial revolution, starvation wages, child and female labour, 
ovencrowded slums, destruction of family life. In the name of social 
justice, they criticise the capitalist order. Lenin says that the cry of a 
single child in distress condemns our world. 

The appeal of Communism is not merely to the material needs of 
man but to the human desire for status, for equality, for freedom 
from domination, or oppression, political and ecoDOmic. Marx thinks 
of a new man, the truly human man, who hu never before existed, 
the man who will be rid of his 8e]f‘«scrangement, Communism pro* 
fesses to offer to man a matchless opportunity for satisfying the 
deepest desire of man which now happens to be frustrated. The 

noblest motive in human nature is to invest the petty tranrient per¬ 
sonal life with abiding spiritual quality by devoting it to some cause 
worthier than any that has been visible on his mental horizon snee 
the eclipse of religicn and the rise of materialism. That Ideal is the 
attainment of an earthly paradise, the elevation of the human race, 
Marx in one of his human moments looked forward (o a future 
socialist society where 'the fragmentary man would be replaced hy 
the completely developed individual, one for whom different social 
functions are but alternative forms of activity. Men could fish, hunt 
or engage cn literary criticism without becoming professional fisher¬ 
men, hunters or critics’. 

The logic which drives a missitmary cause to aggressive propa¬ 
ganda is nothing new in history. 'Go ye unto all the world ajed 
preach the Gccpel to every creature’. Communism seems to be 
secularised Christianity. 
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The law of contradiction Uys down that contradictories cannot 
subset co|;ether. The conflict between the Communists and the non- 
Communists is on the same pattern as the conflict between Athens 
and Sparta, Rome and Carthage, the Jew and the Gentile, the Greek 
and the Barbarian, the Christian and the heathen, the Protcsuni 
and the Catholic. Today it is between parliamewary democrades 
and people’s democracies. This view is based on die philosophy of 
either^. It divides the world into two opposite camps—the king- 
doms of light and of darkness. A fanatic’s mind is dark and his heart 
is hard and he wishes to stamp out hii enemy. To call our enemies 
unbelievers gives us a sort of moral rearmament. Dichotomy has 
been an dement in the mental make-up of the Western man, One 
of Dostoevsky's characters in Tfts BrotAew KaramoiW observes: 
This craving for community of worship is the chief misery of every 
man individually ^nd of all humanity frwn the beginning of time 
. ,, put away your gods and come and worship ours> or we will kill 
you and your gods. And so it will be to the end of Ac world, even 
when go^ disappear from earth’. 

We shall have heresies and penecution of heresies so long as we 
have a sacred doctrine and an authorised body of interpreters. If 
dogmas are the expressions of flnal and infall^le truth, we cannot 
escape from doctrinal controversies and inquisitorial methods. 
During the early centuries of Christianity, seven councils were held 

to define the true doctrine and pronounce against hcresies- 
We hear often of confessions by those charged with guilt and 

demands for extreme punishments, These arc of a piece with con- 
feSBons of sin and repentance in the early Christian Church. If we 
realise the essentially religious character of the Russian soul, confes- 

rioni of crimes against the State will not come as a surprise. 
The main, though not Ac exclusive, emphasis of Ae West is on 

sdentific reason, humanism, missionary propaganda and a division 
of Ae world mio opposite camps. Communism exaggerates all Acse 

features. 
In his work on Ae teachings of Karl Marx,’ Lenin writes that 

Mane Vas the genius who continued and c«npleted the Aree chief 
idetJogical cuircoO of Ac nincteenA century, represented respec¬ 
tively by Ae Aree most advanced countries of humanity: classical 
Geiman philosophy, classical English pditical economy and French 

sodalisn combined wiA French revolutionary doctrines’. 
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Not onJy is the creed of Communism a product oi Western 

thought, but its propagation is also due to leaders who were trained 

in Western capitals, Berlin, Paris, Geneva. In the first world war, 

it was the German High Command who put the future Russia into 

a railway coach, scaled it and sent it out to explode in the then 

Finnish station of Petrogradt.‘ It is, therefore, somewhat strange that 

Communism should be treated as an Eastern doctrine, chough it is 

now spreading in the East.’ 

It is incorrect to assume that pariiamentary democracy is the only 

form of government which is consistent with the tradition of the 

West. It would be to forget the tyranny of Greece, of the Italian 

dty-4tates of the Middle Ages down to the dictatorships of our own 

tune. The heritage of the West includes all typea of governments. 

It is wrong to think chat if Communist countries became Chris¬ 

tian, there would be no wars. The Roman State became Christian 

at the dme of Constantine and was almost continually at war till it 

ceased to exist. History does not show that Christian states are less 

warlike than others. 

There is no doubt that parliamentary democracy is the most 

civilised form of government. It enables us to bring about dnsde 

and even revolutionary social and economic changes through peace¬ 

ful processes. If we believe in democracy, it requires us to effect 

social justice within nations and extend democratic liberties to other 

nations. Liberal democracy is easy to profess but difficult to practise. 

If democracies acquire honesty of purpose and fervour of faith, they 

will liberate opposed nationalities, strive for racial harmony and 

assist underdeveloped countries to achieve economic progress. If the 

democratic nations of the world abide by their faith in democracy, 

then opposition to democracies wUl diminish. To millions of people 

in colonial areas and to the working classes throughout the world, 

the Communist system h^ds up promises of social equality, poCticat 

freedom and abolition of econcmic privilege. Are not these the very 

heart of democracy? 

^ The Briiiih Foreign Offc« wu eertsio (hat the fiolsheviJu were the pild 
agenti of Imperial Cemaiiy and BeUheviim was 'a movement foecered edely 
for the furtheranee of Genaui ends*. 

* Professor HaJecti in htf Tke Litnstt end Dipttions 0/ Evr^fitan fiiswy 
tried to thrust Russia completely out of Europe: 'Whatever we may think’, ne 
lays, ‘about the mere or less European ebaraeter of the Empire whi^ 

from Peter I (o Nicholas II, (he *^d Tiardom’* created in November 1917, 
after a real but vain attempt towards Weiteroiiation is March of (he sesie 
year, was and remained noQ*Buropean, if not acti'Europeao’. 

n 
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What i3 necessary is a sacrihciai faith in democracy. We should 
give up attitudes of race superiority and c<Mdemn and not condone 
racial oppression abroad. We should be willing to accept the peoples 
of other nations on a plane of equality, whatever be cheir race or 
the cdour of their skins. We must assist all the countries which are 
struggling to raise the standards, social, economic and cultural, of 
their people. We must try to solve incemaiional disputes in a peace> 
ful way. The war-weary pe^les of the world do not wish to fed that 
we have given up all hopes of peace and friendship among nations. 

We cannot say that Communist states are the workers' paradise 
in which all forms of discrimination and class privileges are abd- 
ished. Ultimate power in these states resides in the hands of a small 
party whose authority is practically unlimited. Their policies are 
implemented by the administrative bureaucracy. The party leader 
deddea everything for everybody with the result that the whole 
flowering of human life is rigidly controlled. If people wish to be 
governed in that style, so long as they do not interfere with the way 
of life of others, we must learn to live in friendship with them. We 
should establish a world order without war, without standardisation, 
regimentation or tyranny. We must work for a federal constitution 
in which all people might hope to have a fair share in the conduct 
of human affairs. 

We are unable to establish points of contact with Communist 
countries. If we are unable to communicate, we live in isolation and 
isolation breeds fear, suspicion and hate. In the present ailing world 
the greatest evil is pdidcal parochialism. In a society which has 
learnt to navigate the air and split the atom, we owe it to ourselves 
to work for human solidarity. 

In former ages, the world consisted of a number of societies slowly 
evolving on their own lines. Out of these varied experiments have 
come At treasures of wisdom, art and science which we have 
inherited. Now the world is converging into one society. This is true 
in spite of the fact that the two groups are hurling defiance against 
each other. Even the two challenging systems have much in common 
and are moving in the same direction. The Russian system which is 
anxious to preserve its identity, ethos and genius finds that it can 
hold its own against the Western democracies by mastering tech¬ 
nology which is the source of their power. Ten years ago, when 
Germany capitulated on May 8, 1945, the LcAdon Times wrote: 
*So passes to its Just doom of ignominy and ruin the most monstrous 
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dc^on chat pride, cruelty and the lust of power have ever sought 
to unpose upon the suffering millions of the nations’. In that war, 
the worid felt the terrible power of destruction which man has 
acquired ^ough scientific knowledge uncontrolled by wisdom- With 
the alarming increase of the weapons of mass destruction, we cannot 
ignore that the brotherhood of man, the unity of nations and the 
mdxvuibilicy of peace arc the most urgent truths and not mere plati¬ 
tudes. But we are filled with fear, hatred, natiMial pride and ideo¬ 
logical fanaticism. These are not rational sutes but emotional atti¬ 
tudes which continue to goverrj human behaviour. We must give up 
the tendency which manifesB itself whenever there is a conflict that 
our enemies are hateful, unnatural monsters whcee defeat if not 
ejctirpation is essential for the peace of the world, 

Both systems as at present practised, suffer from faith in the omni¬ 
potence of mechanism and technique and the spirit of materialism. 
Both adopt the cult of power as an end in itself, subordinate the 
individual to the demands of the slate, wonhip the nadon-sute. 
The people suffer from the tyranny of the state, whether that tyranny 
cakes the form of military violence or commercial greed. The idola¬ 
trous worship of the nation-sutc is an inheritance from Greece and 
led the Greek world to min and wc seem to be treading the same 
path, The wtUed-in enclosures in which wc live are not nations but 
asylums in a world which urgently calls for unifiesdon. 

When human beings deify human power and asnime for ihem- 
«lvea divine prerogatives, they court retribution. The cold war today 
is not with this or that nation. It is not a conflict between two 
nations but between two claimants for the soul of man. The spirit 
of materialism which we are called upon to fight is not alien to us 
but seems to be congenial to the whde world. The spirit which 
resisto it is to be rediscovered by both the groups. We must establish 
not only over the enemy but over ourselves the authority of the 
principles which vre deny to the enemy but we claim to possess. If 
our cause is the cause of the higher possibilities of the human spirit, 
we should ineceporate that cause in our social institutions. 

We should remember that men and their instinitions arc panly 
good and partly evil and when they fight they fight for causes which 
are also partly good and partly evil. Those who exalt naked force and 
who encourage the spirit of hatred overlocJi the fact that there is 
sOTiething of the divine in every man- If vre do not recognise the 
man in our enemies, we will be nearer a war of unrestricted exter- 
minaiioQ tban the foundations of univeraal peace. 
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When we speak of coexistence, we arc fettuif beyond the Western 
pattern of eidier>or. We hold that it is possible for the two systems 
to live side by side influencing each ocher. To coexist is not to com¬ 
promise or capitulate. It is to understand each other and modify 
each other. No social order is static, no law is enchanging, no con* 
scitution is permanent. 

Since the death of Stalin, there has been a relaxation in the 
rigours of the Soviet system. Restrictions of travel have been modi¬ 
fied and conceaaons have been made co the people in Russia. The 
conflicts In Korea and Indo-Chlna have not been allowed to grow 
inco a full scale war. Even in international organisations, the Soviet 
atdtude has been more moderate and restrained than it used to be. 
A desire to negotiate with the West is visible. Given time, forbear¬ 
ance and comprehension, it is not unrealistic to think of a peaceful 
settlement. With the spread of education and nse in people’s 
demands, a process of liberalisation, even in Conmunist countries, 
is inevitable. If it is impeded, like all totalitarian regimes, they will 
disappear through their own iniema} contradictions. 

Sir Winston Churchill wrote in Moscow, on October ii, 1944, 
*We have the feeling, that viewed from afar and on a grand scale, 
the differences between our systems will tend to gee smaller and the 
great common ground which we share of making life richer and 
happier for the masses of the people U growing every year. Probably 
if there was peace for fifty yean the differences, which now might 
cause such great troubles to the world, would become matters for 
academic discussions*.^ Ten years later, on July 12,1954, he repeated 
the view in the House of Commons t T b^eve that the widespread 
acceptance of this policy (of peaceful coexistence), may In the pas¬ 
sage of years lead to the problems which divide the world being 
solved*—or solving themselves as so many problems do-^In a manner 
which would avert the mass destruction of the human race, and give 
time and human nature and the mercy of God their chance to win 
salvation for us’. 

This is a time for decision and it is better for us to pray: 'God, be 
mcrdful to me a sinner* and not 'God, I thank Thee that 1 am not 
as other men are*. Both the Uberal and the Communist systems suffer 
from grave defects and are not likely to win the allegiance of the 
human race. It Is necessary for us to assert oiu* hiunanity, to renew 
our sanity, to realise that the destructive nightmare in whose grip 

I Triumph and Trig$iy, p. 20$. 
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we are now tossing and turning is not the reality. Our present dis¬ 
tress is the pangs for the birth of a new world. Nothing is more 
cenain than that this civil isarion will end, as many have already 
ended on this planet. How tong it wall endure is as unpredictable as 
is the span of human life. Whether it continues for many centuries 
or meets with a premature decline and untimely death depends on 
the effort we make. Civilisations are not subject to the blind necca- 

sity of Wological old age and death. If our efcjn is relaxed, if disci- 
pline declines, if our inner spirit decays, wc will pass out. The verdict 
will be ^dde while of an unsound mind’. 

Life becomes meaningful only when we grasp the character of 
the age we live in, see its aignihcance, understand the objectives it sets 
ui and stnve to realise them. We are not the helpleai cools of deter* 
minian. History is the story of the incalculable. Though there is no 
linear progression in history, though humanity renews itself from its 
past, it is also developing something new and unforeseen. Today we 
have to make a new stare with our own minds and hearts. 

rit. TSOKNOLOOY A SIEtVAHT, NOT MASTSK 

We are tempted to assume that technological progress is real progress 
and that material success is the criterion of civilisation. If the Eastern 
peoples become fascinated by machines and techniques and use 
them, as Western nations do, to build huge industrial organisations, 
large military establishments, they would get involved in power 
politics and drift into the danger of death. Sciendhc and techno¬ 
logical dvilisadm brinp great opportunities and great rewards but 
also great risks and temptations. If machines get into the saddle, all 
our progress will have been in vain. The problem facing us is a uni¬ 
versal one. Both East and West are threatened with the same danger 
and face the same destiny. Science and techiK^ogy are neither good 
nor bad. They are not to be tabooed but tamed and assigned their 
proper place. They become dangerous only if they become idols. 

From that dim and distant date when a human creature stnjck 
out the hrsc flint instrument, through all the ages until now, when 
man belts the globe with the radio and plans to annihilate whole 
dties with bombs from the sky, the course of human life has been 
a career of material ccmquest and mechanical achievement. The pen, 
the brush, the wheel, the spade, the plough, the boat, the lever, the 
pulley, the locomotive and the internal ctrabusdon engine form a 
continuous ascent. Nuclear hssion is not anything new in principle 
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fixun, say, the discovery of fire. The machine is an expression of che 
victory of mind over matter. It is not an end in itself. It is a tool 
devised by man to give practical effect to his ideals. If our ideals are 
wrong, the fault is in oiuaelvcs, not inlhe machines. If our ideals are 
right, machines could be used to remove injustice, improve the lot 
of mankind, and help the spirit to grow into maturity. There is 
nothing in a motor car which re<^uirea us to drive it so fast as to kill 
innocent pedestrians. There is nothing in an aeroplane which com¬ 
pels us to drop bombs on feUowmcn. There is nothing wrong with 
the machines as such. If they turn out to be evil, it is because we are 

evil. 
Those who declare that the danger of our situation is the increase 

of machines in daily use point to the excessive of modem 
civilisation, the anxiety connected with the competition of living, the 
precariousneas of life, the drabness and monotony of the lives of 
many workers who are required to repeat the same movement hour 
after hour mechanically, the exciting nature of our amusements and 

the love for blinding speed and deafening noise. 
The bid labour-saving devices were utilised within the province 

of che human world. When technology is released from human con¬ 
tra it loses its meaning and we have a triumph of the means over 
the end. Before the Industrial Revolution, men controlled the instru¬ 
ments and made complete objectt. They look pleasure in the exercise 
of their skill. Their work was sacramental About such work, Hegel 
says: *from the merely bodily movement of the dance to the 
stupendous and gigantic works ^ architecture... all these works fall 
into the category of sacrifice ... the very activity is an offering; no 
longer of a purely external thing but of the inner subjectivity ... in 
this producing the sacrifice is spiritual activity and the effort which, 
as a negation of the particular self-consciousness, hdds fast to the 
purpose that lives within and in imagination, and brings it forth to 

outward view’. 
In the techncJogical civilisation, where we concentrate on one 

minute part of the whole, our work Is deprived of the breath of soul. 
In che race to speed up production, vroric in the factories is reduced 
to such tiny components that no skill or intelligence is needed. This 
repetitive work has brought to millions of workers boredan, fatigue 
and monotony. The woikeis lose their pcreonal character and live cm 
the surface of consciousness. We do not bring out the best in the 
human being. Besides In an age anxious for higher standards, we are 
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overlooking the «sential value of a simple and austere life. The 
importance of an individual does not depend on his possesions but 
on his way of living. India has stressed the values of contentment 
and self-control in regard to matenal needs and worldly ambidon. 
Any (xxt who is lest in this technological dviUsation whether as a 
pr^ucer or a consumer is de-peisonalised, deprived of his roots> 
com out of his natural context, thrown as it were into an empty 
space, To preserve the infinite value of the individual, the digruty 
and rights of man, the freedom of the spirit in an age of technology 
is not easy. This is possible only with the revival of faith, which is 
the fulfilling of the spirit in the depths of man, in which man is 
linked above and beyond himself with the origin of hii being. 

Unfortunately, some of the leaders of our age who are fascinated 
by the triumphs of science and technology apeak of man as a purely 
mechanical material being, a creature made up of automatic 
reflexes. They emphasise the more earthly propcndtics of human 
beings and seem to be unaware of the higher sanctity that lives in 
them. Many of our age suffer from loss of faith, They arc tht 

spiritually displaced, the culturally uprooted, the traditionless. Being 
rooted nowhere they suffer an intense loneliness and so seek corn- 
radeship anywhere. They become tribal; only the modem tribe is 
larger than sjiy country. It embraces continents. The unsheltered 
beings who ate irj a mood of defiance or in the despair of nihilism 
art exploited by the new prophets of earthly paradise. 

Our boundless ability in mastering our material environment is of 
infinitely less importance to us than our relations with ourselves and 
our fellowmen. The possession of reason is not a guarantee of our 
humanity. To become truly human, we need something more than 

reason. 
We cannot base the new civilisation on sdence and technology 

alone. They do not furnish a reliable foundation. We must learn to 
live from a new basis, if we wish to avoid the catastrophe that 
threatens us. We must discover the reserves of spirituality, respect for 
human personality, the sense of the sacred found in all religioiu 
traditions and use them to fashion a new type of man who uses the 
instruments he has invented with a renewed awareness that he is 
capable of greater things than mastery of namre. The service to 
which man must return is man himself, the spirit in him. It is not 
enough to feed the human anima], or to train the human mind. We 

must also attend to the human spirit.’ 
* For St Paul, man it “ipirit and jowl aod body', I Thisialoniaiu V. aj. 
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IV. CREATIVS RELIGION 

While Europe is threatened with new dangers, Asia and Africa are 
being transformed by the impact on them of Western ideas and 
technical skill. The world is ^coming increasuigly interconnected 
and cultures and civilisations arc mingling. To think that any one 
way of life is the only way seems to be the height of egocentridty. 
The different geniuses of the people need not be reduced to a dead 
level of uniformity. They reveal different qualities. Our cask is not to 
displace one way of life by another but to share the treasures of 
which each is the guardian. 

There are no fundamental distinctions between the East and the 
Wat. Each one of us is both Eastern and Watem. East and West 
are not two historical and geographical concepts. They are two 
possibihues which every man in every age carries within himself, 
two movements of the human spirit. There is tension in the nature 
of man between his sdentilic and religious impulses. This tension 
or tumult is not a disaster but a challenge and an opp^turucy. 

Each one of us is both religious and rational. There have been out¬ 
standing scientific contributions from the East and notable religious 
gifts from the West. At best it Is only a difference of emphasis, Mind 
and spirit art both qualities of human nature. They have not yet 
attained an equilibrium.' There is today a schism in the soul between 
mind and spirit. A Bodety is stable when its different components, 
economic and political, cultural and social, are in hatmony. If these 
elements fall into discord, the social order dlrintegraces. 

The hopeful and the distressing features of our age are worldwide 
and not peculiar to the East or the West. If the purpcee of the world 
is to be realised, all nadoos require to go through a process of inner 
renewal. World unity cannot be achieved only through the United 
Nations Organisation and its agencies. Local solutions are not 
enough. Everything hangs together. Only total peace can prevent 
total war. There is the religious view for which the East has stood, 
and which is not unknown in the Wat, that man with his sense of 
values is the most concrete embodiment of the divine on earth. This 
view has suffered fiom a misunderstanding of the spirit of science 

' H. C. Wood, in hi> conrribution to the book, fia rhf Chufeh FtiUdf 
vmttsr In oi the contribulion of muiy profound, booeit and eoucaeeous 
Chnatiui thiokert and toachon durins the laji hundred yean. In s^neral, the 

Chriihan mind hae not yet adequataJy come to terma with the Kieadfie temper 
afid with mod era, knowledge’, p, tsg. 
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which ha& resulted ia the inteliectiuJ devasutim of spntual life, the 
drying out ctf creative enei^es. 

Great spiritual revivals occur through the fusion of different 
traditions, lu Clement’s meupht^ the Christian Church itself was 
the confluence of two rivers, the Hellenistic and the Jewish. The 
impact of Chrisdaniry converted the disintegradog Graeco-Roman 
world into a new community. The common endcaure of all beings 
in space and dme, through the occupadon of the earth’s surface gives 
us the physical basis and makes possible the unity of mankind. This 
laner is not a fact but a task. The diffusion of id^ and implements 
is making for inuUectual unity. But human solidarity and c^erence 
are possible only through the radiant moments of the profound 
reveladons of spirit which work like a ferment in the course of 
history. They umsdtute the goal and jusdfleadon of the human 
endeavour for world coherence. The meeting of East and West 
today may produce a spiritual renaissance and a world commimicy 
that is struggling to be bom. 

The present condidons of the world, the universal acceptance of 
the sciendfle method, studies in comparative rebgion, the challenge 
of world unity are producing in all religions a movement of religious 
creativity. Progressive thinkers of different faiths are getting together 
in a common endeavour to realise the good life through truth and 
love. The world is groping not for the narrow, stunted religion of the 
dogmatic schoolii not one of fanaticism that is afraid of the light 
but for a creative spiritual religion. It should not be inconsistent with 
the spirit of science. It should foster humanist ideals and make for 
world unity. 

A true undeistanding of science supports a religion of spirit. 
Science is not an*entirely self^moving process; or an unconscious 
instrument of historical change. The development of science is due 
lo the genius of the individual who has knowledge, skill and values. 
Man is not master of the universe because he can split the atom. 
He can split the atem because he has that in him which is far 
superior to the atom. The material achievements stand as witnesses 
to what the human spirit can accomplish. Again, these achievements 
are the outcome of severe mental and moral discipline, disinterested 
devotion to tmth, a spirit of dedicadon as well as creative izxiagina< 

tion. 
The conflict between science and religion is due to historical car- 

cumstanco. In the past scientists have suffered from religious and 
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political tyianniej. Giordano Bruno was burnt at the stake, Galileo 
was imprisoned and threatened and even today scientists are dis¬ 
couraged by threats of political inquisition or moral ostracism from 
speaking the truth. If the release of nuckar energy is not welcomed 
as opening a new era in man*s mastery of nature and its powere for 

Ac common good but is looked upon as a new threat to mankind, 
It is because of the overpowering influence of nadonalisi dogmas, 

^iendsts must stand against all tyranny, determined to preserve the 
integrity of science and prevent its perversion from its proper bene¬ 
ficent use and aavc civilisation from misusing science for its own 
destruction. God is truth and the service of truth is the service of 
God’ 

Both religion and science affiim the unity of nature. The central 
assumption of science is the intuition of religion that nature is intel¬ 
ligible. When wc study the processes of nature we are impreaed by 
their order and harmony and are led to a belief in the divine reality. 
St Thomas put it, “By considering what Cod has made we can_ 
first of all^<ateh a glimpse of the divine wisdom which has in some 
measure impressed a cenain likeness to itself upon them*. W^shculd 
s« in the oi^r and constancy, the beauty and pattern of nature, the 
divine wisdom and not in the exceptional and the bizarre. To suggest 
that the whole course of history is bound up with some unique event 
which happened at one time and in one place in a universe which 
hu had nearly $,ooo million yean of existence may strain the scien¬ 
tific conscience of even ordinary people. Heaven mingles with earth 
from the very start, 

Goethe tells us that Faust investigated alt branches of human 
knowledge, found no answers that would satisfy him and reached 
the place of notAing in his quest for truth. He exclaims: *And here 
I am at last, a very fool, with useless learning curst, no wiser than at 
first*. His learning proves useless, his quest meaninglea. He is faced 
with despair. He opens an ancient book and his eyes fall on the seal 
of Sc^cenon—the two triangles placed upside down, signifyii^ the 
interpenetration of lower and higher nature. A change comes over 
him and he exclaims: ‘Ha, what new life divine, intense, floods in a 
moment every sense, I fed the dawn of youth again.... Was it a 

* *It is to him 'who muten oyr ai&ds by the force of truth and not to thoee 

who enslave them by violence that we owt our reverence* latd VoUeire Mind# 
are conquered not by armi but by freatnees of »oul' »aid ^inosa Satyam eva 
jayate nanrtam. Truth alone conquen. not untruth. Thij it the motto of the 

lodian nadoo. 
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God who wrote these signs?' Earth and heaven are inteimingicd» 
He has a new undereunding of the visible worid. Even at the 
moment when his journey had led him to dartneas, a new light is 
revealed. 

Science is empirical; it is non-dogmatic. It is openminded. 
Religious truths which are commended to us should not he mixed 
up with incredible dogmas. They must be based on experience, not 
of the physical world but of the rcUgious reality. Even the concepts 
o£ ^cnce acquire their validity in experience. Experience is not 
limited to perceptual experience or the date of introspection. It 
should take into account para-normal phenomena and spiritual 
insights. 

If scientific truth is what works in experience, religious truth also 
can be put to the same test- If we take the raw material of human 
nature and proceas it through detachment, humility and love, know¬ 
ledge of God is attained. Religious exercises are intended to produce 
religious results. Albert Schweitrer observoj 'Rational thinking 
which is free fn»n assumptions ends in mysticism’,* 

The Eastern emphasis on religion as experience or life is being 
increasingly accepted by the religious people of all denominations. 
It tinot faith but worb that are needed. Not all those who lay Lord, 
Lord, but those who do the will of God.* Talmud has it: ‘Would 
that they had forgotten my name and done that which I commanded 
of them'. The utterly superficial character of our religious faith was 
given a practical dememstration in the Second World War when 
adherents of religions dragged themselves down to incredible depths. 

To conform to the will of the Supreme, personal sanctification is 
necessary. The flame of spirit must be kindled in each human soul. 
‘Thus saiih the Lord God ... I will put a new spirit within you; 
and 1 will take the stony heart out of their flesh and will give ihtm 

an heart of flesh'.* The way to this spiritual change is through 
detachment which develops the qualities of truth and honesty, 
chastity and sobriety, mercy and forgiveness. So long as we are 

I 'Etemiry eQt«n jnlo tine, ud it ii in time that all movecDent takea plaee. 
. .. Stunity ii fiot limited by ih« conditions ol time and is eternal in virtue oi 
its cwlieal recurrence*. Hermttua Aiclepius HI. 

9 PhihJOfky of Civilifiiion (tSfiS). 

* Oliver CreorM^ in a letter to hia soo from Ireland on April a, 1650 writes ; 
*T)ie true knowledge U not literal or ipeculattve, but the iAwaro ttutifonninf 
the mind to it'. See G. H. Trevelyan, An Auicbioiraph^ and OiH*r Euapt 
(»949)P* >70 

* frekiei XI, 16 and 19. 
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debated by our ^ passions and desires we wdl flout our neigh¬ 
bour, never Jeave him in peace, build institutions and societies which 
mirror our violent impulses, aggression and greed, The change from 
sdf“cenircdncs3 to God-cemredness brings with it a peace and radi¬ 
ance of living. We reach the deepest vision into the nature of the 
iUal by devotion, contemplation and detachment. The basic element 
in religion is not the intellectual acceptance of dogmatic principles 
or historic events. These are but the preparation for the experience 
which affects our entire being, which ends our disquiet, our anguish, 
the sense of the aimlessness of our fragile and fugitive existence. 
St. Ambrose says *Noc by dialectic did it please the Lord God to 
save His people’.' Religion is not mere cwttemplation of the truth 
but suffering for it. The human mind is sadly crippled in its religious 
ihutog by the belief that truth has been found, embodied, sun- 
dardised, and nothing remains for man to do but to reproduce feebly 
some precious features of an immutable perfection. Such a view of 
rationalistic selfnsufficiency overloc^s the quality of religion as 
spiritual adventure. In the Eastern religiwu, the fulfilment of man's 
life is an experience in which every aspect of his being is raised to its 
highest extent. We pass from darkness to light. We feel caught up in 
a universal purpose, Our being is integrated, our solitude is ended. 
We are no longer the victims of the world around us but its masteis. 
Every religious seer from the moment he has the vision and is moved 
to the depths of his being launches on a new path. The Buddha or 
Jesus Is a redeemer or saviour only in so far as he calls upon us to 
be bom anew. In their life and teaching they act us examples of 
converaion whereby we break the bonds that are laid on us by our 
first birth and by nature and rise above our original imperfection. 
When our consciousness is raised above the normd, when meta-noia 
occurs, we apprehend the unknowable and experience a joy so 
extreme that no language ia adequate to describe the ravishment of 
the soul, when it meets in its own depths the ground of its own life 
and of all reality. ' 

This awareness of Absolute Being which the seers speak of is 
ineffable.* The Ineffable which we encounter can be sk^wn but not 

> Kon In dislecticA c^nplaeuit Domino Deo iftlvum (acere coMJujn luum 
tl€ Flit I, J.49. 

» Goethe in Fautl inyt: 'With the people »nd eapeeully with the citrgy who 

have hiB daily upon their toneuei, God beeomei a phrase, a mere name which 
they utter without any aecomnaryine idea. But if they were penetrated with 
this freatnen, they wodd rather be dumb, for very reverence wouM not dare 
to name him. 
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said, in the words of Ludwig Wittgenstein.* Whitehead has some 
excellent words on this subject: ‘It is characteristic of the learned 
mind to exalt words. Yet mothers can ponder many things which 
their lips cannot express. These many things which arc thus luiown 
constitute the ultimate religious evidence beyond which there is no 
appeal’.* When the experience is communicated through symbols, 
there is variety in the latter which arc shaped by the knowledge and 
beliefs of the scere. The basic experience is, however, the same 
whether we deal with Hindu, Buddhist, Christian and Sufi mystic*. 
The late Dean Inge said that Vhalever their creed, dale or nation¬ 
ality, the witneas trf the mystics is wwiderfuUy unanimous*.* 

When the integral insight or the experience of the whole self is 
interpreted for purposes of communication by inicUcciual symbols, 
the Utter are only symbolic. Etenuiy cannot be translated fully into 
categoric of time, awareness of being cannot be adeq,uately ex¬ 
pressed in teiTOs of existence, in spatio-temporal symbols. Yet they 
are not unrelated. Some of the religious ideas are resulu of profound 
insight. The symbds and images are used as aids to the worship of 
God, though they are not objects of worship themselves. 

When we frame theories of religion we turn the being of the soul 
into the having of a thing. We transform what originally com¬ 
prehended our being into some object which we ourselves com¬ 
prehend. TTte total experience becomes an item of knowledge. The 
notions of God formed by men are not God Himself. The theories of 
God are tested by the facts or experiences of religion which prompted 
them. We should not take them as final and universally binding, 

The Absolute which is beyond the distinctions of subject and 
object, as the divine subject illumines the pUne of cosmic objectiva- 
tion, sustains and absoibs it. The world which science studio is the 
reveUtion of spirit. AH nature and life are sacramental. 

When we say that God wills this world, it does not mean that 
His will is capricious. It only suggests that universal possibility u 
limitless and unpredictable. It also means that the created wn'ld 
cannot assume an absolute character. Were it so, then the relative 
tvould be absolute. Even as human beings are conformed to God, 
made in His image—otherwise they would not exist,—the worid is 
the rcflectum of God. Even as we arc different from God, the wodd 
is different from God. 

’ Trcelatut logic^fihilciophicuj, E.T. 5$. 539. p. tS?. 
ffUtipon 14 ifu Making, p, 67. 
* Tht Pkilofopky of flatintu, Vot II, p, 143. 
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Love of nd^bour is taught by all religions but the capacity to 
love is difficult to attain. Growth in spiritual life is the only force 
which gives us the capacity to love our neighbour, even when we 

are not naturally inclined to do so, In the Epistle of St. James, it 

saya; ‘Whence c^ne ware and hghtings among you ? Come they not 
hence, even of your desires, that war in your members’. Conflicting 
desires within men lead to strains and conflicts among men. We must 
be at harmony within ourselves. The words of $t. Teresa are full of 
meaning. ‘Christ has no body now on earth but yours; yours are the 
feet with which He goes about doing good; youre are the hands with 
which He blesses*. William Law, the great eighteenth century mystic 
said: ‘By love 1 do not mean any natural tenderness, which is more 
or less in people according to their constitution; but I mean a larger 
principle of soul, founded in reason and piety which makes us tender, 
kind and gentle to all our fellow creatures as creatures of God and 
for His salu’.' This world has long suffered and bled from religious 
intolerance. Even the political intolerance of our time which has 
become as despotic, as universal and as bitter as any religious conflict 
has assumed a religious garb reminding us of the Cri^des of the 
Middle Ages. The motive that impelled the Chrisdan armies to 
march eastward was faith, But sincerity of faith is not a security 
against wild intolerance. The Cruaadere thought that they were 
fighting for the Christian God against the Muslim God, They could 
not conceive it to be possible that the God of Islam might be the 
same God on whom they themselves relied.* All too often men feel 
that thdr loyalty to their religious society absolves them from the 
restrainu they would impose on their private actions. We become 
ambidous not for ourselves but for our religious otganisadons. The 
phenomenon is described by William Law as ‘turning to God with* 

^ yarn kvSpi iilutQ dharme itdieirspsro yadi, 
ytySd svaSyam kslySoszn )li dr^^ih mdarianain. 

To whatever ayacem of rehnon one may beloor 11 he i> locUned toward* 
rood eoiiduet, he wiU cerialnly attain happioeii. Thii view is the rifht one, 

* Hie historian of the Cnuades, Mr. Steven Rundnao, concludes his aeeoujit 
with very si^&eant words which have a beario( on the eonteoiporary world 

situatioe: 'In the lone sequence of interaction aM fuiloa between Orient and 
Occident out of whien our civiJiaaiion has grown, the Cmiadn were a tragic 
and destnietive epaiode. The historian, as he gases back across the centuries, 
must fiod his adrolratioo overcast by sorrow at the witneu that it bears to the 

limiudoQS of human nature. There was so much courage and so little honour, 
so much devotion and so little uoderstanding. High ideals were bestnlrehed by 
cruelty and greed, enterprise and endurance by a blied end narrow self* 

nghteousneis; and the Holy War itself was aothing more than a long act of 
intolerance in the name of God. which is the sin against Ae Hi^y Ghost*. 
A HislOTf of thf CtvseAti. Vol. Ill (1954) p, 480. 
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out turning fmm self. All the lusts and prejudices of the heart are 
retained but identified with seme supposedly religious cause. ‘Pride, 
self-exaltation, hatred and persecution, under a cloak of religious 
zeal will sanctify actions which nature, left to itself, would be 
ashamed to own*. We arc prepared to bum and tortum in the name 
of the love of God. Mankind seems to be involved in a corporate 
system of evil to which it seems to be in bondage. It appeare as 
though some monster had taken charge of it, which pcoeases men 
and situations, making the best endeavours of honest men and using 
their good impulses for evil purpcacs. If God is love,’ He cannot be a 
jealous God. With jealous God goes the doctrine of the chosen 
people. If God’s light is the light that lighteth every man* that He 
left not Himself vdthoui witness* the adherents 0/ religions other 
than our own arc not shut out from the love of God. TTtcre are 
alternative approaches to the mystery of God, 

Ac its depth, religion in its silences and expressions is the same. 
There is a common ground on which the different religious traditions 

rest. This common ground belongs of right to all of us, as it has its 
source in the non-hisiorical, the eternal. The same elements appear 
in the experiences of the seen of the different rcligioiia. We all seek 
the same goal under different banners, When we get across the fron- 
tien of formulas and the rigidities of regulations, the same spiritual 
life is to be found. The universality of fundamental ideas which 
historical studies demonstrate is the hope of the future. It emphasises 
the profound truth which Eastern religions had always stressed, the 
transcendent unity underlying the empirical diversity of religions. 

There have been in the Christian world too, many profound 
thinkers who did not believe in spiritual exclusiveness. Niched of 
Cusa was prepared to recognise dements of truth in non»Christian 
religions. According to him Christianity should give as well as receive. 
He believed in the eoinddtntia eppofilonm, i.e. everything lives 
and takes effect by reason of being the point of inteiwction ^ two 
opposite forces. God is all-embracing infinity and is found In even 
the smallest thing.* Professor Arnold J. Toynbee® writes chat he 

*I John IV. 16. ^JoHn I. 9. • Atlr XIV. 17. 

* Cyru*. the PeriUii Emperor, when he overthrew the Bebyloniana uJKler 
whom Judaea waj, fave the Jew« all poaiible help for rebuldlof jerusailem sad 
iu temple. It ii interostinr to know (bat io Hunfary. under the leadership of 
its ruler. Prince Slrin^vao, the Diet of Torda In 15$ 7 Ismed a decree 

everyone may freely embrace the religioa aod faith that he hai preferred ud 
may lupport preecherr of hh owa rebfion, and that neither party ihaU diitutb 

the other’s worship or do harm or inflict injury 00 the other* qooted ia Hihbert 
Journal. January 1954, P. 157. 

* A Siud^ of History, Vol. II (1954) p. 426. 
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would *«xpress his pez^al belief that the four higher religions that 
were alive in the ag:e in which he was living were four variations on 
a single theme, and that, if all the four components of this heavenly 
music of the spheres could be audible on earth simultaneously, and 
with equal clarity, to one pair of human ears, the happy hearer 
would find himself listening, not to a discord, but to a haimon/. 
He does not believe that any one religion is an exclusive and 
definitive revelation of spiritual truth. To deny to other religions 
that they may be ‘God’s ^osen and sufficient channels for reveaTing 
Himself to some human souls, is for me> to be guilty of blasphemy*. 
He quotes Syrnmachus who says: ‘the heart of so great a mystery 
can never be reached by following one road onl/-* Archbishop 

.William Temple puts it in a different way i ‘All that is noble in the 
non-Christian systems of thought or conduct or worship is the work 
of Christ upon them and witldn them. By the Word of God—(hat 
is to say, by Jesus Christ—Isaiah and Plato and Zoroaster and (the) 
Buddha and Confucius conceived and uttered such truths as they 
declared. There is only one divine light, and every man in his 
measure is enlightened by it, Yet, each has only a few rays of that 
light, which needs all the wisdom of all the human traditions to 
manifest the entire compass of its spectrum*.' 

The history of Christianity shows how in its great days it was 
capable of giving as well u receiving. It has been perpetually chang¬ 
ing its emphasis and even surrendering its dogmas. It adapted itself 
to the needs of the Reman Empire when it converted it, of the 
barbarian worid which had its own cultural traditions and soda! 
institutions. The medieval Catholic belief in the impossibility of sal¬ 
vation outside the Church has faded away. I do not think there are 
many today who support the dear cut ruling of Lateran IV, Dt Pidt 

' Pro/eiMr Toynbee expitini hU Doiidoo in clear terrai; In our ipirltual 
atruffle, he »yi *I guew that borh ue Weit and the world are foinc to turn 
away (rom man—wonhippini ideolesicf~~Coinmuniiai and leeular Individual* 
tsm alii^^nd become converted to an Oriental reliricn comiji|i neither from 
Ruaiia oor from the Weit. I eueii that thj> will be the Chriitian religion that 
came to the Greeka and the Romaics from Paleitine, with one of two elemenu 
in traditional CKriitlanity dUcarded and replaced by a new element from India, 
I expect and hope that thS> axmtar of Ghriatianitv will include the viuon of 
God ae beinc Lewe. 5ut I alao expect and hope that it will discard the other 
tradiriooal Christian vuioo of God as being a jealous god. and that it will reject 
the lelf'glorificatlon of this jealous god's "chosen people*' as being unique. 11)14 
tt where India comes io> with her belief (eompleraentary to the vision of God 
as Love) that there may be more than one illuininatlng and saving approach to 
the mystery of the univene*. Times Uierery SuppUment (Aj^ t6, 1954) 
p. 949. 

* Readingt in Saint John's Gospel, First Seriej (1939), 
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Catholiea: Thert is only one universal Church of the faithful and 

outside it none at all can be saved’. In this changing world even 

dogmas change. Take, for example, the medieval doctrine of the 

eternal perdition of unbaptised infants. Take Augustine’s words: 

*Hold fast to this truth, that not only men of rational age but even 

babes who die without the sacrament of baptism in the name of 

Father, Son and Holy Ghost, pass from this world to be punished 

in eternal fire’.* According to ^ CathoHc Zncyelopadia, as late as 

A.D. ] 100, *Si. Anselm was at one with St. Augusdne in holding that 

unbaptised children share in the positive suffering of the damned’. 

The authoritative * Catechism of the CouncU o/ Trtnt * (1566) holds 

that xmbapdsed children are 'bom to eternal misery and perdition’. 

Catholics do not accept this dogma today. 
We should not insist on an objective, universally valid doctrinal 

content. Where everybody thinks alike nobody thinks at all. Iri a 

world CMTtmunity each individual will have freedom to evolve his 

own realisation ^ (he Supreme and the historical faiths wUl remain 

free to grow according to their own genius. Each religion contributes 

to the richness of the whole even as each note contributes to the 

complexity and harmony of the music of the symphony. In the 

present crisis, the spiritual forces of the wodd must come together 

and the great religiious traditions should transcend their dl^crences 

of form, underline their basic unity and draw from it the strength 

necessary to counter materialistic determinism. The type of religion 

here outlined is scientific, empirical and humanistic. It fosters the 

full development of man which includes the spirit in man. It will not 

be silent in the face of man's inhumanity to man. 

Islam attracted attention because it complained about the cheo* 

logical controverscs in which Christians lost theimelves neglecting 

the social problems. Communism agsin is attracting attention be¬ 

cause it condemned the other-worldly and reactionary character of 

religion. Truly religious souls will identify themselves with the social 

and human revolution that is afoot and guide the aspirations of 

mankind for a better and fuUcr life. 

Christ is the second Adam, the first bom of a new race of men, 

who, as the spiritual kingdom is spread on earth, will achieve a unity 

of nature and supemature, comparable to our present union of mind 

and animal nature but transcending it as rational life transcends the 

sentient life below k. The effort of man to remake himself and 

> De boc taeculv tranieunt teinpitem4 igne punieddM. 

r 
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remake tbe world in the pattern of a divine order gives greatness 

and s^nificance to bis failures. The Christian hope is the creation of 

a new species of spiritual personality of which the fint fruits had 

already been manifested In Jesus and the saints. They are the heralds 

of truth on earth, the insinimcnts of the Divine for the spread of 

spiritual religion. The process of creation is still going on. It is not 

complete. It is in the process of completion.^ 

V. CONOLOSIOK 

We are living at the dawn of a new era of universal humanity- There 

is a thrill of hope, a flutter of expectation as when the first glimmer 

of dawn awakens the earth- Whether we like it or not we live in one 

worid* and require to be educated to a common conception of human 

purpose and destiny- The different nations should live together as 

merabeis of the human race, not as hostile entities but as friendly 

partners in the endeavour of civilisation. The strong shall help tbe 

weak and aH ghall belong to the one world federadon of free nations. 

If we escape from the dangers attendant on the control by irre8pc«i> 

sibk men, of sources of power hitherto unimaginable, we will unite 

the peoples of all races in a community, catholic, comprehensive and 

co-operative. We will realise that no people or group of peoples has 

had a monopoly in contributing to the development of dvilisatitm. 

We wQl recognise and celebrate the achievements of all nations and 

thus promote univejsal brotherhood. Especially In matters of religion 

we must understand the valuable work of the sages of other countries 

and ages. 

Peace is not the mere absence of war; it is the development of a 

strong fellow-feeling, an honest appreciation of other people’s ideas 

and values. Distinctions of a physical character diminish in impor¬ 

tance as the understanding o( the significance of the inner life of 

man increases. We need, not merely a closer contact between East 

> Ccl^MTlS I. iS. 
9 Gone are the daya wheo madncaa was eoofined 

Bv seas or hills from spreading through MaiJaud: 
Wheo, (hough a Nero fooled u^on a string, 
WiidoiD itill reigned uaniffled io Peklnc ; 
And Cod in welcome smiled from Buddha's face. 

Thol^h Calvin in Geneva preached of grace. 
For now our HoLed-up g^obe has ihnuk so small, 

One Hiller io U ineani mad days for all. 
Through the vdiele World each wave of worry spreads, 
And Ipoh dreada the war that Ipsden dreads. 

Manyn Skinner: L«tt«rs to Malays, 1 and ZI, 1941, pp. $4-5- 
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and West but a closer union, a meeting of minds and a union of 
hearts. 

ManJdnd stems from one origin frenn which it has figured out in 

many forms. It is now striving toward the reconciliation of that 

which has been sf£t up. The separation of East and West is over. 

The history of the new world, the one world, has begun, It promises 
to be large in extent, varied in colour, rich in quality, 



APPENDIX 

SCIENCE IN INDIA 

Science is generally understood to be Western science with its 

marveUous inventions and technological devices. But basic scientific 

ideas and techniques can be traced back to antiquity and the East 

has played an important part in the development of science. Many 

of the treasures of civilisation came from the East, c.g. the alphabet 

came from the East, Syria and Palestine, and was transmirted 

through Greece and Etruria to Rome and the Western world. 

The early science of India bad two major interests, oac mathe> 

macical and asenmomfeal, the other medical. The Suiva S^a of 

ApasCamba contains a generalised statement of the Pythagorean 

theorems as well as many other specific problems. ‘While the Suiva 

Sutra is probably post-Pythagorean m date, the specific foimulae 

are almost certainly non-Greek and of native origin. Whether they 

are cAd empirical numerical findings frwn which the geometric 

theorem was subsequently genersdised, or whether they are specific 

Hindu arithmetical application developed out of the theorem, is less 

clear. In short, we have here a genuine Hindu mathematical pro¬ 

duction’.^ The important invention of position numerals and the 

symixd for Zero are Hindu contributions.* 

In asircoicHny we have the five siddhantas, Paitamaha Vasistha, 

Surya, Paulisa and Xomaka. In the last, direct Greek infiucnces are 

evident. The tradition has been centinuous through Aryabhata 

(a.d. fifth century), Varahamihira (sixth century), Brahmagupta 

{sbeth and seventh centuries), Mahavira (ninth century), Sridhara 

(tenth century), Bhaskara (twelfth century). 

The medical science arose in eariy days. In the days of the 

Buddha, Atreya taught atTak$asiIa in the far north-west and Sulruta 

^ A. L. Kroeber: C^Tififursihiu of Cttilurai Growth (1944) P. tfio. 
*TKe reference to the Hindu PunenU. ouctide of Inais, eccun in a 

work by Severus Sebokht C^parisg Greek and Syrian knowledge, he wrote in 
AO. 66a: *1 will oreit all discieiion of the sciences of the Hindu; theif valu¬ 
able method of calculatiQQ; and chett eomputinr which surpuses all descrip- 
tioB. 1 wish only to say that tbU conputadoo U done by means of nine ngci*. 
S. T. hfasoQ : A Hiitory of th« Soitttooi (1933) p. 67. 
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vas his younger concemporary who uught at Ka^ or Banaras. The 

latter school emphasised surgery—hernia, caesarean, lithotomy, 

cataract. It describes tai different surgical instruments. The coimec- 

tion between malaria and mosquitoes was noted as also the presence 

of sugar in the urine of diabetic patients. Caraka bom in ^hmir, 

who lived in Kani^ka’s time (a.d. 120-162) wrote a woric based on 

Agnive^, a pupil of Atreya. '\^bha|a senior and junior, Mid- 

havakara and Vmda are other names. 

The iron pillar of Delhi which dates about the year a.d. 400 

stands over &$ feet high with a diameter beginning at 16.4 irxhs 

and diminishLng to 12.04 inches. It is made of pure, rustless iron. 

How did they produce it ? 

The Suitanganj Buddha image of pure copper cast in two layeis 

over an inner core 7^ feet high and weighing a ton also datet ^ho*it 

the year 400. These are marvels of engineering skill. 

Sanskrit grammar developed earlier than Greek. Yaska wrote his 

etymological commentary on the Vedas, called the MruMta. It is 

pre^Pa^unian, the date being sttnewbere between 700-500 b.g. 

Plmni is the greatest name In philology and grammar and belcmgs 

to late sixth century b.c. Pinini mentions Yaska and Sauoaka as his 

predecessors. His Asfadhya^ (Slight Sectiwi) is the culmination of a 

loi^ philological development Panini accepts the rules and states 

the exceptions. His AsfadhyS^ consists of about 4,000 aphorisms. 

These could not have been invented all on a sudden by a single 

author and ixnpceed on others. It is a growdi centuries aad 

Panini was the hnal redactor of the traditivial grammar Vyakara^a 

and his work dtes many predecessors. He superseded them on 

account of his accuracy and comprehensiveiiess. 

Panini's work, according to the commentatCK', Fatanjali is a great 

treatise well accomplished.' KItyiyana*s Varttika, or notes were 

composed soon after P^mi*s Sutras and were commented on by 

Patanjali in his Mahabhdsya (second century b.c.). The whde de¬ 

velopment in phildogy took place between 600-100 b.c. Dt. Kroe- 

ber remarks: 'This high development of so abtnise and self- 

conscious an activity as philology at so early a time remains per¬ 

petually astonishing. It su^ests the existeiice of a vast historic 

lacuna in our knowledge of mom andent India^i great realm 

1 PaAiniyaia mahat sovfhifafn IV, 9, 66; II, 965. He 11 reguded u a leather 

ef tKe highest autb^ity. Prasa&nabhvta IcArya I. 1S9; 1. 99. 
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which we can hope to see in part explored by archaeolc^ alone’-* 

In the later devdopment of phildogy, the important names tut 

Sarvavannan (a.d. 300) the author of Katantra. Candragomin 

(a.d. 600), Bhaitrhari seventh century) who wrote the Vakya^ 

poixya which de^ more with the philosophy of lar^uage than with 

philology or grammar, Jayaditya and Vamana who wrote the 

Kaiikavrtti, a textbook on PimnL About 1625, Bhaitoji DiUita 

published Siddhantakaumudi which is a convenient compendium to 
Panini. 

‘The Sanskrit grammarians were the first to analyse word-fonns» 

to recognise the dillcience between root and suffix, to determine the 

functions of suffixes, and on the whole to elaborate a grammatical 

system so accurate and complete as to be unparalleled in any other 

country*.* Professor Weber regards Pacini’s grammar as ‘superier to 

all similar works of other countris, by the thoroughness with which 

it investigates the roots of the language and the formations of its 
words*.* 

Hegel observed: ‘India as a land of de^m formed an 

element in general history. From the most ancient times downwards, 

all nations have directed their wishes anH longings to gaining access 

to the treasures of this land of marvels, the most co^y wlfich the 

earth presents, treasures of nature—pearls, diamonds, perfumes, 

rose essences, lions, elephants etc.—as also treasures of wisdom. The 

way by which these treasures have passed to the West has at aU 

times been a matter of world hbtorical importance bound up with 

the fate of nadons’. 

^ C^nfifursii^ru «/ CvUiirt G*^tk (1944) p. SI9. 
‘MtedMell: p. ($6. 
^ Hutory 0/ SnAitn Litefoturi, p. 916. 
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RADHAKRISHNAN 

EAST AND WEST IN RELIGION 

This book deals maiiily with the attitudes and approaches to reUgious 

life characteristic of East and West and oilers further Uiustrations of 

the idealist view of life set forth la the author’s Hibbert Lecture. It 

coatains also many interesting reflections on current problems, such as 

Christian auSiHons in India, pacifism, psycho^analy^ and Yoga. 

‘The book grows on the reader as he reads . .. This is a great work, 

which will stand the test of dme, and can be recommended Co any 

seeker after truth. The publishers are also to be congratulated on the 

good appearance of the book, its style and finish’. Eugryman 

‘Written with the author’s usual distinction of style, and is only too 

short, not for his purpose, but for the reader’s appetite’. Man^hgstgr 

Guardian 

Cr. 890 Third Jmprgsticn Ss 6d ntl 

THE'HINDU VIEW OF LIFE 

The matter of these lectures, 00 the philosophy of Hinduism, vvas 

profoundly important and interesting, and they were delivered with 

a command of the subject matter and a power of exposition which 

greatly impressed all who heard them. Hinduism, as expounded by 

Professor Radhakrishnan, may be said to have illustrated the prin- 

dples of Manchester College on a scale of which Chose acquainted 

only with Western Religion have no knowledge. Hie lectures were as 

eloquent as they were profound. 

Cr- ^•'0 Stventh Jmprtifion js Sd n«t 

AN IDEALIST VIEW OF LIFE 

‘I consider the book to be one of the most ori|^al and significant 

contzibutions to modem thought*, rasimdsianatu TAOoae 

D4my 6v9 Steond Edition 15/ 



RADHAKRISHNAN 

INDIAN PHILOSOPHY 

The work gives a clear and rational account of die hipest concep' 

tions of Hinduism. The happy blend of Eastern conceptions with 

Western terminology makes the book intelligent even to the inexpert, 

and it need hardly be added, instructive. Professor Radhakrishnan has 

shown that in their perception of the goal, in the acuteness of tbdr 

reasoning, and in die boldness of their conceptions^ the Indian thinkers 

are second to none*. Timss LUtrofy SuppUrrunt 

‘Gocnprehensive and authoritative. Ko such adequate account of Hindu 

thought has appeared in English. The spirit, motive, and method of 

this great book are admirable’. Church Times 

Demy 6vfi Seeand Sditien (Stxlk lmpr43non) €$3 n«t tfu S4t 

RELIGION AND SOCIETY 

In these Kamaia Lectures delivered in the University of Calcutta in 

December, Professor Radhakrishnao discusses the meaning of 

religion and its application to modem pcobiems of war and peace, 

funily and marriage. He considers Marx’s dialectical materialism and 

Gandhi’s non-violence and points out that an enduring peace is posdble 

only if the statesmen of the Allied nations adopt the principles of a 

true religion. The book is invaluable to all students of religion and 

sooal thought, 

Dtmy 890 Third ImprttMn ;m 6d 

THE BHAGAVADGfTS 

The Sanskrit text, an Engli^ translation and an original commentary 

which has become a flajwif; on cbe subject. 

Le. Cr. $99 las 6d art 



RADHAKRfSHNAN 

Comparative Studies ;n Philosophy Presented 

in Honour of his Sixtieth Philosophy 

Editorial Board: The Very Rev. W. R. Inge, Principal L. P. Jacks, 

Professor M. Hiriyanna, Professor E. A. Bum, Professor P. T- Raju. 

Less than a century ago there was no serious eagerness for a shared 

understanding between East and West. But since then a nouble change 

has taken place. The East has come to realise that for the preservation 

of its own values Western sdence must be mastered. The West has 

come to realise that there are spiritual depths in the Orient which it 

has not yet plumbed and which will contribute to the inner and outer 

peace which it has hitherto lacked. This great change is la^y due 

to Sir S. Radhakfishnan*: genius and understanding. 

This volume of studies in comparative philosophy is presented in 

honour of this great thinker whose whole life has been devoted to the 

cause of philosophy and international understanding. It is fitting that 

they should be concerned with a new line of philosophical acdvlcy 

which, it is hoped, will ultimately result in a systematic and harmonious 

synthesis of East and West 

The contributions include The Pr&bUm of World Philosophy (E. A. 

Burlt), The Spirit of Wtslem Philosophy (Charles A. Moore), Prom 

Empiricism to Mysticism (K. J, Spalding), An Experience (M. Hiri- 

yanna), ReeUiiy and Ideality in Indian and Western Idealism (A. G. 

Mukerji), The Development of Altruism in Confucianism (H, H. Dubs), 

Science, Democracy and Islam (Humayan Kablr), The Universal tn 
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